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Chapter 1

The quest for a good
modeling approach
Nowadays, an increasing need towards a higher integration level of communication systems that have an ever increasing complexity exists. These communication systems demand specifications that are difficult to meet in CMOS
technology. The increasing targeted operating frequencies ask for the use of
faster (and hence smaller) CMOS transistors. These scaled transistors nevertheless have a huge drawback: since the supply voltage scales together with
the thickness of the gate oxide, the use of the relative large-signal, non-linear
operating region becomes inevitable. Therefore, circuit and system designers
of communication systems need to constantly evaluate if the linearity specifications are still met. If these specifications are not met, a designer wants to
have insight in the non-linear operation of the device. This insight is the first
step to solve the problem.
Transistor models are successfully used in simulators to accurately predict
the linear and nonlinear behavior of circuits. They are therefore continuously
used by circuit designers to get quantitative information about the nonlinear
behavior. These models are accurate, but complex. This results in two major draw-backs. First, a circuit designer lacks the qualitative insight in the
nonlinear behavior of the circuit. Second, a system designer cannot use these
complex transistor models to simulate a complete front-end as this is way too
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time consuming. Circuit and system designers are therefore in need for good,
simple models to describe the linear and nonlinear behavior of the circuits.
When speaking about retrieving insight in the nonlinear behavior of circuits,
one thinks inevitable about Volterra theory as this description of nonlinear
systems forms a natural expansion of the linear system theory [Sche 80]. This
theory was already successfully used to get insight in the nonlinear operation
of circuits [Wamb 98]. Furthermore, the resulting models that tend to become
very large in practice, can be reduced. This allows that they serve as simple
high-level models [Wamb 00, Dobr 01]. The commonly known problem when
using Volterra theory is that it is only applicable to weakly nonlinear systems
because of convergence issues. However, it is not evident to say beforehand
whether the “weakly nonlinear” condition is fulfilled or not.
In this work, we mainly focus on power amplifiers, since they contribute
most to the over-all nonlinear behavior of a communication system. Therefore, the proposed techniques should describe the behavior of power amplifiers
sufficiently well.
In this chapter, we will show that even ‘linear’ class-A amplifiers do not
fulfill the weakly nonlinear condition that is a prerequisite to apply the Volterra
theory. This test justifies the quest for new modeling and design techniques
performed during this PhD. Afterwards, the structure of the rest of this book
is explained.

1.1

Evaluation of Volterra theory

A simple class-A amplifier (Fig. 1.1) was chosen as an example to evaluate
whether or not Volterra theory will model its nonlinear behavior accurately.
As this is only a toy example, this power amplifier is obtained by a standard design. The output matching network performs a power match between
the transistor and the 50 Ω load impedance [Crip 99]. The input matching
networks performs a conjugate match between the source impedance and the
input impedance of the bipolar transistor [Gonz 84]. Both matching networks
are simple L-match networks. The resistor together with the DC-blocking capacitor realizes a stabilization network. The amplifying transistor is a bipolar
transistor realized in a 0.18 µm BiCMOS SiGe process. The center frequency
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of the amplifier is 5.5 GHz.
Vdd
Input
matching

Output
matching

DC blocking &
Stabilization

50 Ω

Ibias

Figure 1.1: The class-A amplifier circuit used to evaluate the Volterra theory
applied to electrical circuits.

We will first give a short overview of how the Volterra theory is applied to
characterize electrical circuits following the guidelines of [Wamb 98, Dobr 01].
This overview will already indicate some of the problems that arise when using
this technique. Therefore, the Volterra kernels will not be calculated symbolically, but a circuit simulator is used to retrieve them. Then the method is
applied to the example amplifier to show that the weakly nonlinear assumption is invalid in this design. Finally, we will try to increase the validity range
of the Volterra theory with limited success.

1.1.1

The principle

To describe circuits using Volterra theory, the circuit’s behavior is divided into
static nonlinearities and dynamic linear systems [Sche 80, Wamb 98]. Therefore, all the nonlinear elements are replaced by their small signal equivalent
schematic. For the bipolar transistor in our example, we use the slightly simplified Gummel–Poon model [Gumm 70, Gray 90, Getr 76], as shown in Fig. 1.2.
This figure also indicates the presence of the nonlinear elements.
The value of each element in the model is determined by (non)linear equa-
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rb
B

C

cµ

b

C
rπ

cπ

S

B

rc

c
ccs

ic
e
S

re

E

E
Figure 1.2: A slightly simplified Gummel–Poon model of a bipolar transistor
with an indication of the major nonlinearities.

tions. For example: the collector current ic :



−vbe
1 + vceVAF
2IS exp nvFbeVt
r
ic =


vbe
S
exp
1 + 1 + I4I
n
V
KF
F t

(1.1)

with IS the transistor saturation current, nF the forward emission coefficient,
VAF the forward Early voltage, Vt the thermal voltage and IKF the forward
knee current [Gumm 70, Getr 76, Star 01]. The equation shows the dependence
of the collector current ic on the controlling voltages vbe and vce . Similarly,
all the other nonlinear (trans-)conductances in the model are described by
calculating the current through the element as a static, nonlinear function
of the controlling voltage. For the nonlinear capacitors, the charge on the
capacitor is described by a static, nonlinear function of the controlling voltage.
The current through the capacitor is retrieved by differentiating the charge.
Rewriting the nonlinear equations
Although (1.1) represents the device’s behavior accurately, its result on the
overall nonlinear behavior is impossible to interpret directly. Different contributions from different nonlinear elements are impossible to separate in the complete output spectrum. Therefore, all static nonlinearities are approximated by
a power series around their operating point. These series are typically limited
to order three, to limit the complexity of the resulting expressions. For the col-
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lector current ic of (1.1), the power series becomes a function of the controlling
voltages vbe and vce :
ic

=

3
2
+ K3gm · vbe
gm · vbe + K2gm · vbe

3
2
+ K3go · vce
+ go · vce + K2go · vce

+ K2gm &go · vbe · vce

2
2
· vce + K3gm &2go · vbe · vce
+ K32gm &go · vbe

(1.2)

with gm the linear transconductance, go the linear output conductance and
K2x and K3x the different second and third order nonlinearity coefficients respectively.
The power-series expression (1.2) is much easier to interpret than the exact
expression of the nonlinearity (1.1). Lets illustrate this with an analysis of
the collector current ic as a function of the base-emitter voltage vbe alone.
Therefore one keeps only the first three terms in (1.2). If the internal baseemitter voltage vbe is a pure sine-wave with frequency f1 and amplitude R̂1 ,
the spectral components of the collector current ic can be written directly as
a function of the coefficients of the power series (Fig. 1.3). Of course, the
linear coefficient gm will be responsible for a current with the same frequency
as the input and an amplitude equal to gm · R̂1 . The coefficient K2gm will cause
second-order signals at frequencies 2f1 and 0 Hz proportional to K2gm and R̂12 .
The coefficient K3gm gives rise to third-order signals at frequencies f1 and 3f1 ,
both proportional to K3gm and R̂13 .
We will explain how the coefficients of the power series can be derived using
two different approaches. First, we use the default method based on a Taylorseries expansion [Wamb 98]. Second, an experimental approach using a least
squares fit of the nonlinear relation (1.1) onto (1.2) is used.
The default approach is a Taylor series expansion around the operating
point of the device. The Taylor-series coefficients can be deduced by taking
the corresponding derivatives of the nonlinear characteristics of the nonlinear
elements [Wamb 98]. To get the static nonlinear characteristics, several DC
simulations are performed around the operating point of the device.
In an attempt to enlarge the convergence range of the series expansion, the
second approach retrieves the coefficients from a least squares fit of the nonlin-
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|ic |

3 3
4 R̂1

· K3gm

R̂1 · gm

1 2
2 R̂1

1 2
2 R̂1

· K2gm

· K2gm

1 3
4 R̂1

0

f1

2f1
Frequency

· K3gm

3f1

2
Figure 1.3: The response of the nonlinearity ic = gm · vbe + K2gm · vbe
+
3
K3gm · vbe with vbe = R̂1 cos(2πf1 t + ϕ1 ).

ear relationship of the nonlinear elements. Therefore, the circuit is excited by
a sine-wave, and the controlling and controlled quantities are saved. Note that
these coefficients become signal dependent, as will be shown in the results.

Calculating the output spectrum
The response of the complete circuit, together with the contributions of the different nonlinear coefficients can easily be calculated using the method described
in [Buss 74]. This method, which needs the calculation of different linear transfer functions, can be easily implemented in a circuit simulator [Wamb 98]. It
will be explained by means of the example circuit of Fig. 1.4.
For this example, a very simple equivalent circuit is now chosen for the
transistor. Only the base resistance and the collector current are modeled.
Furthermore, the base and collector current both only depend on the baseemitter voltage.
The method computes the Volterra kernels or the responses in increasing
order by repeatedly solving the same linear network with slightly different
excitation sources.
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Vdd

RS
vin +−

RL
vout

RS
vin +−

ib = f (vbe )

ic = f (vbe )

RL

Figure 1.4: The single-transistor amplifier together with its AC-equivalent circuit. The equivalent schematic of the transistor was simplified so that the base
and collector current only depend nonlinearly on the base voltage.

Calculation of the first-order kernels

In a first step, the circuit’s first-

order Volterra kernels are calculated. The first-order kernels equal the linear
transfer functions. Therefore, the response of the circuit of Fig. 1.5a is calculated using an AC analysis of the basic circuit (Fig. 1.4). Not only the output
voltage is saved, but also all the voltages that control a nonlinearity. In our
example, the base-emitter voltage and the output voltage are calculated and
saved. The complex amplitude of the input source is set to vin (jω). Dividing
the voltages obtained at the nodes by vin (jω) gives the first-order Volterra
kernels H1be (jω) and H1out (jω).

Calculation of the second-order kernels Having calculated the first-order
Volterra kernels, one can now calculate the second-order kernels. Therefore,
one solves the same linearized circuit as in the previous step, but with different
inputs (see Fig. 1.5b). The previous excitation sources are removed properly.
In our example: the input voltage source is replaced by a short. Other current sources are placed in parallel with every nonlinearity. The values of those
so-called second-order nonlinear current sources depend on the type of the nonlinearity, the second-order nonlinearity coefficient and the first-order Volterra
kernels retrieved in the previous step. In our example: two second-order nonlinear current sources are placed in the circuit as can be seen in Fig. 1.5b. These
sources have amplitudes of iN L2gπ and iN L2gm respectively. As the collector
current is generated by a transconductance source that depends on the baseemitter voltage, the amplitude of the second-order nonlinear current source at
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RS
vin +
−

(a)

rπ

gm · vbe

RL

iN L2gπ

rπ

gm · vbe

iN L2gm

RL

iN L3gπ

rπ

gm · vbe

iN L3gm

RL

RS
(b)

RS
(c)

Figure 1.5: Linearized equivalent schematics of the circuit from Fig. 1.4 used
for the computation of the first-order (a), the second-order (b), and third-order
response (c).
the angular frequency ω1 + ω2 is [Wamb 98]:
iN L2gm (ω1 , ω2 ) = K2gm · H1be (jω1 )H1be (jω2 )vin (ω1 )vin (ω2 )

(1.3)

with H1be the first-order Volterra kernel describing the linear transfer function
from the input to the node which voltage controls the nonlinear behavior of the
collector current. Both angular frequencies ω1 and ω2 are independently swept
over the positive and the negative frequency axis. Note that vin (−ω) = vin (ω),
to have a real signal in the time domain.
For every combination of ω1 and ω2 , iN L2gm (jω1 , jω2 ) is calculated and a
simulation of the circuit of Fig. 1.5b is performed. The output voltage and the
voltages that control the nonlinearities in the circuit are calculated. They are
divided by vin (ω1 )vin (ω2 ) to get the second-order Volterra kernels — in our
case H2be (jω1 , jω2 ) and H2out (jω1 , jω2 ).
The complete second-order Volterra kernel is a two-dimensional transfer
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function, hence it depends on two independent frequencies ω1 and ω2 . This
is a direct consequence of the fact that a second-order nonlinearity multiplies
two signals and creates signals with a frequency content located at the sum
and difference frequencies. The complete second-order Volterra kernel depends
on a two-dimensional frequency range. However, it can be proven that such
a kernel can always be made symmetrical [Sche 80]. This results in a lower
amount of data needed to describe the function. However, this still results
in a large amount of data to be gathered to describe the complete kernel.
This can be reduced further by assuming that the input spectrum spans a
finite frequency band. If for example only a sinusoidal signal with frequency
fin excites the circuit, then the second-order Volterra kernels only need to be
calculated for the angular frequencies ω1 = ±2πfin and ω2 = ±2πfin , which,

by the symmetry of the kernel, resuls in two discrete data points, one located
at (j2πfin , j2πfin ) and one at (j2πfin , −j2πfin ).

The equations that are used to calculate the amplitudes of the secondorder nonlinear current sources for different nonlinear elements can be found
in Chapter 5 of [Wamb 98] as a function of their second-order nonlinearity
coefficient and the first-order Volterra kernels.
A specific contribution of one nonlinear element to the complete secondorder Volterra kernel can be found using only one of the second-order nonlinear
current sources that describe the second-order behavior.

Calculation of the third-order kernels The calculation of the third-order
Volterra kernels is completely similar to the calculation of the second-order
Volterra kernels, but now the second-order nonlinear current sources are replaced by third-order nonlinear current sources (see Fig. 1.5c).
The value of those third-order nonlinear current sources depends on the
type of the nonlinearity, the nonlinearity coefficients and both the first and the
second-order Volterra kernels. For example, one finds for iN L3gm (jω1 , jω2 , jω3 )

10
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[Wamb 98]:
iN L3gm (ω1 , ω2 , ω3 ) =

K3gm · H1be (jω1 )H1be (jω2 )H1be (jω3 ) ·
vin (ω1 )vin (ω2 )vin (ω3 )
2
+ K2gm vin (ω1 )vin (ω2 )vin (ω3 ) ·
3
H1be (jω1 )H2be (jω2 , jω3 )

+ H1be (jω2 )H2be (jω1 , jω3 )

+ H1be (jω3 )H2be (jω1 , jω2 )

(1.4)

Herein, H2be is the second-order Volterra kernel describing the second-order
nonlinear transfer from the input voltage to the base-emitter voltage.
To evaluate the value of the kernel in a simulation, multiple AC-analyses are
needed. Each time, the output voltage of the circuit is saved. Its value corresponds to the value of the response H3out (jω1 , jω2 , jω3 )vin (ω1 )vin (ω2 )vin (ω3 ).
From this response, the third-order Volterra kernel H3out (jω1 , jω2 , jω3 ) can be
calculated. If higher-order Volterra kernels need to be calculated, the voltages
controlling the nonlinearities need to be saved as well.
The third-order Volterra kernels depend on three frequency variables. As a
result, the complexity is even larger than for the second-order Volterra kernels.
The computational complexity can be reduced again by taking the symmetry of
the kernel into account and by only calculating the Volterra kernels in the frequency bands where the third-order behavior is known to occur. These depend
again on the spectral content of the input excitation signal. With a sinusoidal
input signal with frequency fin , the response only needs to be calculated at the
angular frequencies (j2πfin , j2πfin , −j2πfin ) and at (j2πfin , j2πfin , j2πfin ).
A specific contribution of one nonlinear element to the complete third-order
Volterra kernel can again be found if only one third-order nonlinear current
source is used. One can even go one step further and calculate the response to
the active source that depends only on the nonlinearity coefficient of interest.
For example, to know the contribution of the nonlinearity coefficient K2gm to
the third-order Volterra kernel, one only uses the third-order current source
iN L3gm and calculates the response using only the second term in (1.4).
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Post-processing the results It is possible to calculate an approximation
of the system response from the first, second and third-order Volterra kernels.
Our example amplifier of Fig. 1.1 will be excited with a sinusoidal signal. We
will look at the response at the fundamental frequency. The output voltage at
the excited frequency for an input signal equal to R̂1 cos(ω1 t + ϕ̂1 ) is
vout (ω1 ) =

A1 H1out (jω1 )

linear response

+ 43 A21 A1 H3out (jω1 , jω1 , −jω1 )

third-order response

(1.5)

with A1 = R̂1 ej ϕ̂1 the complex amplitude.
Other components of the output spectrum can be easily calculated in a
similar way using the Volterra kernels. The needed formulas can be easily
derived or can be found in [Wamb 98].

1.1.2

Results

We now return to the example power amplifier of Fig. 1.1. We will show that the
assumption of weakly nonlinear behavior is not valid for this class-A amplifier,
even if the Taylor-series expansion is replaced by a least-squares estimation.
The amplifier is studied for a sinusoidal input signal with a frequency of
5.5 GHz. The exact voltage gain at this fundamental frequency is retrieved
from successive transient analyses, each evaluated with an increasing inputsignal amplitude. This voltage gain is compared with the voltage gain that
was calculated with the Volterra approach explained above.
The basic, static nonlinearities of the bipolar transistor shown in Fig. 1.2
are described with polynomials of order three. Two cases will be considered to
retrieve the nonlinearity coefficients: first with a Taylor-series expansion and
next using a least-squares estimation.
Taylor-series expansion
Fig. 1.6 compares the exact voltage gain retrieved from transient simulations
(—) with the voltage gain retrieved with the Volterra theory ( ) when using
Taylor series of order three to describe the basic static nonlinearities. The
complex difference (–·–) between the exact and the estimated voltage gain
serves as a measure for the quality of the model.
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Figure 1.6: Volterra approximation ( ) of the voltage gain (—) of the example
power amplifier excited with a sinusoidal signal. The nonlinearity coefficients
are retrieved using a Taylor series expansion. The complex error (–·–) shows
that the approximation is only valid for very small input signals.
Even far below the 1 dB compression point Pin,−1 dB , the error of the
Volterra approximation becomes unacceptable high. Therefore, one can conclude that the approximation of the weakly nonlinear behavior is only valid
for very small input signals. The model is therefore not accurate enough to
evaluate the distortion behavior of power amplifiers, even if these are ‘linear’
class-A amplifiers.
Least-squares estimation
In an attempt to expand the convergence radius of the third-order polynomial
approximation that describes the static nonlinearities, the coefficients of the
polynomials are estimated using a least-squares estimation. Therefore, the circuit is excited with a sinusoidal input signal. The voltages that control the
nonlinearities and the nonlinear quantities are saved during a transient analysis. A least-squares approximation based on these data yields the nonlinearity
coefficients.
The excitation signal that is used to retrieve the nonlinearity coefficients
has an input power of −12 dBm and a frequency of 5.5 GHz. This is the same

frequency as the operating frequency for which the amplifier is designed to
work. The resulting nonlinearity coefficients are used to repeat the comparison
that was performed earlier. Results are shown in Fig. 1.7.
The model error is indeed lowered, even at input powers higher than the

input power used to extract the nonlinearity coefficients (this is an extrapola-
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Figure 1.7: Volterra approximation ( ) of the voltage gain (—) of the example power amplifier excited with a sinusoidal signal. The nonlinearity coefficients are retrieved using a least-squares estimation. The complex error (–·–)
is smaller than the error for the Taylor series expansion (–·–), but it is still
unsatisfactory.

tion!). But the improvement is not spectacular, even not at the the power for
which the coefficients are extracted.
Due to the least-squares estimation, the series expansions of the basic static
nonlinearities now become signal dependent. Therefore, the Volterra kernels
themselves become signal dependent. If the final circuit should be excited with
a signal different than a sinusoidal excitation, the estimation of the nonlinearity
coefficient would improve if the same signal is used during this estimation.
This is also visible in the flattening of the complex error (–·– in Fig. 1.7)
around an input power −12 dBm, which is the level that was used to extract
the nonlinearity coefficients.

1.1.3

Discussion

The presented Volterra approach clearly is only valid for weakly nonlinear behavior. Using the simple example amplifier of Fig. 1.1, we showed that the
weakly nonlinear hypothesis is not even valid for a ‘linear’ class-A amplifier!
Other classes or configurations of power amplifiers will certainly create larger
distortion components. Therefore, modeling and analyzing power amplifiers is
not possible with the method described in [Wamb 98], even if the convergence
range of the series expansion is extended.
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What goes wrong?
One can wander what goes wrong in the Volterra approximation of the power
amplifier of Fig. 1.1. The approach even fails at input power levels where the
input-output relationship is pretty linear (below the 1 dB compression point).
The culprit is the model description of the bipolar transistor itself. In reality,
the collector current depends nearly linearly on the base current, but it is
not modeled as such. In the physical model, the collector current depends
exponentially (amongst others) on the base-emitter voltage (1.1). As the base
current is also exponentially dependent on the base-emitter voltage [Gumm 70,
Star 01, Getr 76], those two strong nonlinearities cancel in the input-output
relationship of the transistor, resulting in an almost linear behavior between
the collector current and the base current.
One could chose another model structure to describe the bipolar transistor.
This could solve the need for describing two canceling strongly nonlinear relationships. Such model structures can be extracted as is illustrated in [Maas 92],
but their model parameters are not provided by the manufacturer of the transistors and this drastically complicates the task of a designer that is willing to
use the technique.
Recycling Volterra theory
The problem with the convergence range of the series expansion of the static
nonlinear behavior does not make the Volterra theory useless. A thorough
understanding of the underlying principles is vital for a designer to gain insight
in the nonlinear behavior of any circuit or system. It tells the designer which
orders of nonlinear behavior are responsible for different contributions in the
output spectrum (see for example Fig. 1.3). This information can be used to
locate the problems in a design.
A question that might arise is whether or not a designer is interested in
a detailed analysis of the nonlinear behavior of the circuit or system as it is
given by the Volterra approach. The contributions of the different nonlinearity
coefficients in the output spectrum become numerous, and this does not really
helps the designer to get a clear insight in the nonlinear behavior. Furthermore,
a designer might not want to neglect the higher order nonlinear contributions,
since they also contribute to the overall system performance. This is especially
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true when dealing with power amplifiers.
The models and techniques presented in this work allow for a detailed analysis of the nonlinear behavior of circuits or systems, without neglecting the
higher-order nonlinear behavior. It also limits the number of contributions
in the output spectrum by letting the user define the different nonlinear contributors. Those contributors can be single transistors, sub-circuits, or even
complete circuits.

1.2

Structure of the thesis

The model used extensively in this work is the Best Linear Approximation.
The properties of this model and the methods used to extract it are explained
in detail in Chapter 2. This power dependent linearization mimics a first-order
Volterra kernel. Therefore, it can be applied to the same class of systems as the
Volterra theory: all stable, time-invariant systems which fulfill the condition
that a periodic input signal results in an output signal with the same period.
Most ‘nice’ systems fulfill this condition, and can therefore be modeled by the
best linear approximation.
The best linear approximation is valid for every system which behaves
mainly linear, and this covers both weakly and strongly nonlinear behavior,
as will be illustrated by many examples. Therefore, it is a good choice for
modeling power amplifiers.
To extract the best linear approximation, special excitation signals called
multi-tone signals will be used. The properties of these signals are also discussed in Chapter 2.
After the introduction to the best linear approximation, the applications
of the modeling approach and excitation signals in different design phases are
explained and illustrated in the following chapters.
• Circuit design: Chapter 3 shows how specifications on the nonlinear be-

havior can be taken into account from the very beginning of the design
and how they can be integrated correctly in the optimization loops.

• Circuit analysis: Chapter 4 illustrates how the linear and the nonlinear
behavior of complex circuits can be analyzed.
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• High-level modeling: Chapter 5 shows how parameterized high-level mod-

els based on best linear approximations are extracted from simulations
or measurements.

Throughout this work, one will repeatedly see the importance of using appropriate excitation signals in all phases of a design process. Furthermore, the
presented solutions arm a designer with the necessary insight in the nonlinear
behavior of circuits or systems.
The techniques presented in this work can be easily implemented for use
in commercial electronic design tools. In addition, numerous design examples
show that the techniques can be successfully applied on other circuits than
power amplifiers.

Chapter 2

The best linear
approximation revealed
Using linear approximations to describe nonlinear behavior? On the one hand,
it might seem odd. On the other hand, a linear approximation is very appealing.
Designers use linear system theory daily. They linearize circuits around an
operating point to derive “optimal” linear design choices. For their nonlinear
specifications, they sweep the power and the frequency of the one- and twotone test signals used to predict how the linear design will behave under large
signal operation. When this predicted behavior is compared to what the circuit
outputs with realistic excitation signals — which differ significantly from oneor two-tone signals — the differences can be huge. They are often explained as
model shortcomings or production problems.
The main problem with using linear approximations for nonlinear systems
is that using them yields signal-dependent results. It makes little sense to study
the behavior of the system for one excitation signal, and then use this study for
another, different excitation. As a consequence, the key factor to success with
linear approximations lies in the signal-dependent nature of the approximation.
This chapter first shows the pitfalls associated to using incorrect excitation
signals. A signal class is then proposed which can be used to get correct
information about the circuits’ behavior when operated under multi-tone or
bandpass signals. The third section introduces the definitions of the best linear
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approximation: a linearized representation which is used extensively in this
work. The fourth section describes further how to estimate the best linear
approximation using the multi-tone signals introduced before. Finally, the
whole framework is illustrated by a simple example.

2.1

Watch out: multiple linearizations exist

A designer should be aware that in a nonlinear system, it makes little sense
to approximate the system alone. Since the behavior of the nonlinearity is so
rich, it may — and almost anytime — be essentially different when different
excitation signals are used. Concretely, it is not possible to predict the spectral
regrowth of an amplifier driven by a modulated signal, based on a measurement
of a single-tone excitation. For the single tone, only harmonic distortion is
present and spectral regrowth does not exist. What can be seen here is a shift
of paradigm: an approximation of a nonlinear system needs to take both the
signal and the system into account to be meaningful. When the linearization
is estimated using excitation signals which differ in nature from the signals
applied during the lifetime of the device, trouble is to be expected.
One frequently occurring design optimization, that leads to poor results
when used in a multi-tone context, is the inter-modulation-distortion minimization based on two-tone simulations. This optimization method is frequently
used for the design of both low-noise amplifiers and power amplifiers.
When a nonlinear amplifier is excited with a two-tone signal, the amplifier creates inter-modulation components. These spectral lines change with the
input power of the two-tone excitation signal. The third and fifth-order nonlinear behavior create spectral contributions at the same frequency but with a
different phase. At a certain input power, the amplitudes of those two intermodulation components happen to be in anti-phase and a local minimum is
reached for the inter-modulation distortion [Pedr 03]. The power level where
this occurs is referred to as a “sweet spot”. Designers that rely on two-tone
analyses, optimize their circuit to have the expected operating input power
equal to the power at which the “sweet spot” occurs.
The danger of using the “sweet spot” optimization method can easily be
illustrated using a low-noise amplifier design which operates around 900 MHz
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and is processed in a 90 nm CMOS process (see Fig. 2.1). When the lownoise amplifier is excited by a two-tone excitation signal with the two tones
located at a frequency of respectively 915 MHz and 920 MHz, the amplifier has a
nonlinear response to this input signal. It creates inter-modulation components
at 910 MHz and 925 MHz. The ratio between the power of the fundamental
components PS and the power in the third-order inter-modulation components
PD is called the Inter-Modulation Distortion (IMD) (see Fig. 2.2):
IMD =

PD
.
PS

(2.1)

Figure 2.1: The analyzed low-noise amplifier is developed in a 90 nm CMOS
process and operates at 900 MHz.
When the inter-modulation distortion is plotted as a function of input
power, a local minimum appears. The power associated with this minimum
is the so-called “sweet spot” (Fig. 2.3). This minimum occurs because of the
compensation of the third-order inter-modulation components by the fifth-order
ones. When analyzed in a two-tone setting, the sweet spot might seem an interesting goal to attain in an optimization. However, this it is not the case,
as two-tone excitation signals are a bad representation for most of the modern, complex-modulated communication signals such as OFDM signals. When
better approximations to the eventual communication signal are used to excite
the device under test, the sweet spot disappears as can be seen in (Fig. 2.3).
Furthermore, the fifth-order nonlinear behavior now occurs at much smaller
input signal power than predicted with the two-tone excitation. This results in
a large discrepancy of 16 dB between the expected inter-modulation distortion

Power (dBm)
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Figure 2.2: The nonlinear amplifier creates inter-modulation distortion in the
output spectrum. The ratio between the level of the excited lines PS and
the level of the inter-modulation components PD equals the inter-modulation
distortion (IMD).

from the two-tone optimization and the one found in a more realistic setting.
Confronted with this result, a designer might wander whether linearization
is a sensible method to use. Often, obtaining a full nonlinear design methodology is not feasible. Therefore, the linear approximation seems unavoidable.
The main question to answer is to know how to introduce a linearization that
describes correctly the response of a system which handles modern, complex
modulation schemes. The answer to this lies in a careful study of the properties of the power spectra of the modulation signals that are used in the final
application of the circuit.
As communication signals carry information, there is first a need for an
assumption on the properties of this information. As we want the model to
be applicable to general data transfers, it is common practice to model the
information as a random process.
In the context of this work, the data will be assumed to be drawn from a
Gaussian random process. As a result; the signal that is modulated to carry
the information can also be assumed to be approximated by a band-limited
power spectrum, whose spectral content obeys a Gaussian distribution with a
certain, fixed expected value. A good linearization therefore needs the use of a
signal in this class to be sensible and accurate.
As periodic signals have many nice properties in the context of both the
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Figure 2.3: The inter-modulation distortion with a two-tone excitation signals
(
) shows a clear local minimum around an input power of −20.5 dBm.
This so-called ‘sweet spot’ disappears when exciting the amplifier with a multitone signal ( ), resulting in a increase of the inter-modulation distortion by
approximately 16 dB.
identification of nonlinearities and simulations, it is very fortunate that the
random-phase multi-tone signal is a member of the class of Gaussian noise
signals.

2.2

Multi-tone excitation signals

A multi-tone signal is a periodic signal consisting of a sum of N sines that are
commensurate in frequency, have a fixed power, but whose phase is a random
process [Pint 01, Scho 02]:
N
1 X
s(t) = √
R̂k cos(2πfk t + ϕk ) ,
N k=1

(2.2)

in which R̂k are the amplitudes and ϕk the uniformly distributed random phases
in the interval [0, 2π[. Further, fk = kfmax /N is the frequency of the kth
sinusoid. As ϕk is a random process, a realization of the signal is obtained for
each realization of the set of phases ϕk
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The rest of this section will explain how those multi-tone signals can be

synthesized for use in simulations and in measurements.

2.2.1

Multi-tone signals in simulations

First, the synthesis of the multi-tone signals as used in simulations will be
discussed. Afterwards, it is discussed how the level of the non-systematic errors
made by the simulator can be determined. By means of a simple example, it
will be shown that determining this so-called simulation noise is no luxury.
The signal
The realization of a multi-tone excitation signal can be introduced in circuit
simulators in different ways. Two methods will be suggested. One preferred
method is selected and will then be used throughout this work. Both methods
start from the frequency domain representation of the signal.
The multi-tone source consists of a sum of sine-waves. If the multi-tone
source is a voltage source, each sine-wave in the signal can be represented by
a sinusoidal voltage source. A series connection of all those sources results in
the required multi-tone signal (Fig. 2.4a). If the multi-tone signal is a current source, each sine-wave is represented by a sinusoidal current source. The
required multi-tone current source is retrieved by a parallel connection of all
the sinusoidal current sources (Fig. 2.4b). As most realistic signal sources
have a nonzero output impedance R, one can calculate the Norton-equivalent
source for a multi-tone voltage source resulting in an equivalent multi-tone current source. Starting from a multi-tone current source with non-zero output
impedance R, the Thevenin-equivalent source results in an equivalent voltage
source.
The parallel synthesis of the multi-tone source by parallel connection of
current sources is the preferred method from a circuit simulation point of view.
With this method, no extra internal circuit nodes are created in the net-list
and hence in the modified nodal analysis [Kund 95]. On the contrary, when
using voltage sources, N − 1 extra nodes are created that are connected by N
extra branches that contain only ideal voltage sources. These N branches can
therefore not be included directly in the admittance matrix as it is commonly
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Figure 2.4: The implementation of the multi-tone source using voltage sources
(a) introduces N − 1 extra nodes, the equivalent source using current sources
(b) introduces no extra nodes.
used in the modified nodal analysis method [Kund 95]. Therefore, the N resulting extra equations have to be added, which results in longer simulation
times.
The simulation advantages of the preferred method using the parallel connection of current sources is illustrated by an experiment. Both implementations of a multi-tone source are simulated when they are connected to a 50 Ω
resistor. The multi-tone source consisted of 46 excited spectral lines between
5.165 GHz and 5.825 GHz with a frequency spacing f1 of 5 MHz (not all lines
were excited). A fixed time step is used with 217 points per period of the multitone. Three periods were simulated. The implementation with voltage sources
took 30 seconds, while the one with current sources only consumed 15 seconds.
Even if a multi-tone voltage source with a zero output impedance is needed,
it can be synthesized with a multi-tone current source and an ideal currentcontrolled voltage source (Fig. 2.5). The multi-tone current source creates the
wanted voltage in an arbitrary output resistor R. The voltage over this resistor
is then buffered by a current-controlled voltage source, delivering the ideal
multi-tone voltage. This setup thereby results in a smaller simulation time
since only one instead of N − 1 extra nodes are needed.
If1

If2

IfN

+

VS

R

VS

−

Figure 2.5: An ideal multi-tone voltage source can be created with a multi-tone
current source with a nonzero output impedance, which voltage is buffered by
a current-controlled voltage source.
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The simulation noise
The simulation noise is the term used for the non-repeatable, non-systematic
errors made by the simulator. Knowing this uncertainty figure is important,
especially for the validation of a model to correctly evaluate whether the contributions are really contributions and have to be modeled or just simulation
artifacts and can safely be omitted in the model.
A first way to estimate the simulation errors considers successive periods of
the signal of interest in steady-state response, this is after the transients can be
neglected. It calculates the estimated sample variance σ̂V̂2 between the spectra
of each period of this signal from the averaged spectrum V̂ :
V̂ (f) =

q
1 X [qi ]
V (f)
q q =1

(2.3)

i

σ̂V̂2 (f) =

q
X
|V [qi ] (f) − V̂ (f)|2
q−1
q =1

(2.4)

i

with qi ∈ [1 · · · q] the period of the signal of interest V and f the frequency.
As these variances indicate the difference in successive periods, they also form
an excellent indication for the level of the residual transient contributions,
which shows as an increase of the variance at the excited frequencies. The
problem is that this variance is not a good estimation of the simulation noise.
Experimental verification shows that the simulation errors are underestimated
by this method. The reason for that is that the rounding errors made in one
period are exactly the same as the ones made in the next period.
To measure the influence of round-off noise, a possible way out is to do
several simulations with the same input signal, but with a delay equal to a
non-integer number of the defined time step. The circuits response will hence
be calculated at different time grids and therefore different rounding errors will
be made. Of course, with the time-delayed version, the phases of the spectral
lines need to be turned back appropriately before calculating the variance.
The problem with determining the simulation noise is illustrated on a simple
circuit consisting of a first-order low-pass filter consisting of a capacitor C and
a resistor R, terminated by a resistor RL (Fig. 2.6). This circuit is excited by
a 50 Ω multi-tone source with 46 excited components evenly spaced between
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5.165 GHz and 5.825 GHz. The linearity of the system implies that only energy
is expected at the excited frequency lines.
R
out
50 Ω

C

RL

Figure 2.6: This linear circuit is used to illustrate the necessity to calculate the
simulation noise.
The first simulation calculates the circuit’s response for the applied multitone excitation signal consisting of three periods of 215 points each. The first
period is not taken into account to be able to neglect the transient response.
The other two periods are separately transformed to the frequency domain.
The average of both spectra reveals the presence of energy at frequency lines
that are not excited (vsim — in Fig. 2.7a). Those contributions are only 60 dB
). These contributions are
below the linear response of the system (vlin
clearly simulation errors, but they have a systematic nature over the subsequent
periods. As they are systematic, their presence is not revealed by the variance
over different periods (σperiods · · · ). The very small increase in the variance
at the excited frequencies also confirm that the transient contributions can be
neglected.
The second simulation is performed on exactly the same circuit with exactly
the same excitation signal. The only difference is that the starting time of the
excitation signal is delayed by half a time step. This delay is compensated for
ts

in the frequency domain. Every spectral component is multiplied by e−i2πfi 2 ,
where fi is the frequency of the ith component and ts is the fixed time step
of the simulation. The variance between this time-delayed simulation and the
original one (σdelay · · · ) is larger than the variance between successive periods

of the simulation. This variance gives a good indication of the total errors that
are made by the simulator. At some frequencies, the error on the component
still arises above the variance level. However, the error is much closer to the
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Figure 2.7: A linear circuit is simulated twice. The second time (b) with significantly more points per period then the first time (a). Besides the expected
linear response (vlin ) , incorrect contributions (vsim —) on non-excited frequencies appear. The variance between the original and time-shifted simulation
(σdelay · · · ) indicates the level of these errors better than the variance between
successive periods (σperiods · · · ).
variance level. The large difference between the variance of successive periods and the variance of the time-delayed versions indicates that a much better
estimate of the error of the simulation can indeed be obtained by the second
method. Furthermore, this large difference between σperiods and σdelay indicates that a more accurate solution can be retrieved by forcing the simulator
to calculate more accurately.
A better result is achieved reducing the time step of the simulator. Now
(Fig. 2.7b), both the variances between successive periods (· · · ) and the variances between the time-delayed versions (· · · ) are at the same level, as shown
in Fig. 2.7b. The energy that incorrectly leaked to non-excited lines now also
has totally disappeared.

2.2.2

Multi-tone signals in measurements

Multi-tone signals with a relatively low carrier frequency are created easily in
measurement setups using an arbitrary waveform generator. Depending on
the budget that is available for the application, it might be all you need to
characterize the circuit.
Plenty of the examples in this work need a radio-frequency multi-tone signal around 5.5 GHz with a 20 MHz bandwidth. These signals could not be
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generated directly with a single arbitrary waveform generator available in our
measurement facility. A Vector-Signal Generator (VSG, Rhode & Schwarz
SMIQ 06B) on the other hand uses IQ-modulation to generate such modeled
signals. The baseband I and Q signals are generated by two synchronized
Arbitrary-Waveform Generators (AWG, HP1445 VXI) (Fig. 2.8). This setup is
functionally equivalent to an AWG, as the user can freely determine the output
signal RFout . This method to generate narrow-banded RF multi-tone signals
[Rabi 04] has been frequently and successfully used before.

AWG 1

Baseband

I
RF

AWG 2

Q

VSG

RFout

fcarrier

Baseband

Figure 2.8: The Vector Signal Generator (VSG) creates an RF multi-tone signal
by IQ-modulation of the baseband signals generated by the two low-frequency
Arbitrary Waveform Generators (AWG).

2.2.3

Discussion of both methods

Multi-tone signals form a very useful analysis tool. If chosen carefully, they
allow to measure the response of modern communication systems very accurate. Their power spectrum and their power spectral density can be tuned to
match the behavior of the signals during actual operation of the circuit very
closely. Therefore, they give a designer direct access to key figures-of-merit
of such circuits, for example the Adjacent-Channel Power Ratio (ACPR), the
Error-Vector Magnitude (EVM) or the in-band distortion. As they are periodic
signals, they have the advantage over real non-periodic communication signals
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that converting the signals to the frequency domain does not suffer from leakage errors. Modeling based on this signal and system pair allows for an easier
evaluation of the behavior of the circuit than an analysis with real communication signals would yield, while obtaining the same figures-of-merit. This results
in a best-buy solution.
Although multi-tone signals are very useful to test (non)linear circuits in
an efficient and signal-dependent way, they do not help the designer to gain
insight in the nonlinear behavior. This insight is gained by adding a model to
describe the signal class and system pair to the tools we use. This tool is called
the best linear approximation.

2.3

The best linear approximation

The goal here is to select a model that is flexible enough to describe the pair
of the signal class and the system adequately on the one hand, but is simple
enough to be used in a design framework on the other hand. Therefore, it is
quite straightforward to use the linear time-invariant type of model to approximate a time-invariant nonlinear system. Since the model is only valid for a
certain class of systems, it will depend on the excitation signal. Therefore, it
will be different from the underlying linear part of the system. To acknowledge this, the model is called a linear approximation. We will now introduce
a framework that defines the “best” linear approximation in the sense that for
the considered signal class and system, there is no other linear time-invariant
model that describes the system’s output with a smaller two-norm of the error
between the model response and the system response.
Assume that the device acts as a linear time-invariant system with nU input
ports and nV output ports. Such linear systems satisfy
V (f) = H0 (f)U (f)

(2.5)

in the frequency domain, where U (f) and V (f) represent the nU dimensional
vector of input signals and the nV dimensional vector of the output signals
respectively, while H0 (f) represents the nV × nU linear transfer matrix of the

linear system.

For nonlinear systems, it is no longer possible to satisfy the relationship (2.5)
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exactly. However, it is possible to approximate the linear relationship between
U (f) and V (f) if the system behaves mainly as a linear transfer matrix1 . In
this work, the approximation will be done in the least-squares sense, although
different norms can potentially be used. This leads to the terminology that it
is a “Best linear approximation in the least-squares sense”.
As the best linear approximation linearizes the circuit in the least-squares
sense, the resulting model becomes signal dependent. This signal dependence
is illustrated on the linearization of a simple static nonlinear system: an arctan
system (see Fig. 2.9). The least-squares linearization has a decreasing slope
when the input signals amplitude increases. Hence, it forms a good model
of the system as the errors are minimized in the least-squares sense, but it
clearly does not extrapolate well when an arbitrary signal is applied. However,
if the class of all signals with a fixed amplitude distribution is considered, the
model that is extracted for a member of the class is also valid for all the other
members. Hence, it is possible to extract an approximation that is valid for
a whole subclass of input signals. In the general dynamic case, due to this
signal dependency, a model is shown to be valid for the class of all Gaussian
noise signals with a constant power spectral density. The signals used for the
extraction of the best linear approximation should belong to the same class
as the one for which the device is used in real life. The unfortunate aspect
of this theory when applicability is considered, is that the input signals are
Gaussian noise signals. As these signals are aperiodic in nature, measurements
and simulation with those signals is very cumbersome.
Fortunately, the class of random Gaussian signals also contains some periodic signals. If one considers a multi-tone signal as defined in (2.2), a Gaussian
noise signal is obtained when a fixed power spectrum and a uniformly, random
distributed phase spectrum is used. This allows to combine the advantage of
a wide signal class (the Gaussian noise signals) with a signal which is easy to
use in measurements or simulations (the multi-tone signal).
Besides the limitation on the class of excitation signals, also a limitation on
the kind of systems to be modeled exists. The system must be a member of
the class of systems which fulfill the criteria: Periodic Input Same Period Out
(PISPO) (Fig. 2.10).
1 Even

switching amplifiers are designed to have a linear amplification of the signal.
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v(f)

u(f)

Figure 2.9: The best linear approximation in the least-squares sense is a global
linearization and — as a consequence — signal dependent.
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Figure 2.10: If a periodic input signal results in a periodic output signal with
the same period, the system can be described by the best linear approximation.

If the nonlinear system is restricted to belong to the class of PISPO systems,
and is excited with a random multi-tone signal (2.2) with the number of excited
spectral lines N sufficiently high, a transfer matrix can be obtained of the form
H(fk ) = H0 (fk ) + HB (fk ) + HS (fk ) + NH (fk )

(2.6)
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with
• H0 (·) the transfer matrix of the underlying linear system, which is a
linearization around the quiescent operating point, and can be retrieved
in simulators using an AC-analysis,
• HB (·) the systematic deviation between the underlying linear behavior
and the compression (or expansion) of each sinusoid due to odd-order
nonlinear behavior,

• HS (·) the stochastic nonlinear contributions, which has a zero mean if
taken over different phase realizations of the excitation,

• NH (·) the simulation or measurement noise, which is assumed to be uncorrelated with the stochastic nonlinear contribution HS (·).

The nonlinear behavior is therefore described by two contributions: HB (·) and
HS (·).
The first contribution describing the nonlinear behavior is the systematic
contribution HB (·). This contribution causes systematic contributions in the
output signal VB (·). The amplitudes of the output contributions depend on
the amplitude of every component in the input spectrum U (·) and on the
system, while its phases depend on the phases of the corresponding frequency
components in the input signal (Fig. 2.11). It can be shown that the value of
HB (·) is independent of the phase realization of the excitation signals [Pint 01].
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Figure 2.11: The systematic contribution HB (·) leads to a coherent output
contribution VB (·), which does not depend on the phases of the other frequency
components of the input signal U (·)
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The second contribution describing the nonlinear behavior is the stochastic

contribution HS (·). This contribution causes stochastic contributions in the
output signal VS (·). As with the systematic contribution, the amplitude of
every contributions in the output signal depend on the amplitudes of every
component in the input signal U (·) and on the system. Unlike the systematic
contribution, the phase of every contribution in the output spectrum depends
on the phases of every component in the input signal (Fig. 2.12). Therefore,
the value of HS (·) depends on the phase realization of the input signal. In
addition, the stochastic nonlinear contribution HS (·) acts as noise if the number
of excited component N in the input signal is sufficiently large. Therefore, they
cannot be distinguished from the simulation noise NH (·) when using different
realizations of the random-phase multi-tone signal.
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Figure 2.12: The stochastic contribution HS (·) leads to a stochastic output
contribution VS (·), which depends on the phase realization of the input signal
U (·)
The best linear approximation HR (·) of the nonlinear PISPO system for the
class of Gaussian excitation signals (normally distributed noise, periodic Gaussian noise, and random-phase multi-tone signals) with a given power spectrum
is given by
HR (fk ) = H0 (fk ) + HB (fk ).

(2.7)

The stochastic nonlinear contributions HS and the noise contributions NH
change with the random-phase realization of the multi-tone excitation signal.
Therefore, they cannot be separated from each other. The identification of
those contributions as such is impossible in the given framework and even
not desired. Nevertheless, both contributions act as Gaussian noise sources if
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taken over different random-phase realizations of the applied multi-tone signals.
In contrast to the exact contributions, the properties of the respective noise
sources can be identified. Therefore, the stochastic nonlinear contributions HS
and the noise contributions NH are modeled by filtered Gaussian noise sources.
These noise sources can be added to the outputs of the model to retrieve the
model structure shown in Fig. 2.13.

u1

+

+

vS,nv

nvnv

LTI HR

unu

+

+

v1
...

nv1

...

vS,1

vnv

Figure 2.13: A block diagram of the best linear approximation of a nonlinear
n-port system. The stochastic nonlinear contributions (VS ) and the noise contributions (NB ) are directly added to the outputs. HR and VS are dependant
of the input signals U .
For Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) systems, the derivation of the best
linear approximation is shown in [Pint 01, Pint 02, Scho 98]. The expansion towards Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems is reported in
[Dobr 04]. The SISO system approach is sufficient to evaluate some designs.
However, one needs to use the MIMO best linear approximation framework if
the systems are not unilateral or the loading of one system by the next one
needs to be considered.
Although this text uses the fact that the best linear approximation is mathematically founded for MIMO systems, the way the different inputs are treated
differs almost totally from the description in [Dobr 04]. The inputs used to
derive models for control engineering, are physical inputs. This means that the
user will apply control signals to these inputs. The inputs for the considered
systems are not necessary physical. Take for example the voltage obtained at
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the output port of a circuit. This voltage is not to be used as an input during the operation of the circuit. Nevertheless, it can be treated as an input
of the model, as the device’s response to a varying load is to be considered.
When such non-physical inputs are present, it becomes inefficient to use the
excitation schemes that are proposed in [Dobr 04] to estimate the best linear
approximation. To be able to identify the MIMO best linear approximation,
the non-physical inputs should be excited. Care should be taken that those
necessary excitations at the non-physical inputs do not disturb the nonlinear
operation of the circuit. Therefore, a modified method to identify the best
linear approximation is proposed.

2.4

Estimate the best linear approximation

Two strategies to estimate the best linear approximation are proposed in the
next paragraphs. The first, most accurate one uses multiple phase realizations of a random-phase multi-tone signal, each with the same harmonic grid
and power spectral density. The second strategy is faster. It uses a special,
optimized harmonic frequency grid, which allows to obtain the best linear approximation with just one phase realization of the multi-tone signal, at the
cost of a higher variability and some extrapolation errors for the levels of the
stochastic nonlinear contributions. Both methods use three main steps:
1. the selection of the excitation signals,
2. the collection of the simulation or measurement data, and
3. the post processing of this data.
The methods will be explained for circuits which only have one physical input
and several non-physical inputs. This means that only one input will be excited
during the real live of the device. The extension towards circuits with more
physical inputs is performed afterwards. A suggestion for the combination of
both the accurate and the fast method to alleviate their respective disadvantages is presented. Finally, both methods will be illustrated and compared by
the simple nonlinear circuit as shown in Fig. 2.15. This example shows that
both methods lead to the same conclusions.
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Accurate extraction

Step 1: The multi-tone signal
The multi-tone signal should resemble the actual input excitation signal of
the device as closely as possible. Therefore, the power spectral density of the
multi-tone signal should be the same as that of the communication signal. As
a first step, the amplitudes R̂k are only nonzero for frequencies fk within the
frequency band of the real-world signal. Furthermore, the total power of the
multi-tone signal should equal that of the communication signal. The number
of tones in the multi-tone signal is defined by the frequency resolution f1 .
Generally, using more tones is better from a theoretical point of view. To
obtain a result that is sufficiently random for the nonlinear noise source, the
number of tones should be large enough [Pint 01]. However, more tones result
in a smaller frequency spacing f1 and this increases the simulation time and
the memory consumption. The indices k = ffk1 of the tones with a nonzero
amplitude R̂k form the grid of the applied multi-tone signals. This grid is kept
constant over all phase realizations and signal sources.
Step 2: The simulations or measurements
The experiments are performed in two steps. First, a set of m experiments is
performed. The multi-tone source defined in the first step is connected to the
input of the circuit. Each experiment uses a different random-phase realization
of the multi-tone source. All the input and output quantities at all ports of
the device are saved or measured. These quantities might for example be the
voltages and currents or the incident and reflected waves.
The second set of experiments is performed with the same excitation signal
applied at the input, but with a second multi-tone signal with the same grid
applied at one of the other ports of the device. These experiments are necessary
to estimate the influence of the presence of a signal at that port of the device on
the quantities measured at the other ports when the main excitation is applied.
The source at the input port may not be removed since the stochastic nonlinear
contributions HS , the systematic deviation HB and as a consequence the best
linear approximation HR all depend on the characteristics of the actual input
signal. The amplitudes of the components of the second multi-tone source are
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chosen such that the influence of this extra source on the power spectra can
be neglected. This choice ensures that only a negligible disturbance is present
in the power spectra of every node in the circuit when compared to normal
operation of the circuit. As a result, the nonlinear behavior of the device does
not change. The phases of the multi-tone signal at the input port are kept the
same as in the first simulation while those of the other multi-tone signal are
chosen randomly. Keeping the phases of the input multi-tone constant makes
it possible to determine the influence of the secondary multi-tone source alone.
If the circuit under test has more than two input ports, the second set of
simulations needs to be repeated for the secondary excitation applied successively at each of the nu − 2 other ports.
For a circuit with nu input ports, at least nu sets of independent experiments
need to be performed to form a persistent excitation for identifying the system.

Each set consists of m ≥ 2 experiments, each with a different phase realization2 .
Therefore, at least nu × m experiments are necessary to extract the best linear
approximation of an nu × nv -port device using the accurate method.

After these experiments, one can evaluate the (non)linear behavior of the
device under test after some post processing of the data.

Step 3: The post processing of the data
The post processing of the data is most easily performed in the frequency domain. Therefore, in a first step the data is made transient free: samples are
only kept after the transients have faded out sufficiently. The remaining data is
split into successive periods and every period is separately transformed to the
frequency domain. Using (2.4), the simulation noise is calculated over the successive periods. If the noise level at the excited frequency components equals
that of the unexcited lines, the transient have faded sufficiently. Strictly speaking, to estimate the best linear approximation and the levels of the noise and
the nonlinear contributions using the accurate method, the resulting frequencydomain data can be further reduced by only keeping the data at the frequencies
fk where the amplitudes R̂k in the input multi-tone signal are nonzero. Although only the data at the excited frequencies is used in the sequel of this
2 At

least two samples are needed to calculate the sample variance.
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section, we advise to keep the complete frequency-domain data, so other key
parameters like the spectral regrowth can be analyzed.
In the sequel of this section, we will explain first how a transfer matrix of
the system is calculate from the frequency domain data for every phase realization m and period and/or time-delayed version q. From these m × q transfer
matrices, the non-parametric best linear time-invariant approximation ĤR (fk )
of the system will be estimated. Also the level of the stochastic nonlinear contributions and the noise contributions are estimated. The processing of the
resulting frequency domain data starts with the estimation of the n-port parameters H(f). One is able to distinguish the stochastic nonlinear contribution
from numerical noise by collecting the data from the different experiments over
several (q) periods and/or time-shifted versions of the input signal.
The different simulations result in m×q noisy transfer matrices H [mi ,qi ] (fk ),
with m the number of different phase realizations of the input multi-tone source
and q the number of periods or time-delayed versions of the experiment. The
index mi indicates the number of the phase realization (1, 2, . . . , m) and qi is
the index of the period or the time-shifted version (1, 2, . . . , q). The matrix is
found by solving the linear system
V [mi ,qi ] (fk ) = H [mi ,qi ] (fk )U [mi ,qi ] (fk ) .

(2.8)

Every H [mi ,qi ] (fk ) is a nv × nu transfer matrix, with nu and nv the number

of input and output ports of the circuit respectively, and fk the individual

frequencies in the input multi-tone signal with nonzero amplitudes R̂k . Further,
U [mi ,qi ] (fk ) is a nu × nu matrix containing the nu inputs of the system for nu
independent experiments. The nv × nu matrix V [mi ,qi ] (fk ) contains the nv
outputs of the system for the nu independent experiments.

What the inputs and outputs of the system will be exactly, depends on the
type of transfer matrix the user wants to retrieve. For example, if one wants
to describe the system by its Y -parameters, the inputs have to be the ports’
voltages, while the outputs are the ports’ currents.
From the m × q noisy transfer matrices H [mi ,qi ] (fk ), we will now estimate

the best linear approximation of the system’s transfer matrix together with
estimates of the level of the stochastic nonlinear contributions and the level of
the noise. For notational simplicity, the frequency parameter fk will be omitted
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in the sequel of this section.
For each of the m experiments one can calculate the average nv ×nu transfer
matrix
q
1 X [mi ,qi ]
[mi ]
H
(2.9)
Ĥ
=
q q =1
i

and their sample variances
2
σ̂Ĥ
[mi ] (i, j) =

q
X
|H [mi ,qi ] (i, j) − Ĥ [mi ] (i, j)|2
q(q − 1)
q =1

(2.10)

i

where i ∈ [1 . . . nv ] and j ∈ [1 . . . nu ], evaluating every element of the transfer
matrix.

An additional averaging over the m experiments gives us an estimation of
the best linear approximation of the transfer matrix of the device under test
ĤR =

m
1 X [mi ]
Ĥ
m m =1

(2.11)

i

together with their sample variances
2
σ̂Ĥ
(i, j) =
R

m
X
|Ĥ [mi ] (i, j) − ĤR (i, j)|2
.
m(m − 1)
m =1

(2.12)

i

If (2.9) to (2.12) are combined with the knowledge of the partitioning performed in (2.6) it can be found that
 2
 var(NH (i, j))
E σ̂Ĥ
[mi ] (i, j) =
q

(2.13)

with E the expected value and
h
i
2
E σ̂Ĥ
(i, j) =
R

=

var(HS (i, j)) +

var(NH (i,j))
q

m
2
var(HS (i, j)) + E {σ̂Ĥ
[mi ] (i, j)}
m

(2.14)
(2.15)

HS is zero in case of a linear system, and hence var(HS (i, j)) = 0. For such
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2
2
a system E {σ̂Ĥ
} equals to the mean value of σ̂Ĥ
[mi ] divided by m:
R

i E {σ̂ 2 [m ] (i, j)}
h
2
Ĥ i
=
E σ̂Ĥ
R
m

(2.16)

2
Hence, the noise variance σ̂Ĥ,n
can be estimated as

2
σ̂Ĥ,n
=

m
1 X 2
σ̂ [m ]
m2 m =1 Ĥ i

(2.17)

i

2
If σ̂Ĥ

R

2
(2.17), then this is an indication that
(2.12) is larger than σ̂Ĥ,n

the system behaves nonlinearly, which means that HS 6= 0. One can make an
estimate of var(HS (i, j)) for every i ∈ [1 . . . nu ] and j ∈ [1 . . . nv ] using
2
σ̂Ĥ
(i, j) =
S

(

2
2
2
2
m(σ̂Ĥ
(i, j) − σ̂Ĥ,n
(i, j)) if σ̂Ĥ
(i, j) > σ̂Ĥ,n
(i,j)
R

0

R

otherwise

(2.18)

which can be used as an indication of the level of the nonlinear behavior.

2.4.2

Fast extraction

The fast extraction of the best linear approximation closely follows the experiments performed by the accurate method, but it only needs to perform the
experiments once, instead of m times. This methods needs a carefully selected
frequency grid for the multi-tone signals to enable the extraction of the best
linear approximation.
Step 1: The multi-tone signal
An odd random-phase multi-tone signal with a random-harmonic grid is used.
An odd multi-tone signal is a multi-tone signal where only the odd harmonics
are excited: (2.2) with R̂2k = 0. Such an odd multi-tone signal reduces the
variability of the measured transfer matrix (2.6) since it removes the evenorder nonlinear contributions from the odd lines. This multi-tone signal leads
to the same best linear approximation as the one with all the lines excited, as
the even-order nonlinear distortions do not affect the bias term HB , but only
increase the variance of HS . Furthermore, it allows us to detect and measure
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the level of even-order nonlinear distortions by looking at the even spectral
lines: 2k.
If all the odd lines of the spectrum are energized, there is no way to detect
the level of the odd-order harmonic distortion. If, on the other hand, one
decides not to energize some of the odd lines, the presence of energy at these
unexcited lines in the output spectrum of the device under test is the indication
of the presence of odd-order nonlinear distortion. To obtain a good detection
accuracy without jeopardizing the accuracy of the estimated transfer matrix,
these lines are spread all over the measurement bandwidth. Best results were
shown to be obtained when the odd lines are grouped in groups of three or
four lines, and one line with a random position in the group is omitted from
each group. The signal is then called a random-phase multi-tone signal with
an odd random-harmonic grid (Fig. 2.14), and can be shown to yield optimal
compromise between the estimation of the best linear approximated transfer
matrix and the detection of the stochastic nonlinear behavior [Vanh 01].
The stochastic nonlinear distortion at the excited lines (↑ on top of ↑)

are a result of odd-order nonlinear distortion when the circuit is excited by a
random-phase multi-tone signal with an odd random-harmonic grid. The level
of these stochastic nonlinear components will be extracted from the level of the
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stochastic nonlinear distortion at the odd non-excited lines.
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Figure 2.14: The random-phase multi-tone signal with an odd randomharmonic grid allows the separation of the linear behavior ( ) from the oddorder ( ) and even-order ( ) nonlinear contributions.
As with the accurate method, the random-phase multi-tone signal with an
odd random-harmonic grid should closely resemble the actual input signal of
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the device. Therefore, only the tones with frequencies fk falling in the band of
operation are excited. Furthermore, the power of the multi-tone signal equals
that of the communication signal.

Step 2: The simulations or measurements
The experiments are performed in two steps identical to those performed with
the accurate extraction, only for one instead of m phase realizations. The
first experiment uses the random-phase multi-tone signal with an odd randomharmonic grid as input signal of the device. During this experiment, all the
controlling and controlled quantities at all ports of interest of the device are
measured.
In the second step, a second multi-tone signal source with the same randomharmonic grid as the input multi-tone source is connected in turn to each of the
nu input ports of the device. The power of this second multi-tone signal source
is chosen such that this extra source does not change the nonlinear behavior
of the circuit. The input multi-tone signal source may not be removed during
this experiment. Therefore, a total of nu simulations is performed
Step 3: The post processing of the data
The post processing of the data takes place in the frequency domain. As
with the accurate method, the data is made transient free and the successive
periods are separately transformed to the frequency domain. The frequencydomain data can be reduced by only keeping the frequency components which
fall in the excited frequency band. These components not only include the odd
excited lines, but also all the unexcited lines in the excited band. Of course,
keeping the other frequency components can be useful to analyze the nonlinear
behavior of the circuit.
The different simulations result in q noisy transfer matrices H [qi ] (fk ), with
q the number of periods or time-delayed versions of the experiment. The index
qi indicates the index of the period or the time-shifted version (1, 2, . . . , q).
The transfer matrices is retrieved by solving the linear system
V [qi ] (fk ) = H [qi ] (fk )U [qi ] (fk )

(2.19)
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where every H [qi ] (fk ) is an nv ×nu matrix, with nu and nv the number of input

and output ports of the circuit respectively, and fk the individual frequencies
in the input multi-tone signal with nonzero amplitudes R̂k . U [qi ] (fk ) is the
nu × nu matrix containing the nu input quantities of the circuit for the nu
simulations, while V [qi ] (fk ) is an nv × nu matrix consisting of the nv output

quantities of the circuit for the nu simulations.

For notational simplicity, the frequency parameter fk will be omitted in the
sequel of this section.
From the q noisy transfer matrices, one can calculate the average transfer
matrix and its sample variance
Ĥ

=

q
1 X [qi ]
H
q q =1

(2.20)

i

2
σ̂Ĥ
(i, j) =

2
q
X
|H [qi ] (i, j) − Ĥ(i, j)|
q(q − 1)
q =1

(2.21)

i

where i ∈ [1 . . . nv ] and j ∈ [1 . . . nu ], evaluating every element of the transfer
2
matrix. Since the sample variances σ̂Ĥ
(i, j) are calculated over q consecutive periods or time-shifted versions of one particular phase realization of the
random-phase multi-tone signal, it is clear that they only contain the contributions of the measurement noise to the transfer matrix. Indeed, the stochastic
nonlinear contributions do not change when the phase realization of the multitone signal is kept the same.
The presence and the level of the odd and even-degree nonlinear distortions
are obtained by the analysis of the spectrum at the non-excited in-band frequencies in the output spectra V [qi ] (f). Straightforward interpretation of the
output spectra is impossible. Indeed, due to the intrinsic feedback present in
the circuit under test, the input spectra themselves can be contaminated by
nonlinear distortions of the device under test. Hence, the contribution at the
non-excited frequencies in the output spectra are partially due to the linear
feed through of the distorted input. Since the device is dominantly linear, a
first-order correction of the output spectra V [qi ] (f) is obtained by subtracting the linear contributions of the device from the output at the non-excited
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frequencies.
Vc[qi ] (f) =

(

V [qi ] (f)
excited harmonic in input
[qi ]
[qi ]
[qi ]
V (f) − H (f)U (f) non-excited harmonic in input
(2.22)

where, according to the frequency resolution, the elements of H [qi ] (f) at the
non-excited frequencies are obtained through a local linear or cubic interpolation of the values that were obtained at the excited frequencies. Further,
[q ]
the sample mean and sample variance of the corrected output spectrum Vc i
becomes
V̂c

=

q
1 X [qi ]
V
q q =1 c

(2.23)

i

σ̂V̂2 (j) =
c

q
[q ]
X
|Vc i (j) − V̂c (j)|
q(q − 1)
q =1

2

(2.24)

i

with j ∈ [1 . . . nv ]. Within the measurement uncertainty σ̂V̂c , the presence

and the level of the even and the non-excited odd harmonics in V̂c reveals
the presence and the level of respectively the even and odd degree nonlinear
distortions at the non-excited frequencies. The level of the stochastic nonlinear distortions at the excited odd harmonics in V̂c cannot be obtained by a
direct measurement, as only one experiment is performed. For random-phase
multi-tone signal with an odd random-harmonic grid, the level of the stochastic
nonlinear contributions σVS at the excited odd harmonics is obtained by lin-

ear or cubic interpolation of the level at the non-excited odd harmonics. This
introduces a bias, that can be as high as 6 dB [Vanh 01].

2.4.3

Discussion

The presented methods to estimate the best linear approximation assume that
the circuit under test only has one physical input. They can be easily extended
to circuit with more physical inputs. Those physical inputs all need to be
excited during all simulations. The simulations should form a persistently
exiting set for the system, meaning that the correlation between the different
physical inputs should be changed as many times as there are physical inputs.
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This extension is needed for example for differential circuits when one wants
to extract both the differential and common mode behavior with the same
experiments. The extension treats both the positive input and the negative
input as a separate physical input.
The accurate extraction method has several advantages. Firstly, the contributions of the stochastic nonlinear distortions to the transfer matrix are
obtained without any approximation. Secondly, the variances of the transfer
matrix account for the experimental noise as well as the stochastic nonlinear
distortions. The major disadvantage is the increased time necessary for doing
m ≥ 2 experiments. Another disadvantage is that classification in odd and
even degree nonlinear distortions is not directly possible.
The classification in odd and even degree nonlinear distortion can be enabled in most cases by using the same excitation signals as in the fast extraction
method. Using those excitation signals for the accurate method has also the
advantage that it becomes possible to evaluate the results earlier. After performing the first experiments, one can check with the fast method whether
or not the results are realistic. If they are, the experiments are repeated for
m − 1 different phase realizations and all the data is evaluated by the accurate
method.
If the input signal-to-noise ratio is very small, then the relative bias on the
transfer matrix can no longer be neglected. It can be reduced by averaging of
the m × q noisy input/output spectra before calculating the transfer matrix.

The fast extraction method also has some advantages. First off all, the time

of the experiments is seriously reduced since only one experiment per port of the
device needs to be performed. Another advantage is the direct classification of
the odd and even-degree nonlinear distortions. The main disadvantages are that
the variances of the transfer matrix only accounts for the experimental noise
and that an extrapolation is needed to characterize the stochastic nonlinear
contributions on the output spectra, which introduces an error up to 6 dB.

2.4.4

Example

To illustrate and compare the fast and accurate extraction method, a simple
nonlinear circuit is used. Both methods extract the admittance (Y ) matrix of
a circuit consisting of a nonlinear diode and a linear first-order low-pass filter
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(Fig. 2.15). This circuit has two ports (nu = nv = 2), in and out respectively.
The port in is a physical input.
Iin

Iout

out

Figure 2.15: This simple circuit is used to extract and compare the accurate
and fast method for extracting the best linear aproximation.

Step 1: The multi-tone signal
The frequency grid of the multi-tone signals is selected first. Although this is
not strictly necessary for the accurate method, both methods use a randomphase multi-tone signal with an odd random-harmonic grid as an excitation
signal. Only the components with frequencies in the band from 5.150 GHz till
5.835 GHz are excited. The frequency resolution of the multi-tone signal is
2.5 MHz. These choices result in a multi-tone signal with 92 excited components. For the transient simulations, 219 equidistant time steps are calculated
in one period of the multi-tone signal. By doing so, the simulation noise as
calculated over successive periods equals the one calculated over different timedelayed versions.
Step 2: The simulations
The second step is the selection of the amplitudes for the exited components.
Both the input and output multi-tone signal are chosen to have a flat amplitude
spectrum. The signals are made by a parallel connection of 92 current sources
(see Fig. 2.4b). The amplitude of every current source of the input multitone signal is 7 mA. The resulting input signal results in a strong nonlinear
behavior as the in-band distortion of the output current (◦) is approximately
25 dB smaller than the linear response (

in Fig. 2.16b).
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The amplitudes of the current sources of the output multi-tone source

should be chosen so small that this extra multi-tone source does not have a
significant influence on the nonlinear behavior of the circuit. This influence
is checked by taking the simulation with only the input multi-tone source as
a reference experiment and look at the difference between the reference and
the simulation with the second multi-tone source included (Fig. 2.16). As a
starting value, the amplitudes are set to the same level as the average current
flowing into the output port at the exited frequencies. The complex difference of the output spectrum between the two simulations is about 8 dB smaller
than the original spectrum, meaning that the errors introduced by the second
multi-tone source on the excited lines are larger than the contributions from
the stochastic nonlinear behavior on these lines (Fig. 2.16a). These errors need
to be lowered, so we choose the amplitudes of the second multi-tone source to
be lowered by 20 dB. This choice reduces the errors to the same level as the

−30

Vout (dBV)

Vout (dBV)

stochastic nonlinear distortions (Fig. 2.16b).

−60
−90
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5.8

5.2

5.5

Frequency (GHz)

Frequency (GHz)

(a) Large output multisine

(b) Small output multisine

5.8

Figure 2.16: The spectrum of the output voltage can be separated in exited
frequencies ( ) and odd nonlinear detection lines (o). This spectrum changes
when the second multi-tone source is applied. This change is quantified by
the complex difference between the spectra of the two simulations (—: excited
lines and —: odd nonlinear components). This difference is too large for the
in the first attempt (a), but is acceptable when the amplitudes of the second
multi-tone signal are decreased by 20 dB (b).
At a certain point, lowering the amplitudes of the secondary multi-tone
source results in an increasing error of the estimate of the transfer matrix H.
This increase is due to the ill-conditioning of the matrix U containing the
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inputs of the system. The smaller the secondary multi-tone signal, the higher
the condition number κ∞ (U ) ≈ 10k . From the simulation noise σU,n ≈ 10−d ,
the number of correct digits in the transfer matrix H can be estimated as d − k

[Golu 96]. In our second case, the condition number of the matrix U equals
178 ≈ 102 and with a simulation-noise level of −120 dB (d = 6). Therefore, the
transfer matrix can be calculated with 4 correct digits from a numerical point
of view.

Step 3: The post processing of the data
The accurate method will be used first to extract the best linear approximation. Therefore, simulations are performed using eight different phase realizations (m = 8), both for the input and the output multi-tone signal sources.
In order to determine the simulation noise, each simulation calculates two more
periods after the transients died out and the simulation is restarted with half
a time-step delay. This results in 32 different simulations, during which the
voltages at both ports and the current flowing in both ports are saved.
As the goal is to estimate an admittance matrix, the matrix containing
the controlling quantities U [mi ,qi ] (fk ) consists of the ports voltages, while the
matrix containing the controlled quantities V [mi ,qi ] (fk ) consists of the currents
flowing into the ports (see (2.8)). Those matrices are 2 × 2, since there are two
input and output ports (nu = nv = 2). These matrices are used as data to

calculate the transfer matrices H [mi ,qi ] (fk ) as a function of frequency by means
of Gaussian elimination. One matrix is obtained for every phase realization (m)
and every period (q) (2.8). From these admittance matrices and (2.9) – (2.18),
the best linear approximated admittance matrix of the system as a function of
frequency and an estimate of the stochastic nonlinear behavior are calculated.
The best linear approximated admittance parameters and their stochastic
nonlinear contribution behave as expected (Fig. 2.17). The admittance parameters Y11 and Y12 behave nonlinearly, as can be expected because of the
presence of the nonlinear diode at the input port. The other parameters are
mainly linear. Their stochastic nonlinear contributions (×) are indeed very
close to the level of the simulation noise (· · · ).
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Figure 2.17: An accurate extraction of the best-linear-approximated admittance parameters ( ) starting from eight phase realizations of the applied
multisine, together with the estimated level of the stochastic nonlinear contributions (×). As can be expected, the nonlinear behavior can be pin-pointed to
Y11 and Y12 , as the stochastic nonlinear contributions in the other admittance
parameters approach the level of the simulation noise (· · · ).

The fast method is used to get the same results. One of the phase realizations used for the accurate method is now used to correct both port currents. These currents need to be corrected since the ports voltages are not
clean random-phase multi-tone signals with an odd random-harmonic grid (see
Fig. 2.16b). These non-ideal input signals make it impossible to directly evaluate the spectra of the currents flowing into both ports. Both currents seem to
contain strong nonlinear contributions (Fig. 2.18a and Fig. 2.18c). However,
these nonlinear contributions disappear in the output current after first order
correction for the non-ideal input signals (Fig. 2.18d). On the other hand, the
nonlinear contributions of the input current are even a few dB larger after the
first-order correction (Fig. 2.18b). Therefore, nonlinear behavior can be safely
assumed to be due to a nonlinear component at the input of the circuit under
test.
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Figure 2.18: Both the input (a) and output current (c) seem to have odd (o) and
even (*) nonlinear components besides the linear response ( ). The spectra
cannot be directly evaluated because of the unwanted contributions existing
in the voltage spectra of both the input and the output. After correcting the
output current spectrum for these contributions (d), the odd and even-order
nonlinear contributions drop to the level of the simulation noise (· · · ). The
estimated stochastic nonlinear contributions on the excited lines are indicated
by ×.
Comparison of both methods. Although the results show a qualitative
agreement between the accurate method and the fast method, we still need to
illustrate the quantitative agreement between the two methods. This agreement is illustrated by comparing the stochastic nonlinear contributions on the
admittance parameters. For the fast method, the stochastic nonlinear contributions are only available at the output quantities of the description of the
system — the currents flowing into the ports in this example. The stochastic
contributions on the admittance parameters are calculated by solving the linear
system with the estimated stochastic contributions at the excited lines in the
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output parameters (× in Fig. 2.18b and Fig. 2.18d) as outputs and the voltages
at the excited lines at both ports as the inputs.
Although the levels of nonlinear stochastic contributions on the admittance
parameters retrieved by both methods correspond well, some differences need
attention (Fig. 2.19). With the fast method, the estimated stochastic contributions are sensitive to the random phase realizations. Those estimates can be
misleading if the random phase realization leads to a maximum or minimum in
the nonlinear distortion. These errors are circumvented in the accurate method,
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Figure 2.19: The stochastic nonlinear distortions of the admittance parameters
of the nonlinear circuit are extracted by both the accurate method (—) and
the fast method (×). Both estimates correspond well.

2.5

Conclusion

Although a designer would not directly think of a linear approximation to
describe and understand the nonlinear behavior of a circuit, this chapter illustrated the possibility to do this. As has been shown, the key factor to
success lies in a careful selection of the excitation signals used to estimate the
linearization. Multi-tone signals form excellent excitation signals, not only by
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their ability to mimic modern, complex communication signals, but also because they give the designer insight in the nonlinear behavior of the system.
This insight is further deployed by modeling the circuit with a best linear approximation. This model qualifies and quantifies the nonlinear behavior caused
by a circuit. It is used during the rest of this work to solve problems that that
a circuit or system designer might encounter. All those solutions will be illustrated on real examples, from the analysis of operational amplifiers to the
design and modeling of amplifiers.
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Chapter 3

Design using multi-tones
Designers have to create their circuits such that they comply to numerous
specifications. They have no problem with the specifications on the linear and
time-invariant behavior, as lots of simulation tools exist to verify the linear
behavior during the design. Furthermore, they are equipped with linear system
theory, which allows them to interpret the results correctly and so retrieve a
design which complies with all the linear specifications.
Besides the different linear time-invariant specifications, a designer has to
cope with additional constraints on the circuit’s nonlinear behavior. These constraints are difficult to take into account. This stems from an incompatibility
that arises at the very early stage of the design process. System-level specifications, such as adjacent-channel power rejection or error-vector magnitude, take
the properties of the input signal that is applied to the circuit, into account.
Hence, they depend on both the properties of the signal and the system. At
the circuit level however, the properties of the nonlinear behavior are obtained
once the design is finished using a one- or a two-tone signal. These tests describe the system, but fail to incorporate the properties of the input signal.
As a nonlinear system is sensitive to the properties of the signal, a very loose
coupling between the system and circuit-level figures of merit can be expected
for communication signals that are not close to a one- or two-tone signal.
If the design does not comply to the specifications, drastic changes are
sometimes needed to the circuit. Furthermore, the tests used only tell whether
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or not the circuit complies with the specifications, but leave the designer clueless
regarding to possible approaches that can lead to a modified compliant circuit.
The difficulty to take the constraints on the nonlinear behavior into account
from the very start of the design, can have a large impact on the design time.
This problem will become increasingly important due to the downscaling of the
silicon transistors used, which leads to a dramatic reduction of the maximum
allowable supply voltage. This drop in the power-supply voltage makes all
circuits — and not only power amplifiers — liable to strong, parasitic nonlinear
behavior.
To break this downward spiral, there is a need for tests that are both more
informative, that are able to pin-point the dominant source of the nonlinear
behavior and that are usable during the design of the circuit. As a nonlinear
circuit is way too complicated to be handled or modeled for a general input
signal, an approximate model for the system will be used for a well chosen class
of input signals. If this class of inputs is selected such as to cover the signals
that will be applied at the device during normal operation, the approximation
turns out to be very useful, and matches the measured system-level figures of
merit very closely.
In this chapter, we use multi-tone excitation signals with a fixed power
spectral density to take the nonlinear specification of the circuit into account
from the very beginning of the design process. This chapter shows the impact of
the nonlinear behavior of an amplifier on its performance parameters by means
of load-pull simulations on an example power preamplifier in 0.13 µm CMOS
technology. Furthermore, we used the best linear approximation to locate the
main source of nonlinear behavior in an early design stage of more complex
circuits. The best linear approximation then is used to help the designer to
find the reason for the nonlinear behavior, and this is also a help to correct for
it. This process will be illustrated by the design of a 90 nm CMOS low-noise
amplifier.

3.1

Design with multi-tone signals

Traditionally, designers use one- or two-tone excitation signals to access the
nonlinearity during the design of their circuit. With those signals, they check
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both the linear and nonlinear performance of their circuit. If the circuit is to
be used under modulated excitation in normal operation, these signals can lead
to suboptimal design choices as was already illustrated on a low-noise amplifier
design using the classical sweet-spot optimization method in Section 2.1. To
overcome this limited performance, we need an alternative method to access
the nonlinear behavior. This section shows, using an example, that multi-tone
excitation signals form a perfect alternative to incomplete one- or two-tone
tests. The advantages are illustrated by a load-pull experiment, a technique
which is inevitably used when designing power amplifiers.
The example circuit will be discussed first. Afterwards, the load-pull technique is briefly introduced. Then, the load-pull is performed both with a onetone signal and a multi-tone signal, followed by a comparison of both.

3.1.1

Designing an example amplifier

The example power amplifier is a class-A preamplifier that is designed specifically for 5 GHz wireless-LAN applications. It is integrated with the rest of the
transmitter in a 0.13 µm CMOS technology. The next stage in the signal chain
is an external power amplifier with a 50 Ω input impedance.

In
PPA

PA

Zin = 50 Ω
Pin = 0 dBm
Figure 3.1: The Power Pre-Amplifier (PPA) should drive the external Power
Amplifier (PA) which has a 50 Ω input impedance with a 0 dBm signal.
The input signal of the power amplifier should have an average power of
0 dBm. The OFDM signals used in this application have 52 carriers, which
√
results in a maximal peak-to-average ratio of 52 = 7.2 dB. Therefore, occasional peaks of 7.2 dB larger than the average should be amplified linearly
and the amplifier should be backed-off from its compression point accordingly
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[Crip 99].
From the input specifications, the peak-to-peak voltage Upp of the output
signal of the power preamplifier is calculated using Ohms’ law:
Upp = 2

p
2Pin,p Zin ≈ 1.5 V

(3.1)

with Pin,p being the peak output power equal to 7.2 dBm. The 0.13 µm transistors used in the preamplifier have a drain-source breakdown voltage of 1.2 V.
Therefore, the transistor cannot deliver the signal with a needed 1.5 V peakto-peak voltage to the power amplifier directly and an impedance matching
network should be placed in between the output of the amplifying transistor
and the input of the power amplifier. This matching network allows us to
choose the load impedance of the amplifying transistor.
The load impedance of the amplifying transistor is chosen such that the
power dissipated in the load impedance is maximized. When there are no
limitations on the voltage or current swing, this goal is achieved choosing the
load impedance conjugate to the output impedance of the transistor [Gonz 84].
In our case, those limitations exist and the power delivered to the load can
be maximum at a different load impedance. This load impedance is found by
performing a power match [Crip 99].
A power match maximizes the current and voltage swings over the load
impedance. This load impedance is found in a two step procedure.

1. A starting value for this impedance is found from the static characteristics
of the transistor used.

2. The dynamic behavior is determined using a load-pull experiment. This
experiment allows the designer to make trade-off between the output
power, the efficiency and the nonlinear behavior.

First, we explain the idea behind the static load-line method, and show the
differences with the dynamic load-line method. Then, we compare the classical
one-tone load-pull technique with the proposed multi-tone load-pull technique.
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Static load-line
To get a starting value for the load impedance, one plots the DC-characteristics
of the transistor used ( in Fig. 3.2). As these are characteristics retrieved
from DC-simulations, all the dynamic behavior is neglected. On these characteristics, a load-line is drawn ( in Fig. 3.2). It connects the point of maximum
drain current at the knee voltage Vk with the point of no drain current at the
breakdown voltage. The slope of this line determines the starting value of the
optimal load impedance Ropt . This impedance maximizes the current swing
through the transistor (and as a consequence also through the load) and at
the same time maximizes the voltage swing over the output connectors of the
transistor, i.e. the drain and source terminals. By maximizing both the current
and the voltage swing, the power delivered to the load is maximized.
Vgs (V)
1.1
0.96

Id (A)

−1
Ropt

0.84
0.72
0.6
0.48
0.36

Vk
0

0.4

0.8

1.2

Vds (V)
Figure 3.2: The DC-characteristics of the transistor used ( ) allow the designer
to draw the static load-line ( ), which indicates a starting value Ropt for the
needed load impedance.

The static load-line also indicates the necessary biasing voltages. As the
amplifier will be a class-A amplifier, the drain-source voltage and gate-source
voltage should be set such that the transistor is biased half-way the static
load-line.
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Dynamic load-line
To retrieve the dynamic load-line, a 5.5 GHz sine-wave is applied to the gate of
the transistor (Fig. 3.3). The dynamic load-line ( ) differs from the static one
( ). The discrepancy between the wanted static load-line and the dynamic one
is due to two phenomena: the dynamic behavior, and the non-linear behavior.
The dynamic behavior will cause the load-line to become an ellipse because of
the introduced phase difference between the current and the voltage waveforms.
All other deviations are due to the non-linear behavior.
Vgs (V)
1.1
0.96

Id (A)

0.3

0.84
0.72

0.15

0.6
0.48
0.36

Vk
0

0

0.4

0.8

1.2

Vds (V)
Figure 3.3: The dynamic load-line ( ) differs from the static one ( ) due to
dynamic and nonlinear behavior.

To take the dynamic and nonlinear behavior into account, a load-pull experiment is performed. For the load-pull setup, a number of complex-valued
load impedances is selected around the proposed Ropt . For every selected load
impedance, the circuit’s dynamic behavior is recorded. Analyzing these data
allows the designer to find the optimal load impedance trading-off between the
output power, the efficiency and the nonlinear behavior.
The classical approach for doing load-pull measurements using one-tone
signals is first discussed. Afterwards, we expand this technique to use multitone signals and illustrate the improved quality of the technique.
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Vdd

Zopt
Vin

Figure 3.4: The simple load-pull setup for performing load-pull simulations.

3.1.2

Classical load-pull

The classical load-pull technique excites the circuit of Fig. 3.4 with a one-tone
signal at the input. To apply this technique, the range of load impedances used
and the input signals’s amplitudes need to be chosen.
In our example, the load impedance is varied from 2.7 Ω till 25 Ω, with
an imaginary part ranging from 0 Ω till −10 Ω. These ranges gave enough
information to make a correct decision concerning the optimal load impedance.
In total, 55 different loads are applied (• in Fig. 3.5). Those load are realized
by a series connection of a capacitor and a resistor. Every applied load comes
with a different optimal load-line, which corresponds to a different bias point.
Changing the bias point accordingly allows for a fair comparison between the
different applied load impedances.
The amplitude of the input signal is chosen such that the output signal
matches the proposed static load-line as closely as possible. The amplitude
depends on the setting of the value of the load impedance and is therefore
changed every time the load impedance changes. The signals’s amplitude is
set iteratively such that the drain-source voltage reaches its’ extreme values as
predicted by the static load-line, namely the maximum supply voltage and the
knee voltage. This complete redesign of the biasing and the signal results in
an optimal design for each load.
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A simulation is performed for every proposed load impedance. For every

load impedance, the output power at the fundamental frequency and the poweradded efficiency are kept as performance parameters of the amplifier. As only
one-tone excitation signals are used, it is impossible to make a sensible remark
on the amplifiers nonlinear behavior under real-live excitation. Therefore, the
level of the harmonic distortion is not used.
The simulated load impedances are plotted on a Smith chart (• on Fig. 3.5).
The impedances with an equal performance (output power or power-added efficiency) are connected. With our example circuit, the output power (Fig. 3.5a)
reaches its maximum of 14 dBm at a load impedance equal to the proposed
static load impedance Ropt (× in Fig. 3.5). Also the power-added efficiency
(Fig. 3.5b) is close to its maximum of 27 % with this load impedance. Therefore,
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17 22
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selecting Ropt as a load impedance seems a good choice in our example.
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(a) Output power (dBm)

−j0.1

27

12
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Figure 3.5: The maximum of the output power and the power-added efficiency
corresponds closely to the static load-line impedance Ropt (×). The center of
the Smith chart correspond to 50 Ω.

3.1.3

Multi-tone load-pull

The major disadvantage of the classical one-tone load-pull is that because the
signal properties of the communication signal and the test excitation signal
are very different, so is the value of the power-added efficiency and the output power. Correct information about the nonlinear behavior of the device
cannot be retrieved from the one-tone load-pull simulations. To overcome this
limitation, the load-pull setup is reviewed to include RF multi-tone signals.
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The multi-tone excitation signal should resemble the actual communication
signal as closely as possible. The multi-tone signal in our example resembles an
OFDM signal used in wireless-LAN applications working around 5 GHz. This
OFDM modulation uses 52 carriers. The multi-tone signal that is designed to
resemble the communication signal has excited frequencies between 5.155 GHz
and 5.825 GHz. The difference between two consecutive frequencies is 5 MHz,
from which only the odd frequency components are excited. The resulting
odd frequencies are divided in groups of three consecutive odd frequency lines
and the amplitude of one randomly chosen frequency line is made zero. The
resulting multi-tone signal with an odd random-harmonic grid has 46 different
excited frequencies for which a uniform amplitude spectrum is chosen (see
Section 2.4.2, p. 39 for more details on this signal).
The use of the above defined multi-tone excitation signal with a randomharmonic grid in the load-pull setup, allows to take the specifications imposed
on the nonlinear behavior into account. These specifications include the inband nonlinear distortion and the adjacent-channel power ratio. They can be
checked easily by processing the output power spectrum. The level of the inband inter-modulation distortion is found to be the ratio between the level at
the excited frequency lines and the level of the in-band non-excited frequency
lines as is shown in Fig. 3.6. The level of the adjacent-channel power ratio
is calculated as the ratio between the level of the in-band excited lines and
the level of the nonlinear contributions at the frequencies above or below the
excited band [Raza 98]. These nonlinear contributions disturb any communication making use of the neighboring channel. Therefore, the system-level
specification will define how much smaller the nonlinear distortion in the adjacent channel should be.
The nonlinear distortion as it will appear during the actual operation of
the circuit is now known from the first steps in the design procedure. This is
very useful on its own right. However, it is possible to go one step further:
the information about the nonlinear distortion can be included in the design
algorithm itself. This inclusion enables the designer to take the specifications
on the nonlinear behavior into account right from the start.
As an example, assume that a specification on the in-band nonlinear distortion is defined to be smaller than −30 dBc. Since the amplifier’s topology is a
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Figure 3.6: Using multi-tone excitations allows for the direct separation of
the linear contributions ( ) from the odd-order (◦) nonlinear contributions.
It also allows for a direct comparison with nonlinear specifications like the inband Inter-Modulation Distortion (IMD) or the Adjacent-Channel Power Ratio
(ACPR).
one-stage class-A amplifier, the nonlinear behavior can only originate from the
amplifying transistor, and hence the localization of the source of the nonlinear
behavior is straightforward.
This constraint on the nonlinear behavior can easily be imposed in the
load-pull setup. Therefore, the amplitude of the input signal for each value
of the load impedance is adjusted such that the constraint that the in-band
distortion is below −30 dBc, is met. Thereby, the efficiency and the output
power contours give realistic values for the possible load impedances.

The applied loads (• on Fig. 3.7) are the same as the ones used for the
classical one-tone load-pull experiment. Since the load is synthesized with a
capacitor and a resistor, the load impedance is frequency dependent and can
only be equal to the proposed one for one frequency. This frequency is chosen
to be the center of the excited band.
The contour plots of the output power (Fig. 3.7a) indicate that a maximum output power of 6 dBm can be reached with a load impedance equal to
the proposed static load-line impedance Ropt . This maximum of 6 dBm is significantly lower than the 14 dBm reached with the one-tone simulation, but
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it reflects much better the output power that can be achieved in a real-life
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Figure 3.7: Contour plots for different loads using a multi-tone excitation signal.
The point at which the power-added efficiency is maximal (PAEmax ) does not
equal the optimal load impedance Ropt retrieved from the static load-line. The
center of the Smith-chart represents a 50 Ω load.
From the contour plots of the output power alone, a designer could derive
that the proposed static load-line impedance Ropt is a good choice as a load for
this transistor. The contour plots of the power-added efficiency however lead
to a totally different selection (Fig. 3.7b). A maximum power-added efficiency
of 7 % is achieved at a much higher impedance of around 20 Ω. Although the
ouput power is 6 dB smaller at this load impedance (0 dBm), a designer might
want to profit from the higher efficiency. The loss in output power can then be
compensated for by chosing a larger transistor.

3.1.4

Discussion

The previous part only considers one fundamental aspect of the design of power
amplifiers: the choice of an appropriate load impedance. This choice is possible
using the static load-line and load-pull techniques, which exist for several years
now and have successfully been used many years [Crip 99].
The signals used in modern communication systems cannot be adequately
approximated by a one-tone signal. Therefore, performing optimizations or
making design choices based on one-tone tests alone leads to substantially suboptimal designs. The difference in maximal power-added efficiency between
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the one-tone load-pull (27 %) and the multi-tone load-pull (7 %) illustrates this
phenomenon nicely.
The reason for this difference between the one-tone and the multi-tone signals in load-pull experiments can be explained when we consider the Probability Density Function (pdf) of the voltage along the dynamic load-line resulting
from both signals (Fig. 3.8). The probability density function at a specific voltage is proportional to the probability that the signal will have a value around
that voltage. The probability density function of a voltage in a one-tone dynamic load-line experiment is highly concentrated around its extreme values
( ). On the contrary, the probability density function of the voltage along the
multi-tone dynamic load-line is minimal at these extreme values since it has a
Gaussian-like distribution ( ).
Multi-tone

Vbds

pdf

Vk

One-tone
0

0.4

0.8

1.2

Vds (V)
Figure 3.8: The Probability Density Function (pdf) of the dynamic load-line
when using a one-tone ( ) or multi-tone ( ) excitation signal.
If the signal is close to the extreme values of the dynamic load-line, the
power dissipated by the transistor is minimal. When the drain-source voltage
reaches the breakdown voltage Vbds , no current is flowing through the channel
of the transistor. When the drain-source voltage reaches the knee voltage Vk ,
the power dissipated in the transistor is minimal due to the low value of the
knee voltage. Therefore the maximum achievable power-added efficiency will
be higher for a one-tone excitation than it is for a multi-tone excitation where
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the signal remains mostly in the middle of the load line.
The one-tone and multi-tone dynamic load-line experiments also differ in
their nonlinear behavior. For the one-tone load-line experiment, the main
source of nonlinear distortion is due to the limitation of the drain current and
the drain-source voltage. Those limitations happen only occasionally for the
multi-tone load-line experiments, meaning that the nonlinear behavior under
this excitation mainly originates from the inherent nonlinear behavior of the
device.
From the load-pull experiments, we can conclude that, in order to obtain
an optimal design, one needs to use an excitation signal which resembles the
power spectrum of the actual communication signal closely. Pushing this idea
to its limits, one might ask why not to use the actual communication signal
itself to perform the load-pull experiment. This is indeed a valid alternative,
but we would loose some valuable design information by doing so. By using an
odd multi-tone excitation signal, one can directly separate the even-order from
the odd-order nonlinear behavior. This information is useful to a designer
as it reveals the mechanism that causes the nonlinear behavior. Multi-tone
excitation signals are also easier to deal with than real communication signals.
They are easy to create in simulators as was shown in Section 2.2.1, and the
conversion to the frequency domain becomes error free as leakage effects can
be perfectly avoided.
This section shows, by means of an example, that multi-tone excitation
signals can be effectively used to correctly include the nonlinear specifications of
a circuit in a design algorithm. Sometimes, the circuit might be more complex
and simply looking at the output spectrum will not be sufficient to correctly
design the circuit as is does not reveal the source of the nonlinear behavior. A
more advanced design technique can be used to overcome this problem as is
explained next.

3.2

Designing with best linear approximations

Most circuits have a more challenging structure than the one-transistor amplifier that was used in the previous section. Even for more complex circuits, the
method used in the previous section provides excellent results which can be
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compared directly with the system’s specifications. The problem is that it does
not allow to identify which of the nonlinearities are dominant for the observed
behavior.
Different numerical approaches to gain insight in the nonlinear behavior
have been published. They all decompose the circuit’s nonlinear behavior into
different contributions.
In Chapter 1, approaches [Wamb 98, Dobr 03] are discussed, which are
based on Volterra series for time-invariant or periodically time-varying weakly
nonlinear circuits. For a given order n (typically limited to three), they decompose the nonlinear behavior into contributions. These correspond to every
coefficient from order 2 to n in the power series that describes a nonlinearity.
Although this approach yields insight, it is complex due to the large number of
contributions. For example, the drain current of one MOS transistor with body
effect gives rise to sixteen contributions [Wamb 98, Tsiv 99]. Clearly, if one also
takes into account the nonlinear capacitors, circuits of practical size suffer from
enormous complexity that makes interpretation virtually impossible.
At the expense of a reduced insight, a per-nonlinearity distortion analysis
is described in [Li 03], which is limited to weakly nonlinear behavior. This
technique splits the nonlinear behavior into fewer contributions. For example, the drain current of a MOS transistor is treated as a single contribution.
This simplification allows to identify the transistors that contribute most to
the overall nonlinear behavior. However, no information is given about which
nonlinearity of the drain current (e.g. the nonlinear dependence on vgs or on
vds ) is responsible for the observed nonlinear behavior.
The multi-tone approach introduced here also splits the nonlinear behavior
in similar contributions as in [Li 03], but it is able to deal with strongly nonlinear behavior, such as clipping. In this way, it yields similar information as
the per-nonlinearity distortion analysis mentioned above, but the applicability
has now been extended to strongly nonlinear behavior. Furthermore, it has the
advantage over the Volterra-based models that it can easily be implemented
in every circuit simulator, without having to know the details of the transistor
models used. These advantages make this technique a useful tool to gain insight in the circuit’s nonlinear behavior. The technique therefore forms a tool
that can guide the designer to improve the circuit’s nonlinear behavior.
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The proposed technique will again be explained by means of an example
design. This time, a wide-band Low-Noise Amplifier (LNA) is used. Based
on this technique, the third-order Input-referred Intercept Point (IIP3) of a
standard design has been improved by 10 dB thanks to a change of the bias
point of the transistor contributing most to the overall nonlinear behavior.
First, it will be explained how the best linear approximation from the previous chapter can be applied to circuit design. Second, the proposed methodology
will be illustrated on the low-noise amplifier.

3.2.1

Method

To retrieve the different contributions to the overall nonlinear behavior, it is
necessary to extract the best linear approximation for every nonlinear contributor. Such a contributor can be a single transistor, as in our example case, but
it can also exist of a group of transistors. The contribution of current mirror
(Fig. 3.9) to the overall nonlinear behavior is best described by the nearly linear
relationship between the input current Iin and the output current Iout . The
partitioning into logical nonlinear contributors is left to the designer.
Iin

Iout

Vg

Figure 3.9: A current mirror can be described best by the nearly linear relationship between the input current Iin and the output current Iout .
Since this technique will be applied during the design and optimization
phase of a circuit, a lot of changes to the circuit will be made. All those
changes will be analyzed with the best linear approximation. Therefore, it is
crucial that the time necessary for retrieving the best linear approximations is
minimized. This is achieved by minimizing the necessary simulations.
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To minimize the number of simulations, the fast extraction method as de-

scribed in Section 2.4.2 is used. Thereby, only one random-phase realization
of the multi-tone signal is necessary. Furthermore, every nonlinear contributor is treated as a single-input, single-output system. As there is only one
input to this system (nu =1), one multi-tone source connected to the input of
the system is enough to characterize the nonlinear contributors. Therefore,
one transient analysis has to be performed to retrieve the contributions of the
different contributors to the overall nonlinear behavior.
To calculate the distortion contributions of a sub-circuit (e.g. a transistor
inside a circuit), we excite the complete circuit with a random-phase multi-tone
signal with an odd random-harmonic grid. A transient analysis is performed,
and both the input and the output waveforms of every sub-circuit, as well as
the overall output of the circuit are calculated (Fig. 3.10).
Selecting which input and output quantities need to be calculated for every
nonlinear contributor is self-evident for a designer. If the nonlinear contributor
is a voltage-driven part of the circuit, the input voltage is selected as input. If
one relies on the output current, this current is selected as output of the contributor. For example, the current mirror of Fig. 3.9 is a current driven circuit,
where the output quantity of interest is also a current. Therefore, the input
current Iin and the output current Iout are chosen as input and output quantities of this contributor. Other examples of interest are a common-source and
a common-drain MOS transistor. Both transistors are voltage driven circuits,
therefore, the input quantity is the gate voltage, whereas the output quantity
is respectively the drain or source current. For a common-gate MOS transistor,
both input and output quantities are currents.

3.2.2

Design example

To illustrate the proposed method, it is applied to the design of a 90 nm lownoise amplifier (Fig. 3.11). Since the supply voltage lowers drastically when
scaling CMOS, this circuit is vulnerable to nonlinear distortion. Indeed, transistors are no longer biased in strong inversion, causing higher levels of weakly
nonlinear distortion. Furthermore, clipping, which is a hard nonlinear behavior,
occurs faster.
The common-source and common-drain MOS transistors are in this ex-
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Sub-circuit 2
Multi-tone
excitation

A
V

Sub-circuit 1

...

Sub-circuit 3
Figure 3.10: A general analysis setup to determine the distortion contribution
of a circuit element to its output nonlinear behavior.
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(I → I)
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Rs
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Ibias

Mn1
(V → I)

Figure 3.11: Simplified schematic of the 90 nm low noise amplifier with classical
two-tone excitation signal and proposed multi-tone excitation signals.

ample considered as single-input single-output trans-admittance devices, not
as multiple-input multiple-output subsystems. Although a full multiple-input
multiple-output analysis is more precise at the expense of complexity and simulation time, the single-input single-output analysis is sufficient for our purposes.
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Two-tone analysis

To obtain a comparison with a classical method of determining the distortion
in the circuit, a two-tone test is performed in SpectreRF R using MOS Model
11 [MM11] models of the 90 nm transistors. The (arbitrary) selected excitation
tones are located at frequencies of 1 GHz and 1.2 GHz. The third-order Inputreferred Intercept Point (IIP3) is found to be −13 dBm (see Fig. 3.12). This

is possibly unsatisfactory, since wide-band amplifiers generally require high
linearity. For the designer, it is difficult to improve the linearity as there is no
physical insight in the distortion mechanisms for the particular circuit, neither
can the propagation of the nonlinear distortion be followed through the circuit.
Gaining this insight is complicated by the nonlinear feedback via Mn2 and
the large number of potential sources of nonlinear behavior. It is also unclear
whether or not the feedback will have its traditional linearization property
[Wamb 98].

Pout (dBm)

0

−80

IIP3=
−13 dBm

−160
−40

−20

0

Pin (dBm)
Figure 3.12: A two-tone analysis of the wide-band low-noise amplifier results in
a third-order Input-referred Intercept Point of −13 dBm. : Output power at
the excited frequencies, : Output power at third-order frequency components.
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Multi-tone analysis
The circuit is now excited by a random-phase multi-tone source with an odd
random-harmonic grid, as is illustrated in (Fig. 3.11). The excited frequency
band is chosen from 100 MHz till 7 GHz with a fundamental frequency of
25 MHz. The resulting multi-tone signal has 92 excited frequencies for which
a uniform amplitude spectrum is chosen. A transient analysis is performed in
SpectreRF R using the same transistor models as before. This simulation is
sufficient to extract all the data. It requires 279 CPU seconds on a HPUX9000
platform.
Both the node voltages and the branch currents indicated on Fig. 3.11 are
saved. Every period of the saved signals (after the transients have died out) is
converted to the frequency domain using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
The averaged voltage spectra of the input and output nodes are plotted in
Fig. 3.13a. The odd excited lines indicate the dominantly linear behavior of the
circuit (+). The odd (◦) and even (∗) nonlinear distortions form clouds of data
points, which would converge to a line if their amplitudes are averaged over a
sufficiently large (theoretically infinite) number of experiments with different
phase realizations of the multi-tone signal used. The simulation-noise level is
calculated from the different periods of the signal, but it falls far below the
scale of the graphs and is not shown.
One can observe a vast amount of distortion present in the output spectrum
Fig. 3.13a. In fact, the even-order distortion (∗) is only 10 dB lower than the
response at the excited lines (+) and the odd-order distortion (◦) is only 20 dB
down. Also note the large amount of nonlinear components that are present
in the input spectrum. If one has to rely only on this information, it is still
challenging to track the dominant source of nonlinearity.
To gain insight in the distortion propagation, we now calculate the contributions of all transistors to the output distortion. These contributions are
calculated in two steps:
1. calculate the corrected output spectra of each transistor using the best
linear approximation, and
2. refer these corrected spectra to the output.
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Figure 3.13: Input and output spectrum of the transient analysis before (a)
and after (b) the linearity optimization. Excited tones are marked with ’+’,
even-order distortion with ’∗’, and odd-order distortion with ’◦’.

In Section 2.4.2, the fast method for extracting the best linear approximation was explained. Similar to (2.19), the best linear approximated transadmittance of transistor Mn1 for every period qi ∈ [1 . . . q] is calculated at the
excited frequencies fexc :

[q ]

[q ]

i
HMn1
(fexc ) =

i
Id,Mn1
(fexc )

[q ]

Vin i (fexc )

(3.2)

with Id,Mn1 the current flowing into the drain of transistor Mn1, and Vin the
voltage at the gate of the same transistor. The nonlinear contributions of
transistor Mn1 cannot be directly read from the spectrum of Id,Mn1 , as the
spectrum of Vin also contains energy at the non-excited frequencies fnexc (see
Fig. 3.13a). Therefore, similar to (2.22), we correct the current Id,Mn1 at the
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non-excited frequencies for the linear contribution of the input lines:
[q ]

[q ]

[q ]

[q ]

i
i
i
(fnexc) · Vin i (fnexc) .
Id,Mn1,c
(fnexc ) = Id,Mn1
(fnexc ) − HMn1

(3.3)

[q ]

[q ]

i
i
(fexc ).
(fnexc ) is found by linear interpolation of HMn1
Here, HMn1

The drain current at the excited frequencies is not corrected since we suppose that the device behaves mainly linear. This can be verified from the
exited frequencies in the spectrum of the drain current which are larger then
the non-excited ones. Therefore, at the excited frequencies:
[q ]

[q ]

i
i
Id,Mn1,c
(fexc ) = Id,Mn1
(fexc ) .

(3.4)

To verify the accuracy of the odd and even distortions, the sample mean and
[q ]

i
sample variance of the corrected drain current Id,Mn1,c
over the q different
periods are calculated

Iˆd,Mn1,c

=

q
1 X [qi ]
I
q q =1 d,Mn1,c

(3.5)

i

σ̂I2ˆ

d,Mn1,c

=

[qi ]
q
X
|Id,Mn1,c
− Iˆd,Mn1,c |2

q(q − 1)

qi =1

(3.6)

This sample variance σ̂I2ˆ
indicates the level of the simulation noise cond,Mn1,c
tributions in the corrected spectrum.
To refer the contributions of the transistor to the output of the circuit, the
corrected drain current Iˆd,Mn1,c is multiplied by the best linear approximation
of the transfer function between this current and the output voltage of the
circuit. This best linear approximation is given by:
ĤMn1→out (fexc ) =

q
[q ]
1 X Vouti (fexc )
q q =1 I [qi ] (fexc )
i

(3.7)

d,Mn1

Therefore, the contribution of the transistor Mn1 to the output voltage can be
written as:
V̂out,contr.

Mn1 (f)

= Iˆd,Mn1,c (f) · ĤMn1→out (f) .

(3.8)

At the unexcited frequencies, ĤMn1→out (fnexc ) is found by a linear interpolation
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of this transfer function based on the known values obtained for the excited
frequencies. The contribution of transistor Mn1 to the output voltage at the
excited frequencies equals the output-voltage spectrum itself.
The calculations are performed for the three transistors in the circuit. The
contributions of all transistors are plotted in Fig. 3.14a. Clearly, the transistor
Mn2 is the major contributor to the overall nonlinear behavior. Note that
Mn2 produces a lot of even-order distortions (∗), which are fed back to the
circuit’s input. These distortions are on their own turn converted to (evenand odd-order) nonlinear distortions at the output. To increase the linearity of
the circuit, we thus have to decrease the nonlinear contributions of transistor
Mn2.
The large contributions of the transistor Mn2 can be intuitively understood
as follows: The signal swing at the circuit’s output — which is the ‘input’ of
Mn2 — is larger than at the circuit’s input, which is expected for an amplifier.
We know that the circuit’s output signal can not be clipped, as this would
translate into a strong nonlinear contribution by transistor MnCasc. The output of transistor Mn2 is also not clipped, as this output is the circuit’s input,
which only has to deal with a minor signal swing. Since transistor MnCasc
generates little distortion, the first-order correction of the spectrum holds, and
the distortion of transistor Mn2 is mainly due to the excited frequency components. As the even-order distortions dominate, the second-order nonlinearity of
Mn2 is the main cause of the distortions. Therefore, by increasing the overdrive
of the transistor Mn2, a substantial improvement in the circuit’s linearity can
be expected.
The design is adapted by increasing the overdrive of the transistor Mn2 by
250 mV. As Fig. 3.13b shows, both the even- and odd-order output distortions
are substantially reduced. Clearly, by looking at Fig. 3.14b, transistor Mn2
generates much less distortion, meaning that the cause of the nonlinearity was
successfully located, and adequately removed.
Notice that due to the redesign, also the odd-order distortion of transistor
Mn1 is lowered. This change might be surprising, since no effort is taken to
reduce the nonlinearity of transistor Mn1. This effect can be attributed to the
even-order nonlinear behavior of transistor Mn2. Indeed, before the redesign,
even-order contributions of transistor Mn2 were almost as large as the linear
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Figure 3.14: Each transistor’s best linear approximation and its nonlinear contributions to the circuit’s output, before (a) and after (b) the linearity optimization. Excited tones are marked with ‘+’, even-order distortion with ‘∗’,
and odd-order distortion with ‘◦’.

contributions at the odd excited lines. These two types of contributions (even
nonlinear and odd linear) are combined by the even-order nonlinear behavior of
transistor Mn1. This generates energy at the odd detection lines, and results in
a level for the odd-order nonlinear distortions (which are the smallest) which
is close to that of the even-order distortions. The first-order correction of
(3.3) is then no longer valid. As a consequence, when the even-order nonlinear
behavior of Mn2 is reduced, less odd-order nonlinear distortions are perceived
by transistor Mn1.
To validate the redesign, the two-tone tests performed at the beginning of
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this section were repeated for the optimized circuit (Fig. 3.15). The IIP3 is
now −2.8 dBm, which is about 10 dB better than the initial circuit.
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Figure 3.15: A two-tone analysis of the wide-band low-noise amplifier after
linearity optimization results in a third-order Input-referred Intercept Point of
−2.8 dBm. : Output power at the excited frequencies, : Output power at
third-order frequency components.

3.2.3

Discussion

The proposed technique uses a specially designed multi-tone excitation signal to
rapidly retrieve the best linear approximations of different sub-circuits together
with their contribution to the overall nonlinear behavior. These excitation
signals also identify the odd- and even-order nonlinear behavior of the subcircuit separately. These tools help a designer to get insight in the nonlinear
behavior of the circuit, which is a fundamental step towards improving the
circuit’s behavior.
Further insight
The insight in the nonlinear behavior can be extended by combining the proposed technique with a selective Volterra analysis [Borr 07]. This combination
first uses the previously proposed technique to identify the main nonlinear component(s). Next, the Volterra theory is used to calculate an approximation of
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the Volterra kernels of each order. Thereby, one only takes into account the
contributions of the main nonlinear component(s). This reduces the complexity
of the expressions significantly, and the analytical expressions of the Volterra
series expansion hence remain tractable. The error that results from this approximation can easily be quantified by computing one of the figures of merit
that have been measured earlier using this approximate formalism. For example, the IIP3 can be calculated in terms of the approximate Volterra kernels
[Wamb 98]. Comparing this value with a two-tone simulation for a small input
signal — which ensures weakly nonlinear behavior — allows to bind the error
of the approximation.
The combined approach overcomes the complexity due to the enormous
amount of contributions normally associated with Volterra theory applied to
the full circuit, since it only calculates with the most relevant contributors.
While reducing the complexity, it still has all the advantages the Volterra theory, namely that it gives an in-depth insight in the nonlinear phenomena. In
[Borr 07], the same wide-band low-noise amplifier was successfully studied with
this combined technique.
When is an extension to MIMO needed?
In the previous section, we treated every transistor as a Single-Input SingleOutput (SISO) device. This approximation will not always be valid however.
For example, a bipolar transistor that has a large reverse gain can no longer
be modeled as a unilateral device. It cannot be treated as a SISO device,
because its input signal will be influenced by any signal change at the output.
Therefore, it has to be described as a Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO)
device, or an n-port device.
Treating sub-circuits as MIMO devices is possible and will be discussed in
the next chapter. Due to the increased number of necessary simulations (and
as a consequence the increased simulation time), it will be applied more likely
in the analysis rather than in the optimization of the circuit.
The input and output impedances of the nonlinear contributor and the
input impedance of the next stage determine whether or not a MIMO best
linear approximation is advised. If the contributors input impedance is much
larger then its output impedance, its reverse gain will be small. The input
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impedance of the following stage also influences the estimate of the best linear approximation. If it is a nonlinear impedance, it will form a nonlinear
load to the contributor of interest. This will appear to contribute more to
the overall nonlinear behavior then it would do in reality. This error can be
illustrated easily on a resistive voltage divider with one of the resistors being
nonlinear (Fig. 3.16). The best linear approximation describing the voltage
transfer function over resistor R1 will have nonlinear components which clearly
originate from the nonlinear resistor R2 .
R1

Vg

V2

R2 = f (V2 )

Figure 3.16: A voltage divider with one nonlinear resistor shows the limitation
of the SISO best linear approximation.
Although some situations exist where the SISO approximation is too rough,
it is useful in most of the CMOS circuits designed nowadays.

3.3

Conclusion

This chapter illustrates the advantages of multi-tone excitation signals and the
best linear approximation in the daily live of a circuit designer. The techniques
were used to improve the design of a power amplifier and a wide-band low-noise
amplifier. They help the designer to meet the specifications on the nonlinear
behavior and give insight into the nonlinear operation of the circuit.
The techniques mentioned in this chapter can be included in every circuit
simulator without any problem. The multi-tone excitation signals can be created easily using AC current sources available in the standard library of every
simulator. We performed the post-processing of the data and the optimization of the circuits in Matlab R . Nevertheless, the post-processing requires
only very basic mathematical tools, which are available or can be easily imple-
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mented in current design environments like Cadence R or ADS R . Therefore,
the proposed techniques can be automated in the existing design environments
without any problem.
Their ease of use and their great results leave no excuse for a designer not
to use such tools in his/her everyday life.
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Chapter 4

Analysis using the best
linear approximation
In many cases, a designer will not tackle a complete design at once. The
complete circuit will be split in different sub-circuits, which are designed more
or less separately. After finishing those sub-circuits, the designer puts them
together and checks if their properties remain the same. For example, the
different stages in a multi-stage power amplifier are designed separately and
are combined afterwards to form a complete amplifier. The complete circuit
is then analyzed again to see whether or not it fulfills the specifications. This
requires a lot of effort and time even if the circuit passes all these tests. If
the circuit does not pass the tests, the designer still has to find out what goes
wrong, and is often left without a clue of where to look.
The best linear approximation can be used to reduce the time needed to
test, characterize and debug a circuit completely in an elegant, time-effective
way. This use of the best linear approximation is explained and illustrated by
real examples in this chapter. First, the characterization of a complete circuit
is illustrated by the simulations of a classical LM741 operational amplifier.
This circuit is treated as a Single-Input, Single-Output (SISO) system. Next,
the generalization that is needed to analyze Multiple-Input, Multiple-Output
(MIMO) systems is described. Finally, this MIMO characterization is used to
analyze a two-stage power amplifier. There, the total nonlinear behavior is split
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into the contributions of the different sub-circuits. This allows to pin-point the
part contributing most to the overall nonlinear behavior.
The results achieved with these examples do not only show the ability of the
best linear approximation to characterize and debug complex circuits. They
also show that remarkable insight into the circuit’s behavior is gained using the
proposed techniques.

4.1

The SISO case: a 741 OPAMP

Before going to silicon, the performance of new circuits is analyzed through
simulations. As some of these circuits consist of a large number of transistors,
those simulations take a non-negligible part of the complete design time. Hence,
there is a need for a fast evaluation of both the linear and the nonlinear behavior
of such circuits.
The best linear approximation can be used to efficiently evaluate complex
circuits which consist of many transistors. This is illustrated here by the analysis of an LM741 operational amplifier. The analysis of this circuit checks
the open-loop gain ADM , the common-mode gain ACM , and the positive and
−
negative power-supply gains A+
P S and AP S by means of the matched-resistor
R4
2
(R
R1 = R3 ) circuit shown in Fig. 4.2. The schematic of the LM741 can be found

Fig. 4.1. Now, we describe the basic simulation setup and discuss the different
performance parameters of the amplifier in some more detail.

4.1.1

Basic measurement setup

The basic matched resistor circuit of Fig. 4.2 is used to simulate the open-loop
gain ADM (f ), the common-mode gain ACM (f ), and the power-supply gains
−
A+
P S (f ) and AP S (f ). The circuit consist of four resistors, a voltage buffer
and the Device Under Test (DUT). The ideal voltage buffer in the feedback

loop suppresses the effect of the nonzero output impedance of the operational
amplifier on the simulation results. It is realized by a voltage-controlled voltage
source.
The analysis of the circuit starts from the basic open-loop equation of the
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Figure 4.1: The schematic of a 741 operational amplifier [Gray 90].
v−
R2
×1
R1

−

−
Vin

+
Vin

v+
R3

Vdd

DUT

vout

+
Vee

R4

Figure 4.2: This matched-resistor circuit is used to extract the gain parameters
of an operational amplifier.
unloaded DUT:
vout (f ) = ADM (f )(v + (f ) − v − (f ))

ACM (f ) +
(v (f ) + v − (f ))
2
−
+
−
+ A+
P S (f )x (f ) + AP S (f )x (f )
+

(4.1)
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with v + and v − the voltages of the positive ‘+’ and negative ‘−’ inputs of the
DUT, and x+ and x− the AC perturbation signals at the positive (Vdd ) and
negative (Vee ) power-supply terminals respectively.
The calculations needed to retrieve the characteristics assume that the
buffer in the feedback loop is an ideal voltage buffer (infinite input impedance,
zero output impedance) with gain one and that the resistors are matched
R4
2
(R
R1 = R3 ). Fulfilling these assumptions exactly is no problem in a simulation environment, but is impossible while doing measurements. Most of these

requirements can be approximated sufficiently well to enable the use of the
proposed techniques also on measurements, as is shown in [Pint 04b].
The simulations performed in our example all use the basic setup of Fig. 4.2
with R1 = R3 = 300 Ω, R2 = R4 = 12 kΩ and Vdd = −Vee = 15 V. The

excitation signals are random-phase multi-tone signals with an odd randomharmonic grid. Of each signal, q = 2 periods and M = 216 = 65 536 points
per period are calculated at a sampling rate fs = 62.5 kHz. The frequencies of
the odd random-phase multi-tone signal are quasi-logarithmically distributed
between fmin = fs /M ≈ 0.95 Hz and fmax = 9999fs /M ≈ 9.5 kHz. The

lines are grouped in packets of three consecutive odd harmonics and one odd
harmonic is randomly eliminated in each packet. The resulting random-phase
multi-tone signals with an odd random-harmonic grid contain F = 299 odd
excited harmonics. The excited frequencies are the same for every simulation.

All transfer function calculations are performed m = 25 times, each time with
different phase realization.

4.1.2

Open-loop gain

−
The open-loop gain is determined by applying a source to the input Vin
and
+
connecting Vin
to the ground, with Vdd = 15 V and Vee = −15 V (Fig. 4.3).
The only values that need to be saved during simulation are vout and v − . Using

v + = 0, and assuming that ACM  ADM , it follows from (4.1) that
ADM (f ) = −

vout (f )
.
v − (f )

(4.2)

The open loop gain simulations are performed twice with a different source
level vg (t). The first source level vg (t) results in v − (t) = 4.5 mVrms , the second
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Figure 4.3: This circuit enables the extraction of the best linear approximated
open-loop gain.
one in v − (t) = 8.9 mVrms . The results are analyzed with both the fast method
and the accurate method as described in Chapter 2. Both methods will be
compared and a new model for operational amplifiers is suggested.
The fast method
The fast method uses only one phase realization, and hence requires only one
simulation. The random-phase realization does not change between the different source levels vg (t). This consistency allows a fair comparison between the
results obtained at the different signal levels using only one phase realization.
The mean value of the input spectrum v − (f ) and output spectrum vout (f )
over q = 2 periods clearly show that the operational amplifier behaves nonlinear (Fig. 4.4(a)-(b)). The odd (◦) and even (∗) non-excited harmonics are
well above the noise floor (· · · ) for both excitation levels. The odd nonlinear
distortions (◦) are significantly larger than the even nonlinear distortions, indicating a dominant odd nonlinear behavior. This can be expected due to the

differential nature of the operational amplifier. When increasing the excitation
level with a factor of two (= 6 dB), the excited odd harmonics (+) increase by
6 dB, and the odd (◦) end even (∗) non-excited harmonics increase by respec-
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tively 18 dB and 12 dB. The amount of increase of the non-excited harmonics
indicate a dominant third and a smaller second-order nonlinear behavior.
Basing an analysis on the output spectra (Fig. 4.4b) alone, one would
conclude that the nonlinear distortions (◦ and ∗) are about 90 dB (v − (t) =
4.5 mVrms ) and 70 dB (v − (t) = 8.9 mVrms ) below the linear contributions (+).
However, this conclusion is wrong. These low levels of nonlinear distortions are
due to the linearizing effect of the feedback loop in the test circuit. To remove
the linearization effect of the feedback loop, a compensation is required. If one
accounts in a linear compensation for the effect at the output spectrum created by the energy present at the non-excited harmonics in the input spectrum,
a different and correct behavior is obtained. This gives the corrected output
c
spectra vout
(f ) (Fig. 4.4c).
c
The nonlinear distortions in the corrected output spectrum vout
(f ) are much
larger than in the original output spectrum vout (f ). They are only 40 dB down

in the band [1 Hz, 40 Hz] and then decrease with increasing frequency. The
nonlinear distortions are also well above the noise level. This level is estimated
by the sample standard deviation of the mean non-excited harmonics over the
different periods (· · · in Fig. 4.4c).
Averaging over the different periods of the division of the output spectrum vout (f ) by the input spectrum v − (f ) at the excited harmonics (+) gives
the mean open-loop gain ÂDM (

in Fig. 4.5). Its sample standard devi-

ation σ̂ÂDM (· · · ) can be derived and is due to the simulation noise. Using
c
(f )
the odd non-excited harmonics (◦) in the corrected output spectra vout
(Fig. 4.4c), the level of stochastic nonlinear contributions at the excited harmonics of the corrected output spectrum is predicted by a linear interpolation.
This interpolated level is an estimate of the stochastic nonlinear contributions
at the excited frequency lines. It is divided by the absolute value of the input
spectrum v − (f ) at the excited lines to predict the level of the stochastic nonlinear distortions of the open-loop gain at the odd excited harmonics σADM,S (×
in Fig. 4.5).
The stochastic nonlinear contributions of the open-loop gain at the excited
frequencies are well above the noise floor. They are maximal at the low frequencies and decrease with increasing frequency. The presence of these nonlinearities indicates that the operational amplifier behaves linearly for a small gain
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(b) Output spectrum
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(c) Corrected output spectrum

Figure 4.4: Due to feedback, the even (*) and odd (◦) nonlinear contributions
of the output spectrum (middle row) appear also in the input spectrum at node
v − (top row). The output spectrum is corrected for the non-ideal input signal
(bottom row). These corrected spectra reveal the strong nonlinear behavior of
the DUT at low frequencies. Left column: v − (t) = 4.5 mVrms , right column:
v − (t) = 8.9 mVrms . +: excited odd harmonics. · · · : standard deviation excited
lines, · · · : standard deviation non-excited harmonics.
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Figure 4.5: The stochastic nonlinear contributions (×) on the open-loop gain
( ) are well above the noise level (· · · ). These results are retrieved with the
fast method using one phase realization.

and nonlinearly for a large gain. Increasing the excitation level with a factor
two (= 6 dB) has two consequences. First, it increases the stochastic nonlinear contributions on the open loop gain at the odd frequency lines by about
12 dB. This increase results in an increase of the stochastic nonlinear contributions on the output spectrum by 18 dB (= 6 dB + 12 dB), which corresponds
to a mainly third-order nonlinear behavior. Second, it makes the open loop
gain measurement look much ‘noisier’, which can be seen clearly on the phase.
This difference can be explained only by the increased level of the stochastic
nonlinear distortions, as the noise floor remains approximately equal.
No information is available about the stochastic nonlinear distortions (◦)
at the first odd excited harmonic (Fig. 4.5). This lack of information is due
to the fact that the second odd harmonic (harmonic 3) is the first non-excited
odd harmonic, and as the distortion levels at the odd excited harmonics are
obtained by interpolation of the levels at the odd non-excited harmonics and
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not by extrapolation, an estimation is not possible.
As the results obtained with the fast method look acceptable, one can now
perform the simulations repeatedly with the other phase realizations to get
more accurate results.
The accurate method
The accurate method uses m = 25 experiments with different phase realizations
of the random-phase multi-tone signal with the same odd random-harmonic
grid as before. These extra simulations are performed after acceptable results
are achieved with the fast method.
The open-loop gain is calculated at the excited frequencies
[m ,qi ]

ADMi

[m ,q ]

(fk ) = −

vouti i (fk )
v − [mi ,qi ] (fk )

(4.3)

where mi ∈ [1 . . . m] stand for the phase realization and qi ∈ [1 . . . q] for the

period number. Based on these open-loop gains, the best linear approximated
open-loop gain ÂDM is retrieved using (2.9) – (2.18).

(

2
The total uncertainty σ̂Â
( ) of the open-loop gain measurement ÂDM
DM
) is much larger than the uncertainty due to the measurement noise only

2
σ̂Â
(· · · ) (Fig. 4.6). This indicates that the contribution of the stochastic
DM,n
nonlinear distortions is dominant in the total variance, which is the sum of the

noise variance and the variance due to the stochastic nonlinear distortions.
Comparison
Both the fast and the accurate method are used to determine the open-loop
gain of the operational amplifier. They lead to the same conclusions, as can
be seen comparing Fig. 4.5 with Fig. 4.6. However, the levels of the standard
deviation of the stochastic nonlinear distortion are about 14 dB lower and much
less noisy for the accurate method (Fig. 4.6) than for the fast method (Fig. 4.5).
This phenomenon is due to the additional averaging over m = 25 phase realiza√
tions of the multi-tone signal in the accurate method (20 log10 ( 25) ≈ 14 dB).

Furthermore, the level of the stochastic nonlinear distortions is also available
at all the odd excited harmonics with the accurate method (Fig. 4.6), since it
is no longer necessary to interpolate them from the non-excited lines.
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Figure 4.6: The standard deviation of the stochastic nonlinear contributions
(—) on the open-loop gain ( ) is well above the noise level (· · · ). These
results are retrieved with the accurate method using m = 25 different phase
realization.

To numerically validate the fast method, the level (standard deviation) of
the stochastic nonlinear distortions at the odd excited harmonics is predicted
for all m = 25 experiments. The rms value of the m = 25 predicted levels is
compared to the level (standard deviation) obtained from the accurate method
(Fig. 4.7). Note the nice agreement between the predicted and the actual
standard deviation.

A new OPAMP model
The open loop gain measurement strategy assumes that the steady-state response of the DUT to a random-phase multi-tone signal can be written as the
sum of the output of the best linear approximation ADM (f ) and the stochastic
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Figure 4.7: A nice agreement exists between level of the stochastic nonlinear
contributions obtained with the accurate method ( ) and the rms level of
m = 25 predicted levels of the stochastic nonlinear distortions at the odd
excited lines using the fast method (×).

nonlinear distortions vS (f )
vout (f ) = ADM (f )(v + (f ) − v − (f )) + vS (f )

(4.4)

where ADM (f ) is the sum of the underlying linear open-loop gain and the
nonlinear bias contribution. The stochastic nonlinear distortion vS (f ) equals
ADM,S (f )|v + (f ) − v − (f )| and has the same stochastic properties as ADM,S (f ).

The phase of vS (f ) is uncorrelated with the phase of v + (f ) − v − (f ). This
formulation suggests an equivalent scheme shown in Fig. 4.8. To verify whether

this scheme makes sense, the ratio G(f ) = −vout (f )/v − (f ) is calculated at all
2
the harmonics. The mean value Ĝ and the total sample variance σ̂Ĝ
are plotted
in Fig. 4.9.
The mean ratio Ĝ(f ) at the odd exited harmonics (+ in Fig. 4.9) equals the
open loop gain ADM (f ). This can be explained by the fact that the energy at
the excited harmonics mainly originates from the voltage source vg (t) and in
a much lower part from the feedback loop. At those frequencies, vS (f ) is then
uncorrelated with vg (f ) and, hence, acts as measurement noise.
The ratio Ĝ(f ) at the non-exited harmonics (×in Fig. 4.9) equals the resistor
ratio G(f ) = (Rg + R1 + R2 )/(Rg + R1 ) ≈ 31 dB(Rg = 50 Ω). This can
be explained by the fact that the energy at the non-excited harmonics only
originates from the voltage source vS (t), and not from the voltage source vg (t).
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Figure 4.8: Equivalent scheme of the open-loop gain simulation setup shown in
Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.9: The mean Frequency Response Function (FRF) Ĝ for the odd
excited frequencies (+) equals the open-loop gain ADM . For the non-excited
frequencies (×), the FRF equals approximately 31 dB. : standard deviation
σ̂Ĝ excited harmonics. · · · : standard deviation σ̂Ĝ non-excited harmonics
It can be concluded that the theory developed for open-loop measurements
[Pint 01, Pint 02, Scho 98] seems to remain valid for closed-loop measurements.
This is not self-evident at all because the feedback loop can destroy the randomphase behavior of v − (t), and, hence, violate the basic assumption of the theory
[Pint 01, Pint 02, Scho 98] that leads to the defined model. In the setup of
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Fig. 4.3, the random phase behavior of v − (t) is only a first-order approximation, which is satisfied because of the dominantly linear behavior of the DUT
(|ADM (f )v − (f )|  |vS (f )| at the odd excited harmonics).

4.1.3

Common-mode gain

The common-mode gain of the operational amplifier is determined using a
multi-tone source to excite the input vin (Fig. 4.10). This input is connected
to both the positive and the negative input of the matched-resistor circuit. Only
vin and vout need to be saved during the simulation to be able to determine
the common-mode gain. Using
R4
vin (f )
R3 + R4
R1
R2
v − (f ) =
vout (f ) +
vin (f )
R1 + R2
R1 + R2
v + (f ) =

(4.5)

it follows from (4.1) that
T (f )(1 + α12 ADM (f )) + (α21 − α43 )ADM (f )
α12 T (f ) + α21 + α43
vout (f )
with T (f ) =
vin (f )
Ri
.
and αij =
Ri + Rj
ACM (f ) = 2

(4.6)

Hence, the Common-Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR) equals
ADM (f )
ACM (f )
ADM (f )(α12 T (f ) + α21 + α43 )
=
2[T (f )(1 + α12 ADM (f )) + (α21 − α43 )ADM (f )]

CMRR(f ) =

(4.7)

The formulas for the common-mode gain ACM (f ) and the common-mode
rejection ratio CMRR(f ) can be further reduced in our example since the re-
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replacements
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Figure 4.10: This circuit is used to extract the common-mode gain and
common-mode rejection ratio of an operational amplifier.

sistor ratios α21 and α43 are both equal. This simplification leads to:
T (f )(1 + α12 ADM (f ))
α12 T (f ) + α21 + α43
ADM (f )(α12 T (f ) + α21 + α43 )
CMRR(f ) =
2T (f )(1 + α12 ADM (f ))
ACM (f ) = 2

(4.8)

These formulas show that the estimation of the open-loop gain ADM (f ) is necessary to be able to extract the common-mode gain ACM (f ). In our example,
the open-loop gain from the accurate estimation with the small input signal is
used to this end (Fig. 4.6(a)).
The common-mode gain of the example operational amplifier circuit is calculated with the accurate method based on m = 25 phase realizations and
q = 2 successive periods per phase realization. The multi-tone signal used has
a flat amplitude spectrum.
In order to see the nonlinear behavior of the common-mode gain, the
common-mode input signal has to be relatively large. With an input signal
vin (t) = 440 mVrms , the nonlinear contributions (×) on the common-mode gain
are nearly 100 dB smaller than the common-mode gain ÂCM ( ) (Fig. 4.11).
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Figure 4.11: The predicted level of the stochastic nonlinear contributions (×)
is about 100 dB smaller than the best linear approximated common-mode gain
( ). The total variance ( ) is well above the noise variance (· · · ).

4.1.4

Power-supply gains

The power-supply gains of the operational amplifier are determined by adding
a multi-tone source to the positive or negative power supply (Fig. 4.12). Both
signal inputs of the device are connected to ground and either Vdd = +15 V +
x+ (t) and Vee = −15 V for the positive power-supply gain, or Vdd = +15 V and

Vee = −15 V+x− (t) for the negative power-supply gain. During the simulation,
the values of vout and x+ or x− are saved.

Using v + = 0 and v − = α12 vout , and assuming that ACM  ADM , it
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×1
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Vdd

DUT
v+
R3

vout

+
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Figure 4.12: This circuit is used to extract the power-supply gains and powersupply rejection ratios of an operational amplifier. For the positive powersupply gain: Vdd = +15 V + x+ (t) and Vee = −15 V, for the negative powersupply gain: Vee = −15 V + x− (t).
follows from (4.1) that
±
A±
P S (f ) = (1 + α12 ADM (f ))T (f )

with T ± (f ) =

vout (f )
x± (f )

(4.9)

where the superscript ± means that the signal is connected to either the positive

(+) or negative (−) power-supply terminal. Hence, the Power-Supply Rejection
Ratios (PSRR) equals
ADM (f )
A±
P S (f )
ADM (f )
.
=
(1 + α12 ADM (f ))T ± (f )

P SRR± (f ) =

(4.10)

The power-supply gains for the example operational amplifier are calculated
with the accurate method with m = 25 phase realizations and q = 2 periods
in each realization. The multi-tone signal used has a flat amplitude spectrum,
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Figure 4.13: The relatively large excitation results in an nearly linear positive
power-supply gain ( ). The total variance ( ) is not much larger than the
noise variance (· · · ).
Even with those relatively large excitation signals at the power-supply terminals, the power-supply gains behave very linear (Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.14). The
total variance ( ) is only 20 dB larger than the noise variance (· · · ), which indicates that the data about the nonlinear behavior should be used with care,
as it is only marginally larger than the simulation noise. Furthermore, it is
much lower (100 dB) than the signal components.

4.1.5

Discussion

The gain parameters of an LM741 operational amplifier can be successfully
analyzed using the best linear approximation. Using one simulation setup,
which can be used for measurement purposes as well, both the linear and the
nonlinear behavior of the studied gain parameter can be extracted, which saves
time.
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Figure 4.14: The relatively large excitation results in an nearly linear negative
power-supply gain ( ). The total variance ( ) is not much larger than the
noise variance (· · · ).

The simulations for the extraction of the performance parameters of an
LM741 operational amplifier were verified by measurements [Pint 04a]. These
measurements illustrate the possibility to directly compare the fabricated amplifier’s performance with the simulation results. Furthermore, the measurement results were used to extract a high-level model of the operational amplifier.
The SISO best linear approximation is a very useful tool in analyzing the
linear and nonlinear behavior of complete circuits. However, SISO descriptions
are inadequate to describe the behavior of a general circuit. Even the simplest
2-port — such as a single-ended amplifier — needs to be described using a
2 × 2 MIMO system to fully describe the system independently of the loading
conditions. The extraction of a MIMO best linear approximation needs another
approach. This approach is explained in the next section.
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The conditions that are needed to use a SISO best linear approximation are
not always fulfilled. For example, the circuit might not have an infinite input
impedance and a zero output impedance or the reverse gain might not be
negligible. In general, the circuit should be described by a full MIMO best
linear approximation. This MIMO approximation can only be retrieved if the
circuit is excited with a set of persistent excitations. The problem and the
procedure to extract the MIMO best linear approximation will be illustrated
in this section by means of the example circuit of Fig. 4.15.
I1
+
V1
−

Iin

I2

I3
+
V2
−

I4

I5
+
V3
−

I6
+
V4
−

Figure 4.15: To analyse this circuit completely, one needs a MIMO best linear
approximation.
Of course, the MIMO approximation of the linear sub-circuits in the example circuit can be directly written down or it can be extracted using faster
AC analyses. This example uses the proposed technique to show that a linear
sub-circuit is indeed identified as a linear one, and that the technique identifies
the second sub-circuit as the only contributor to the overall nonlinear behavior.
This section first gives an overview of the example circuit. Afterwards, the
set of simulations that is needed to extract the MIMO best linear approximation
is derived. Finally, the results of the example circuit are discussed.

4.2.1

The example circuit

The goal of the analysis of the circuit in Fig. 4.15 is to extract the best linear
approximation of the three sub-circuits during the operation of the complete
circuit and thereby gain insight in the nonlinear behavior of the complete circuit.
The example circuit consists of a series connection of a linear time-invariant
sub-circuit, a nonlinear sub-circuit and again a linear time-invariant sub-circuit.
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The linear time-invariant sub-circuits are linear first-order filters. The subcircuit in the middle behaves as a strongly nonlinear element for signal levels
above a threshold due to the diode that is present at its input.
Based on the knowledge of the circuit’s schematic, one can expect to obtain
a perfectly linear best linear approximation for the first system and the last
system. For the sub-circuit in the middle, one expects that the best linear
approximation will indicate high levels of nonlinear activity.
However, when extracting the SISO best linear approximation for every
sub-circuit, the best linear approximation of the first, linear sub-circuit also
indicates nonlinear activity. This is due to the diode present in the second subcircuit. This diode does not only make the second sub-circuit nonlinear, but
it also acts as a nonlinear load to the first sub-circuit. Due to this nonlinear
loading, the first, linear sub-circuit will have a nonlinear gain when connected
in-circuit. When a SISO best linear approximation is extracted for this first
sub-circuit, the presence of nonlinear behavior will therefore be detected. This
behavior looks counterintuitive, as a linear time-invariant system will now have
a best linear approximation which contains a nonlinear distortion component.
The diode in the second sub-circuit has a nonlinear behavior and creates
additional responses at non-excited frequencies. This is visible for instance
because of the presence of energy appearing at the non-excited frequency components in the spectrum of the voltage V2 . These spectral components can
also be found in the spectrum of the voltage V1 , because the reverse gain of
the first sub-circuit is not zero. Therefore, to correctly evaluate the behavior of
this sub-circuit, it has to be described by a MIMO best linear approximation.

4.2.2

Simulations

To extract a full MIMO best linear approximation for each sub-circuit, one
needs to find a persistent set of excitations. This means that for a sub-circuit
with nu input ports, one needs to use nu independent excitations to obtain the
set of nv × nu linearly independent equations needed to extract the nv × nu

transfer matrix. With well chosen excitations, this can be achieved with nu
independent simulations, as each simulation yields nv independent equations,
one for each output port.
To separate the behavior of two cascaded sub-circuits, either the voltages at
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the connected ports or the currents flowing into the connected ports of the subcircuits (or a combination thereof) are considered to be inputs. These inputs
are excited using extra multi-tone sources.
For cascaded two-port circuits, these multi-tone sources can be connected
to the circuit in two different ways. In a first approach, the connection between the sub-circuits is interrupted and a multi-tone voltage source is inserted
(see Fig. 4.16a). A second possibility inserts the multi-tone current source
and injects a small current to the branch that connects both sub-circuits (see
Fig. 4.16b). When a multi-tone voltage source is used, the voltages at both
nodes V1 and V2 slightly differ. When a multi-tone current source is used,
the additional current is distributed to both sub-circuits according to the value
of the input and the output impedance of the ports. The method with the
multi-tone current source is preferred here. The main reason is that it is easier
to automate since the net-list of the circuit does not need to be changed to add
the sources, since no extra nodes need to be created and no connections need
to be broken.
V1

V2

I1

Vp
(a)

I2
Ip

(b)

Figure 4.16: A multi-tone voltage source (a) or a multi-tone current source
(b) can be used to separate the behavior of two cascaded sub-circuits. The
approach with the multi-tone current source (b) is easier to automate because
no extra nodes need to be created in the circuit.
When multiple sub-circuits are placed in parallel, multi-tone voltage sources
are mandatory to separate the behavior of the sub-circuits. Fig. 4.17 shows a
circuit with two parallel sub-circuits that uses four multi-tone voltage sources
to separate the behavior of those sub-circuits. This setup allows one to extract
the best linear approximation of the parallel sub-circuits in only two simulations, which only differ by the random-phase realizations of the multi-tone
sources. This setup however is not the preferred one. The main hypothesis used
to derive the best linear approximation is that the additional sources do not
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modify the operating point of the circuit. To fulfill this, perturbation sources
are required to be infinitesimal small. To minimize the errors introduced by
the extra sources, the number of sources that is used simultaneously is to be
minimized. The more sources are active at the same time, the more energy is
added to the circuit, and this increases the change of the nonlinear behavior
of the circuit. To minimize the errors, four different simulations are performed
instead, each with one single multi-tone source active at a time. In this way,
only one extra source is active during each simulation, and the energy added
to the circuit is limited. This approach will be used throughout the text.

Vp1

Vp2

Vp3

Vp4

Figure 4.17: To analyze parallel sub-circuits, multi-tone voltage sources are
mandatory.
Going back to our example, three 2-port sub-circuits are cascaded. Four
different simulations are performed to extract the MIMO best linear approximation of each of those sub-circuits. The first simulation uses a multi-tone
excitation source Iin connected to the input of the device. This signal is selected such that it resembles the circuit’s actual input. It is used to set the
nonlinear operating point of the circuit. The other three simulations use the
same excitation signal at the input, but also add a low-power multi-tone current source to one of the internal nodes (see Tab. 4.1). To extract the best
linear approximation of a particular sub-circuit, one uses the two simulations
where the sources are connected to input and the output of that particular
sub-circuit.
The grid of excited frequencies is the same for each of the four multi-tone
sources. It consists of 92 excited frequency lines that fall in the band between
[5.145 GHz, 5.815 GHz] and form an odd random-harmonic grid.
A correct choice of the amplitudes of the multi-tone sources is very important. To fix the operating point to a representative value, the multi-tone source
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I1
+
V1
−

Iin

I2

1

Ip1
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I3

2

Ip2

I5

I6

3

Ip3

Figure 4.18: Three extra multi-sine current sources are used to be able to
extract the MIMO best linear approximation of the three sub-circuits.
Simulation
1
2
3
4

Active source(s)
Iin
Iin , Ip1
Iin , Ip2
Iin , Ip3

Used for sub-circuit(s)
1
1, 2
2, 3
3

Table 4.1: Four simulations, each with different active sources, are used to
extract the MIMO best linear approximation of each sub-circuit of the example
circuit. The third column indicates for which sub-circuit(s) the simulation is
used.
at the input Iin should resemble the actual input signal as much as possible.
As this circuit is just an academic example, the amplitude of the tones of the
input source can be chosen freely. For the sake of illustration, it is chosen
large enough such that the diode reacts in a strongly nonlinear way to this
signal. The amplitudes of the other, secondary sources are chosen such that
their influence on the spectra is negligible.
The accurate extraction method is used to extract the best linear approximation of the different sub-circuits. The simulations are repeated for m = 4
different phase realizations. Every simulation is repeated with a time-delay of
half the time-step to estimate the simulation noise, this result in q = 2. The
total number of simulations performed equals 4 × 4 × 2 = 32, the product of

the number different sources applied (4), the number of phase realizations m
(4) and the number of time-delayed simulations q (2).

4.2.3

Results

The best linear approximated admittance matrix is extracted for every subcircuit. Therefore, the voltages and currents are transformed to the frequency
domain, and since the accurate extraction method is used, only the components
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at the excited frequencies are kept. For every sub-circuit, one can write for
every excited frequency fexc
[m ,qi ]

[m ,qi ]

Iin,1i

Iin,2i

i i
Iout,1

i i
Iout,2

[m ,q ]

[m ,q ]

!

=

[mi ,qi ]

Y12

[mi ,qi ]

Y22

Y11
Y21

[mi ,qi ]

[mi ,qi ]

!

[m ,qi ]

[m ,qi ]

Vin,1i

Vin,2i

i i
Vout,1

i i
Vout,2

[m ,q ]

[m ,q ]

!

(4.11)

for every phase realization mi ∈ [1 . . . m] and every time-shifted version qi ∈
[1 . . . q]. The voltages and currents represent respectively the ports’ voltages
and the currents flowing into the ports of the sub-circuit. The two columns
in the matrices containing the ports’ voltages and currents come from the two
different simulations used for the extraction of each sub-circuit (see Tab. 4.1).
The admittance matrices Y [mi ,qi ] (fexc ) are found by solving the linear system
(4.11). For every sub-circuit, these eight matrices lead to a best linear approximated admittance matrix ŶR (fexc ) (see (2.9) – (2.18)).

The linear sub-circuits
The best linear approximated admittance parameters of the first, linear subcircuit are plotted in Fig. 4.19. The stochastic nonlinear contributions (×)
are only plotted at the frequencies where the total variance is larger than the
noise variance (· · · ). This is only true for 40 % of the excited frequencies for
Y11 and Y12 , indicating that those admittance parameters are indeed linear.
For Y21 and Y22 , there is an unexpected difference of about 10 dB between
the level of the stochastic nonlinear contributions and the level of the noise
variance. This difference suggests that these admittance parameters behave in
a nonlinear way, which is incorrect. Therefore, we need to examine what causes
this difference: is it a simulation error or are there remaining mistakes in the
extraction method?
To explain the apparent nonlinear behavior of the first sub-circuit, the simulation results are compared with the exact behavior. Therefore, the expected
value of the currents flowing into both ports of the first sub-circuit are calculated for all the phase realizations based on the ports’ voltages using the
exact admittance matrix of the sub-circuit. The exact admittance matrix Y1 is
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Figure 4.19: The best linear approximated admittance parameters ( ) correspond to the expected admittance parameters of this linear sub-circuit. The
difference between the stochastic nonlinear contributions (×) and the noise
variance (· · · ) is due to simulation errors. : standard deviation of the admittance matrix mapping the error currents onto the port voltages.

calculated using a resistor value R = 27.5 Ω and a capacitor value C = 1 pF:
Y1 =

1
R
− R1

1
R

1
−R
+ jωk C

!

=

!
36.4 mS
−36.4 mS
−36.4 mS 36.4 mS + jωexc 1 pF

(4.12)

with ωexc = 2πfexc the angular frequency of the signal component. The frequencies need to be corrected for a systematic error that is made by the integration method used during the simulation. For the trapezium integration rule
used, the systematic error is eliminated for linear systems by a bilinear warping
of the frequency axis
1
Ts
ωc →
tan(ωo )
(4.13)
Ts
2
where Ts is the sampling period of the simulator, ωc and ωo the corrected and
original angular frequency respectively [Kund 95]. For nonlinear systems with
a dominant linear behavior, the frequency warping is a first-order correction
only. When the exact admittance matrix and the ports’ voltages obtained from
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the simulation are used, it becomes possible to obtain the expected value of
the currents flowing into the ports of the sub-circuit. The error currents are
calculated as the difference between the expected value of the currents and the
simulated value of the currents and this difference appears to be non-zero. The
relative error on the current present at the output-port is 1000 larger than the
error on the input-port current. This indicates why the perceived nonlinear
behavior is only visible on Y21 and Y22 . These admittance parameters are
needed to calculate the current at the output-ports starting from the ports
voltages. To further prove that the “nonlinear behavior” that is detected in
Y21 and Y22 is due to simulation errors, the admittance matrix that maps the
ports’ voltages to the error currents for every phase realization is calculated.
The sample variance ( in Fig. 4.19) of the elements in this admittance matrix
is equal to the stochastic contributions (×), and this proves the stochastic
contributions indeed originate from simulation errors.
For nonlinear circuits, it is impossible to calculate the exact error introduced
by a transient simulation [Kund 95]. Although an estimate of the simulation
error is made, it does not contain every possible error made by the transient
simulation. Therefore, if nonlinear contributions are relatively close to the noise
floor, one cannot draw conclusions about the nonlinear behavior of the device.

Nonlinear sub-circuit
Fig. 4.20 shows the best linear approximated admittance parameters of the
second sub-circuit. The conclusions that can be drawn for this sub-circuit
are the same as in Section 2.4.4, as the sub-circuit is exactly the same as the
circuit studied there. The only difference is that the level of the input signal
is higher, which causes the strongly nonlinear behavior. The strong nonlinear
behavior is detected as there is only a small difference between the best linear
approximation ( ) and the stochastic nonlinear contributions (×) in Y11 and
Y12 . It also makes the best linear approximation look noisier.
This example showed that by the use of extra sources, the MIMO best linear
approximation of sub-circuits can be extracted. The following example will use
this technique to illustrate the insight one gains into the nonlinear behavior of
the device.
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Figure 4.20: The best linear approximated admitance parameters ( ) of the
second, nonlinear circuit indicate the nonlinear behavior. Y11 and Y12 look
noisy due to the high level of the nonlinear behavior. This is also in agreement
with the very high level of the stochastic nonlinear contributions (×). · · · :
noise variance.

4.3

The MIMO case: a Class-A amplifier

The multiple-input, multiple-output analysis technique will be illustrated by
means of a two-stage power amplifier. The two-stages of this amplifier were
designed separately, and then connected together for fine-tuning the design.
The two stages have a large impact on each other, since the magnitude of the
output impedance of the first stage is comparable to the magnitude of the
input impedance of the second stage. In addition, both impedances are both
nonlinear. This nonlinear behavior makes it difficult to get a good insight in
the mutual interaction of the two stages.
The best linear approximation gives a designer the insight in the linear and
nonlinear behavior of the different sub-circuits that is needed to control the
nonlinear behavior in the circuit.
The two-stage power amplifier consists of a cascade of a power preamplifier,
a power amplifier with an adaptive biasing circuit and an output matching circuit (Fig. 4.21). It is realized in a 0.35 µm biCMOS technology and is designed
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to work in the 5 GHz wireless-LAN band.
Vdd
Vdd

Adaptive
biasing

Vdd Vdd

Out
Vdd

In

PPA

PA

Output
matching

Figure 4.21: The simplified schematic of the two-stage power amplifier realized
in a 0.35 µm biCMOS technology. The two stages are analyzed to pin-point
the main source of the nonlinear behavior.
The proposed analysis technique reveals that the power preamplifier produces the largest amount of nonlinear distortion (Fig. 4.23). This observation
is surprising. Intuitively, one would expect that the power amplifier stage produces the most distortion since this circuit operates on larger signals than the
preamplifier does. Furthermore, this stage has an adaptive biasing circuit and
these circuits are known to increase the nonlinear distortion.
The design of the power amplifier will be discussed first. Afterwards, we
perform the simulations that are necessary to retrieve the in-circuit best linear
approximations of the preamplifier, the amplifier and the output matching.
Finally, the behavior of the three sub-circuits is discussed in more detail.

4.3.1

Design of the power amplifier

The complete amplifier is composed of a preamplifier and a power amplifier.
The preamplifier is of the class-A type. The second stage is biased in class A
as well, but has an adaptive biasing circuit. The input signal used in 5 GHz
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wireless-LAN applications is an OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) signal with 52 carriers. This signal has a large peak-to-average power
ratio. The circuit regulates the base biasing current of the transistors in the
second stage to follow the envelope of the input signal. To be able to linearly
amplify the occasional peaks in the signal, the amplifier needs to be backed off
approximately 10 dB below its 1 dB compression point. This biasing setting is
fatal for the power efficiency. The adaptive biasing of the second stage reduces
the power consumption by half without sacrificing on linearity. This power
reduction therefore doubles the efficiency.
The second stage has been split over two identical, parallel paths for two
reasons. First, it equalizes the temperature distribution over the largest predefined, modeled transistors available in the design kit. Second, it makes the
inductors realizable.
To deliver the necessary output power, eight transistors need to be placed
in parallel. Every transistor should have a perfectly symmetrical lay-out to
guarantee they all operate at the same temperature. This demand can only
be fulfilled with maximum four transistors without violating the layout rules.
Therefore, two parallel paths with four transistors each are realized.
The inductor values of the impedance matching circuit become also realizable by splitting the second stage into two parallel paths. The small necessary
inductance at the collector of the output is split into two larger parallel inductances.
The output matching circuit is designed to perform a power match between
the transistor’s output and the 50 Ω load of the antenna and at the same time
to terminate the second harmonic.

4.3.2

Analysis

The goal is to determine which stage contributes most to the overall nonlinear
behavior of the amplifier. The identification of the different contributions is
done with the in-circuit analysis technique using the accurate method described
in the previous section.
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The multi-tone excitation signal
The odd multi-tone signal excites the frequency band between 5.145 GHz and
5.815 GHz. The frequency resolution of the multi-tone signal is 5 MHz. The
resulting odd frequencies are divided into packets of three consecutive frequency
lines and for each packet the amplitude of one randomly chosen frequency line
is set to zero. The result is a random-phase multi-tone signal with an odd
random-harmonic grid, consisting of 46 excited frequency lines. A uniformamplitude spectrum and a random-phase spectrum are chosen.
Simulations
The preamplifier and power stages cannot be analyzed separately, as their
behavior depends on the presence of the other circuit. This interaction is
especially obvious for the adaptive biasing circuit of the power stage. The
power stage has two inputs: the adaptive biasing input and the RF-signal input.
Those two inputs are formed respectively by the input and the output of the
preamplifier stage. Physically separating the power stage from the preamplifier
stage breaks the correlation between the two inputs of the power stage. This
results in an incorrect biasing of the transistors of the power stage, and would
lead to a different nonlinear behavior of this stage.
Four multi-tone sources are needed to extract the MIMO best linear approximation of the different sub-circuits of the amplifier without physically
separating them (Fig. 4.22). They can be divided in two categories. First, a
multi-tone source at the physical input of the device. Second, the multi-tone
sources at the non-physical inputs of the device in between the different subcircuits and at the output. Remember that — according to the definition in
Section 2.3 — a physical input is an input at which an excitation signal will be
applied during the actual operation of the circuit.
A first multi-tone source (Iin ) is connected to the physical input of the
complete amplifier. This source is active during all simulations. It resembles
the actual input signal of the amplifier, and therefore defines the “operating
point” of the nonlinear behavior of the device.
The secondary multi-tone sources (Ip1 , Ip2 and Ip3 ) are connected to the
nodes in-between the different sub-circuits and at the output. They have the
same excited frequency lines as Iin , the source at the physical input. Their
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Figure 4.22: The simplified schematic of the two-stage power amplifier with
the multi-tone sources needed for the extraction of the MIMO best linear approximation of the three sub-circuits.

amplitude is relatively small compared to the currents flowing between the
different sub-circuits, such that their influence on the spectra is negligible.
Those sources enable to split the contributions from the different sub-circuits
without physically separating them.
Four different simulation are performed to extract the MIMO best linear
approximation of the three sub-circuits. Table 4.2 shows which sources are
active in each simulation and which simulations are necessary for the extraction
of a particular sub-circuit.
Simulation
1
2
3
4

Active source(s)
Iin
Iin , Ip1
Iin , Ip2
Iin , Ip3

Used for sub-circuit(s)
PPA
PPA, PA
PA, OM
OM

Table 4.2: Four simulations, each with different active sources, are used to
extract the MIMO best linear approximation of each sub-circuit of the power
amplifier. The third column indicates for which sub-circuit(s) the simulation is
used. (PPA: Pre Power Amplifier, PA: Power Amplifier, OM: Output Matching)
The four different simulations are repeated m = 8 times, each time with
different random-phase realizations of the multi-tone excitation.
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4.3.3

Results

The two amplifying stages are compared first. The preamplifier is identified as
the stage which contributes most to the overall nonlinear behavior. Afterwards,
the output matching network is analyzed using the best linear approximation
during the nonlinear operation of the circuit.

Comparing the different amplifying stages
The best linear approximation of both the preamplifier and the power stage are
extracted to identify the stage that contributes most to the overall nonlinear
behavior, and to verify whether or not the sub-circuits behave as expected.
The best linear approximated hybrid parameters are selected to this end
Vin
Iout

!

=

h11

h12

h21

h22

!

Iin
Vout

!

.

(4.14)

The best linear approximated forward current gain h21 is shown in Fig. 4.23.
It is the preamplifier stage that contributes most to the overall nonlinear behavior. The stochastic nonlinear contributions for the preamplifier stage are
only about 12 dB below the linear spectrum, while for the power stage, a gap
of about 29 dB exists.
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Figure 4.23: The difference between the forward current gain h21 ( ) and
their stochastic nonlinear contributions (×) shows that the preamplifier (a)
contributes more to the overall nonlinear behavior than the second stage (b).
The results are well above the noise floor (· · · ).
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Intuitively, one would expect the power stage to behave more nonlinearly
than the preamplifier since the power stage has to deal with larger signals.
Therefore, we need to check if the nonlinear behavior of the preamplifier is
not due the nonlinear loading of the preamplifier by the amplifier stage. This
nonlinear loading can influence the biasing current of the amplifying transistor
in the preamplifier, and result in a strong nonlinear behavior.
To verify the nonlinear loading of the first sub-circuit, the best linear approximated input impedance is calculated. The input impedance is calculated
using the impedance parameters Z and the load impedance ZL of following subcircuit for every phase realization mi ∈ [1 . . . m] and every period qi ∈ [1 . . . q]:
[mi ,qi ]

Zin

[m ,qi ]

= Z11 i

[m ,qi ]

−

Z12 i

[m ,qi ]

Z22 i

[m ,qi ]

Z21 i

[mi ,qi ]

+ ZL

.

(4.15)

[m ,q ]

From these m×q input impedances Zin i i , the best linear approximated input
impedance Zin is calculated using the accurate method 2.4.1.
The best linear approximated input impedance of the power stage is shown
in Fig. 4.24. The level of the stochastic nonlinear contributions (×) is approximately 55 dB lower than the linear behavior ( ). The input impedance is very
linear in comparison to the gain of the preamplifier stage Fig. 4.23a. Therefore,
the preamplifier stage should be redesigned to operate more linearly. This can
be achieved by using a larger transistor, which results in a preamplifier that is
backed-off further from the 1 dB compression point.

The output matching network
The output matching circuit should match the optimal impedance retrieved
from load-pull data to the 50 Ω input impedance of the antenna. It is build
up by linear elements, and therefore behaves linearly. The best linear approximation predicts this linear behavior, even if the signals arriving at the
matching circuit are distorted due to the nonlinear behavior of the amplifying stage (Fig. 4.25). The stochastic nonlinear contributions (×) on the best
linear approximated impedance parameters ( ) are of the same level as the
simulation noise (· · · ). The stochastic nonlinear contributions can only be cal-

culated at the frequencies where the noise variance is smaller than the total
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Figure 4.24: The nonlinear input impedance of the second stage is not responsible for the nonlinear behavior of the first stage. ( : Best linear approximation,
×: Stochastic nonlinear contributions, · · · : Noise level)
variance. This is the case for only 35 % of the frequencies, which indicates the
methodology proposes indeed a linear model of the output matching circuit.
The input and output impedance of the output matching network are critical parameters in the design of a power amplifier. They can be calculated
starting from the impedance parameters that are retrieved for every phase realization mi ∈ [1 . . . m] and period qi ∈ [1 . . . q] of the excitation signals. One
finds that
[m ,q ] [m ,q ]
Z i iZ i i
[m ,q ]
[m ,q ]
Zin i i = Z11 i i − 12[m ,q ] 21
(4.16)
Z22 i i + ZL
with ZL being the load impedance which is presented by the antenna and is
equal to 50 Ω in our case (Fig. 4.26). Likewise, the output impedance equals
[m ,qi ]

Zouti

[m ,qi ]

= Z22 i

[m ,qi ]

−

Z12 i

[m ,qi ]

Z11 i

[m ,qi ]

Z21 i

+ ZS

(4.17)

with ZS the source impedance. This source impedance is the output impedance
of the previous stage. The difference between these expressions and (4.15) lies
in the values used for the load impedance ZL and the source impedance ZS . In
this experiment, only the nonlinear behavior that originates from the studied
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Figure 4.25: The best linear approximated impedance parameters ( ) from
the output matching circuit show that the sub-circuit is indeed linear. The
stochastic nonlinear contributions (×) are only plotted for the frequencies where
the total variance is larger than the noise variance (· · · ). This is only the case
for 35 % of the points.
sub-circuit is of interest. This implicates that the source impedance ZS can
be replaced by the best linear approximation of the output impedance of the
power stage.
ZS

Z

Zin

ZL

Zout

Figure 4.26: Starting from the knowledge of the impedance parameters and
the source and load impedances, the input and output impedance of the block
under test are calculated.
[mi ,qi ]

From the m× q input impedances Zin

and the m× q output impedances
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4. Analysis using the best linear approximation
, the best linear approximated input and output impedance are calcu-

lated using the accurate method. Of course, both the input and the output
impedance are linear. For evaluation purposes, it is useful to plot them on a
Smith-chart (Fig. 4.27).
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Figure 4.27: The input and output impedance of the output matching network
are extracted using the best linear approximation of the different blocks. It
allows the designer to check whether or not the matching circuit meets the
specifications during the nonlinear operation of the circuit.

Discussion
The different sub-circuits of the example two-stage power amplifier are successfully analyzed using the MIMO best linear approximation. The preamplifier
could be identified as the main cause of the nonlinear behavior of the complete
amplifier. The behavior of the preamplifier and the main amplifying stage
could be separated without physically separating the different stages, as this
would lead to incorrect conclusions about the nonlinear behavior.
The linear output matching network could also be determined during the
nonlinear operation of the complete amplifier.

4.4 Conclusions
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Conclusions

The techniques presented in this chapter allow the designers to analyze the
linear and nonlinear behavior of complex circuits by means of the best linear
approximation.
The best linear approximation helps the designer to verify — in a timeefficient way — whether or not the specifications on the linear and the nonlinear
behavior of the circuit are met. This is clearly illustrated by the extraction of
the key figures of merit for the operational amplifier circuit.
If a circuit does not comply with the specifications, a more advanced technique can be used to pin-point the main source of nonlinear distortion. This
feature is illustrated in this chapter on a two-stage power amplifier, where the
MIMO best linear approximation identifies the preamplifier as the main source
for nonlinear distortion.
The best linear approximation is therefore a helpful analysis tool for designers. It helps to check if their circuit complies with the specifications and
identifies the culprit if it does not comply. Furthermore, it does this in a
time-efficient way.
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Chapter 5

High-level models using the
best linear approximation
System designers rely heavily on system-level models during the design of highperformance communication systems. Their expectations differ depending on
the type of component they use. For passive filters, the frequency-dependent
linear time-invariant behavior is required to be accurately described. For amplifiers of active filters, also the nonlinear distortion should be modeled. The
quality of the model determines the accuracy of the estimation of important system specifications such as the error-vector magnitude or the adjacent-channel
power ratio.
Circuit designers also need high-level models during the verification of their
designs. The designer uses co-simulation of the designed sub-systems with
the rest of the system to evaluate the co-operation under realistic operating
conditions. This co-simulation is time-consuming when it is performed at the
transistor-level. To reduce the simulation time, the designer often replaces the
various sub-systems by good high-level models.
These high-level models can be extracted based on simulation or measurement data. Before the circuit is fabricated, only simulation data is available.
A high-level model can then be used to obtain simple and cheap models, that
are useful for performing repetitive simulations for extracting key performance
parameters. A nice example of such a situation is the estimation of the bit-
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error rate. When external components are integrated in a complete system
simulation, measurement data is the only available information source. The
extraction of a high-level model from this data allows to lower the impact of
measurement noise and to remove the resource-intensive table-based interpolation when using the model in a simulation.
The best linear approximation results in a good description of the linear
as well as the nonlinear behavior of the device under test. The extraction
procedure of the best linear approximation needs to be adapted to enable the
use in high-level model applications. The main issue is that the method should
also extract the best linear approximation outside the frequency band where
the system is intended to operate. In addition, it should extract the model
for different values of external parameters — such as the signal’s input power.
These external parameters change the circuit’s behavior and therefore the best
linear approximation. Finally, the model should be easy to implement in a
language that is supported by various circuit simulators.
The developed high-level models parameterize the best linear approximation
by their pole and zero locations, which can depend on one or more external
parameters. This description allows for an easy implementation in description
languages like Verilog-A, which results in a model that evaluates fast.
The model extraction process that starts from the device or net-list and
ends at the executable model is a four step procedure:
1. extract the nonparametric best linear approximation and the stochastic
nonlinear contributions from either simulations or measurements,
2. perform a parametric estimation on the nonparametric models to obtain
their pole/zero locations,
3. scale the models to describe the influence of one or more external parameters (e.g. input power) on the pole/zero locations,
4. implement the scalable models in a language supported by circuit simulators.
Those steps result in the model shown in Fig. 5.1 for a two-port system. The
best linear approximation SR and the stochastic nonlinear contributions bS,i
both depend on the frequency ω and on one or more external parameters p.
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Figure 5.1: The high-level model consist of the best linear approximation and
the stochastic nonlinear contributions, both a function of the frequency ω and
one or more external parameter(s) p.

The best linear approximation of the generalized scattering parameters is
used to extract the behavioral model of the device. These generalized scattering parameters define the relation between the incident waves (a) and the
reflected waves (b), which are retrieved from the ports’ voltages and currents
using [Kuro 65]:
ani (f) =
bni (f) =

vni (f) + Zni (f)ini (f)
p
2 |<(Zni (f))|

vni (f) − Zni (f)ini (f)
p
2 |<(Zni (f))|

(5.1)

where ni ∈ [1 . . . n] indicates the port number and Zni is a possibly complex

and frequency-dependent, arbitrary-chosen reference impedance. This reference impedance is chosen equal to the terminating impedance of the respective
port1 . Thereby, all incident waves a are zero except for the input port at the excited frequencies, which will simplify the extraction of the stochastic nonlinear
contributions bS,ni , as they do not have to be corrected for contributions in the
inputs. If the model needs to be implemented for use in a time domain simulator, it is easier to implement this correction and chose the reference impedance
Zni real and frequency independent. This choice is easier to implement as the
above formulas need to be converted to the time domain.
The four steps that are needed to retrieve the high-level models are described and illustrated using two examples. One example is based on linear
1 Note that the generalized scattering parameters reduce to the more common used scattering parameters if the ports’ terminating impedances equal 50 Ω, which is the case in our
example circuits.
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measurements of the scattering parameters of a variable-gain power preamplifier. The other uses simulations of a power amplifier. Both devices are build
in a 0.35 µm biCMOS technology and are used for 5 GHz wireless-LAN applications.

5.1

Extraction of the nonparametric model

In the previous chapters, the best linear approximation is used to describe the
behavior of the system inside the frequency band of the practically used excitation. A complete high-level model should describe the behavior of the system
over a much wider frequency range. The linear and nonlinear behavior of the
circuit in the frequency band of operation are certainly the most needed system
responses. However, also the nonlinear behavior of the system in the adjacent
bands and in bands located around the harmonics of the excited frequency
band must be described. This is needed if one wants to be able to verify the
specifications of the device under test and to simulate the nonlinear loading
effects of the modeled block on the surrounding blocks. Furthermore, the linear behavior of the circuit is mandatory for all frequencies at which interfering
spurious signals can disrupt the system.
The extracted high-level models assume that the nonlinear behavior of the
circuit is only caused by the in-band signals. Although this is a useful first-order
approximation, it only holds if the components outside the frequency band of
interest are relatively small compared to the in-band signal. As a consequence,
the nonlinear contributions of the out-of-band spurious signals can then be
neglected. This assumption has an impact on the selection of which part of
the signal is considered as an in-band signal. Take for example a low-noise
amplifier: the spurious signals received by the antenna should be suppressed
by the antenna filter so that the nonlinear contributions are mainly due to the
in-band signals. If the spurious signals are still relatively large compared to the
in-band signal, then they should also be considered as an in-band excitation
signal.
To extract the behavior of the circuit outside the intended frequency band,
the circuit needs to be excited outside that band also. These extra excitations
should be so small enough to allow to neglect their contributions to the non-
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linear behavior. They only serve the purpose of extracting the linear behavior
outside the intended frequency band.
The procedure used to apply the excitation of the circuit outside the intended frequency band is different in simulation then in measurement. This
section first describes the excitation and extraction method of the nonparametric model using simulations. The second section explains the methods to
be used with measurements. As a conclusion, a comparison is given of the
simulation and the measurement methods.

5.1.1

Simulations

When simulation data is used, the best linear approximation and the stochastic
nonlinear contributions are extracted separately.
The proposed techniques are illustrated on the simulations of a power amplifier that is designed for 5 GHz wireless-LAN application and is realized in a
0.35 µm BiCMOS technology.
The best linear approximation
The extraction of the nonparametric best linear approximation based on simulation data basically uses the accurate method as was presented in Section 2.4.1.
However, it differs significantly in the design of the appropriate multi-tone excitation signals.
To correctly extract the best linear approximation, the method relies heavily
on the use of specially designed multi-tone signals. Remember that for a twoport system, a main multi-tone signal is used at the input port of the device,
while an adjoint multi-tone signal is needed at the other port to extract the
complete transfer matrix of the system. The design of a full excitation signal
— main and adjoint — can therefore be split in three parts:
• The input, in-band multi-tone signal is used to excite the circuit in an
operating mode that is as close as possible to the one used during normal
operation of the circuit.
• The output, in-band multi-tone signal is required to extract the MIMO
in-band behavior.
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• The input and output, out-of-band multi-tone signals are needed to extract the linear out-of-band behavior of the circuit.

The input, in-band multi-tone signal The selection of the input, in-band
multi-tone signal(s) (Fig. 5.2) stays the same as in previous chapters. This
part of the input multi-tone signal should resemble the actual input signal as
closely as possible. Therefore, the power spectral density of this signal should
correspond with the power spectral density of the actual signal.
Z1

I1
V1

I2
DUT

V2
Z2

Iin,ib

|Iin,ib |

fc

Frequency

Figure 5.2: The input, in-band excitation signal should resemble the actual
input signal as closely as possible.

The output, in-band multi-tone signal The in-band components of the
multi-sine signals at the output port(s) (Fig. 5.3) should be small so that they
have a negligible effect on the nonlinear behavior of the circuit under test.
This influence is verified similarly to Section 2.4.4: the complex difference
between the output spectra with and without the extra sources is calculated
and compared to the level of the nonlinear distortion.
The input and output, out-of-band multi-tone signals The out-ofband components of the input as well as the output multi-sine signals (Fig. 5.4)
are placed at frequencies where no energy is created by applying the input, inband signal to the circuit. Two frequency-selection algorithms are proposed
depending on the type of the input-in-band signal.
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Figure 5.3: The output, in-band excitation signal makes the extraction of the
MIMO best linear approximation possible.
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Figure 5.4: The input and output, out-of-band excitation signals make the
extraction of the best linear approximation possible outside the frequency band
of the intended operation.

The input, in-band signal is centered around an RF carrier and
has a relatively small band-width. If the input, in-band signal is a bandlimited multi-carrier signal centered around an RF carrier, then a special selection of the excited lines allows to minimize the energy of the out-of-band
signals. The input, in-band signal is chosen to be a random-phase multi-tone
signal with an odd random-harmonic grid. The odd harmonic grid makes it
possible to separate the even and odd nonlinear contributions by looking at the
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level of the energy at the predicted frequencies in the spectrum: even frequency
lines correspond to the even-order nonlinear contributions, whereas the nonexcited odd frequency lines correspond to the odd-order nonlinear contributions
(Section 2.4.2).
The odd and even-order nonlinear contributions appear at different frequency bands for signals that lie around an RF carrier and have a relatively
small bandwidth, as can be seen by the output spectrum of the example power
amplifier that is exited by a multi-tone signal with an odd harmonic grid
(Fig. 5.5). This finding enables to chose the out-of-band excitation signals such
that they cannot be reached by nonlinear behavior due to the in-band signal.
In the portions of the frequency axis that have mainly even-order contributions, the odd lines are excited. In the portions that have mainly odd-order
contributions, the even lines are excited (Fig. 5.5).
Lines to excite out-of-band

even
odd

Mainly-linear contributions

−20

Vout (dBV)

Even-order
contributions
Odd-order
contributions

−70

−120

−170
0

5.5

11

16.5

Frequency (GHz)
Figure 5.5: By choosing an odd harmonic grid for the in-band signal ( ),
excitation out-of-band can be placed at frequencies which are not disturbed by
the nonlinear behavior of the circuit.

The input, in-band signal is a base-band signal. If a base-band
excitation is used to characterize the system, frequency lines that cannot be
reached by nonlinear contributions are created by simulating more periods of
the main excitation signal (Fig. 5.6). Normally, every period of the signal
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is transformed separately to the frequency domain (Fig. 5.6a). If M multiple periods are transformed together, only the lines located at frequencies
kM fNs (k ∈ , fs the sampling frequency and N the number of points per

N

period ) carry the response of the circuits due to the in-band signal. The other
frequencies l fNs (l ∈ , l 6= kM ) can then be used to excite the circuit at the

N

out-of-band frequencies. Those frequency lines do not contain any energy when

the in-band signal is applied to the studied circuits (Fig. 5.6b). This method
also works for band-limited signals that are modulated around an RF carrier,
but has the disadvantage that the simulation time to be taken once the transient time is over, multiplies with M , since M periods are necessary to process
the data.
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Figure 5.6: Transforming two periods to the frequency domain doubles the
frequency resolution. These extra lines (· · · in (b)) can be excited to get a best
linear approximation out-of-band since they are not disturbed by nonlinear
behavior (×). +: in-band behavior.
The influence of the extra out-of-band excitations on the best linear approximation should be negligible, and therefore, their amplitude should be small
compared to the main excitation signal. The out-of-band excitations are therefore chosen to be 60 dB below the in-band response of the system. To justify
this level, the influence of an out-of-band excitation to the best linear approximation is calculated. The best linear approximation HR consists of the sum of
the underlying linear system H0 and the systematic contribution resulting in a
compression or expansion HB (Section 2.3):
HR (fk ) = H0 (fk ) + HB (fk ).

(5.2)
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As H0 describes the linear behavior, the best linear approximation can only be
influenced by an out-of-band excitation through the term HB . The best linear
approximation is independent on the phase realization of the multi-sine signal,
and so is HB . Therefore, the contribution of an out-of-band excitation to the
in-band best linear approximation should be independent of the phase of that
out-of-band excitation. These conditions are only met for odd-order nonlinear
contributions. For example, the third-order contribution yN L of a small outof-band signal to the in-band systematic contribution can be calculated as
[Sche 80]:
yN L (ωs , ωl ) ∝ H3 (jωs , −jωs , jωl )u(ωs )u(ωs )u(ωl )

(5.3)

with ωs and ωl the angular frequencies of the small, out-of-band and the large,
in-band excitation signal respectively, u is the input signal and H3 the thirdorder Volterra kernel. The product u(ωs )u(ωs ) = As ejφs As e−jφs guarantees
that yN L (ωs , ωl ) is independent of the phase φs of the out-of-band excitation
signal u(ωs ). Note that it is 120 dB smaller than the in-band response if the
amplitude of the out-of-band excitations is 60 dB smaller than the in-band
response. Furthermore, the third-order Volterra kernel H3 will normally also
be smaller than the linear transfer function H0 because the studied systems
behave mainly linear. Therefore, the errors introduced by the small out-ofband excitation signals on the in-band response will be more than −120 dB
below the main term. The level of the error signals thus is lower than the noise
level of the simulator used. It can therefore safely be neglected. Making the outof-band excitations even smaller is therefore neither needed nor is it advisable
since it decreases the signal-to-noise ratio and can make the extraction of the
out-of-band linear behavior noisy, or even impossible.

The best linear approximation of the scattering matrix of the device under
test is extracted with the designed excitation signals using the accurate method
described in Section 2.4.1. Note that this approximation is only valid for the
values of the external parameters as used during the simulations. Those values
are kept constant during the complete simulation. For different values of these
parameters, the nonlinear behavior — and as a consequence the best linear
approximations — can change. How to take this change into account will be
explained in the section about scaling (Section 5.3).
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Example: As an illustration, the best linear approximation of the two-stage
power amplifier described in Section 4.3 is extracted.
The in-band signal is formed by a random-phase multi-tone signal with an
odd random-harmonic grid between 5.155 GHz and 5.825 GHz. Three successive odd lines are grouped and one random line in each group is left out. The
period of the signal is 0.2 µs, implying that the frequency resolution f1 of the
multi-tone signal equals to 5 MHz. As a result, 46 in-band components are
excited.
As the in-band signal is a band-limited multi-tone signal centered around an
RF frequency and has an odd-harmonic spectral grid, the out-of-band excitation can be placed at frequencies that are not disturbed by the nonlinear behavior of the device resulting from the input, in-band multi-tone signal (Fig. 5.5).
The out-of-band excitation signals excite the circuit starting from 5 MHz up to
20 GHz at 1288 different frequencies, spaced minimally 5 MHz apart.
The circuit is simulated using the transient simulation of SpectreRF R . The
response of the circuit is calculated at 217 equidistant time points per period of
0.2 µs. As the circuit has n = 2 ports, it is simulated twice: once with only a
source connected to the input and once with sources connected to both ports.
These simulations are performed for m = 8 different phase realizations and
q = 2 time-delayed trigger positions in the time domain.
The n × m × q = 32 simulations result in m × q = 16 scattering matrices

S [mi ,qi ] for every phase realization mi ∈ [1 . . . m] and time-shifted version qi ∈
[1 . . . q]. Using (2.9) till (2.17), the best linear approximated scattering matrix
ŜR is obtained together with the total variance σ̂Ŝ2 (i, j) and the noise variance
R

2
σ̂Ŝ,n
(i, j) of the elements, for every i, j ∈ [1 . . . n] (Fig. 5.7).

The estimated best linear approximations of S12 and S21 look noisy (
in
Fig. 5.7). They are maximally 20 dB larger than their total variance σ̂ŜR (×).
The total variance is significantly larger than the noise level (· · · ) for all parameters except for S12 at higher frequencies. Consequently, it can be concluded
that the stochastic nonlinear behavior is mainly responsible for the noisy character of the best linear approximations. These significant stochastic nonlinear
contributions also combine the large in-band excitations and the small outof-band excitations. Even if these spurious contributions are relatively small
compared to the linear in-band response, they can be large compared to the
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Figure 5.7: The total variance (×) and the noise variance (· · · ) are as large as
the nonparametric best linear approximation of the scattering matrix ( ) at
a large part of the excited spectrum for S12 and S21 .
out-of-band response as the excitation of the out-of-band lines is 60 dB smaller
than the in-band lines.
Nevertheless, the specially designed multi-tone signals enable the extraction
of the broad-band best linear approximation without changing the in-band best
linear approximation. This is achieved by selecting the out-of-band excitations
with a small amplitude and located at frequencies which are not disturbed by
the nonlinear behavior introduced by the large in-band excitations. This has
consequences for the estimation of the stochastic nonlinear contributions.
The stochastic nonlinear contributions
Due to the placement of the out-of-band excitation frequencies, the stochastic
nonlinear behavior of the device at the odd and even harmonics and intermodulations of the in-band signal are not perceived in the total variance of
the best linear approximation (Fig. 5.7). However, in the high-level model, the
harmonic and inter-modulation distortion should be modeled also. As it is not
excited, this behavior cannot be estimated with (2.18) using the total variance
and noise variance calculated from the simulations performed to retrieve the
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best linear approximation. To solve this issue, another method is proposed.
To estimate the stochastic nonlinear contributions correctly, the circuit is
simulated again, but this time it is only excited with an input in-band multitone signal with the same odd random-harmonic grid, that is connected to
the physical input of the device only. This simulation resembles the actual
operation of the circuit, and therefore results in an estimation of the correct
levels for the harmonic and inter-modulation distortions. This simulation is
performed for m different phase realizations.
The stochastic nonlinear contributions can be calculated in nearly the same
way as when using the fast extraction method described in Section 2.4.2. They
are calculated based on the spectrum of the outputs at the non-excited frequencies of the excitation signals. These lines are the even and odd lines
around the even and odd harmonics of the in-band signal respectively and the
non-excited in-band frequencies (Fig. 5.5). The nonlinear contributions in the
reflected waves are corrected for the linear feed-through of the incident waves
that appear in the input by harmonic source pull:
bc[mi ] (f) = b[mi ] (f) − ŜR (f)a[mi ] (f) .

(5.4)

The level of the stochastic nonlinear contributions is calculated as the variance
[mi ]

level of |bc

| over the m different phase realizations.

If the generalized scattering parameters of (5.1) are used, the stochastic
nonlinear contributions in the reflected waves do not need to be corrected for
contributions in the incident waves as the setup is reflection free. The incident
waves a are zero at non-excited frequencies, which makes the correction term
zero in (5.4).
If one does not want to use the generalized scattering parameters, the transfer matrix ŜR is needed to correct the estimated spectrum for the presence of
linear feed through and to obtain the correct stochastic nonlinear contributions. Although the nonparametric best linear approximation can be used, it
is better to use the parameterized version. The parameterized model for the
best linear approximation is obtained with a very good noise suppression because the measurements are combined over all measured frequencies to extract
the model, while a nonparametric approach would use the ‘noisy’ behavior due
to the large total variance. Therefore, the use of the parametric model will
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model the ‘true’ best linear approximation with a smaller variance than the
nonparametric one. How to parameterize the best linear approximation will be
explained in Section 5.2.
Example: The same power amplifier is again simulated for m = 8 phase realizations for q = 2 time-delayed versions. The input multi-tone excitation is
exactly the same as the in-band excitation multi-tone used during the simulations performed to extract the best linear approximation.
The power amplifier of the example is designed to work when loaded and
driven with a 50 Ω resistive source and load impedance. Therefore, (5.1) reduces
to the the more commonly used scattering parameters in a 50 Ω load. The
reflected waves b therefore do not need to be corrected for contributions in the
incident waves a since they equal zero.
The uncorrected spectra of the reflected waves can be separated into different contributions (Fig. 5.8):
• the excited lines ( ) with the mainly linear contributions,
• the stochastic nonlinear contributions at non-excited lines (×), and
• the lines that do not exceed the noise level (· · · ).
The sample variance of the non-excited lines over the m = 8 phase realizations
is an estimate of the level of the stochastic nonlinear contributions. Besides the
in-band inter-modulation distortion, they also model the level of the harmonic
distortion and the inter-modulation distortion in the adjacent channels.

5.1.2

Measurements

To measure the components of the high-level model, two measurement setups
are necessary. One to measure the best linear approximation and one to measure the stochastic nonlinear contributions. The proposed measurement setups
can easily be realized in every well-equipped RF measurement facility.
The proposed measurement procedures are illustrated on a variable-gain
power preamplifier for 5 GHz wireless-LAN applications realized in a 0.35 µm
BiCMOS process, as used before.
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Figure 5.8: The stochastic nonlinear contributions (×) are determined from
the non-excited lines of the reflected waves b which are larger than the noise
level (· · · ) due to nonlinear behavior. : reflected waves b at excited lines.
The best linear approximation
The best linear approximation cannot be determined in the same way as is done
during simulations. The problem lies in the creation of the multi-tone signals.
The multi-tone signal used for the simulations has excited spectral lines with
frequencies ranging from DC up to a few times the passband frequency of the
device, and this with a very small frequency spacing. For RF systems, this
signal cannot be made by an arbitrary waveform generator.
It is however possible to create a multi-tone signal that resembles the actual input, in-band signal of the device closely. The setup used to do that is
explained in Section 2.2.2. Applying this multi-tone signal to the device under
test changes the biasing of the transistors of the device. This change of biasing
is a direct consequence of the even-order nonlinear contributions and it induces
memory effects. These memory effects change the perceived linear behavior of
the device. This so-called best linear approximated behavior is measured using
a vectorial network analyzer (Agilent Performance Network Analyzer, PNA).
The vectorial network analyzer is connected to the input of the device together
with the RF multi-tone source using a power combiner. The complete setup is
shown in Fig. 5.9. The vectorial network analyzer only measures at frequencies
outside the frequency band of the large multi-tone signal.
The power settings of the two ports on the network analyzer are crucial.
If this power is set too high, the network analyzer can influence the measured
response by pushing the device into compression. On the other hand, if the
power is set too low, the network analyzer cannot measure the response accu-
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Figure 5.9: The Vector Signal Generator (VSG) creates an RF multi-tone signal
by IQ-modulating the signals created by two Arbitrary Waveform Generators
(AWG). The RF signal is combined with the signal from the first port of the
Network Analyzer (NA). This measurement setup enables the measurement of
the Device Under Test (DUT).

rately due to interference with the RF multi-tone signal of the vector signal
generator or one of the distorted components. The network analyzer used reports the presence of this problem by a warning message ‘Phase-lock lost’ or
‘Source unleveled’. As a result, the problem can be detected.

Example: The multi-tone signal used to excite the variable-gain power preamplifier consists of 52 excited components since the OFDM modulation used
in 5 GHz wireless-LAN applications also uses 52 modulated carriers. To generate these components, each Arbitrary Waveform Generator (AWG) in Fig. 5.9
has to output a multi-tone containing 26 sinusoids. The amplitudes of the
components of the multi-tones created by the arbitrary waveform generators
are calculated starting from the requested output spectrum using the formulas
given in [Rabi 04]. Both output signals of the arbitrary waveform generators
have a bandwidth of 6 MHz. Since it is not the purpose of making a singleside-band signal, the phases of the signals in the Q-path will not just differ 90
degrees with the phase of the signals in the I-path. Therefore, an RF multi-tone
signal centered around the carrier frequency of the vector signal generator with
a bandwidth of 12 MHz is achieved. The carrier frequency of the Vector Signal
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Generator (VSG) is set to 4.3 GHz since the variable-gain power preamplifier
has its maximum gain of around 20 dB at this frequency.
The best linear approximation is measured twice with different power levels of the RF multi-tone signal of −40 dBm and −10 dBm respectively. These
measurements are compared with standard small-signal network analyzer measurements. As expected, the measurement with an RF multi-tone signal with
a power level of −40 dBm corresponds to the “normal” measurements when

no additional multi-tone source is added. The variable-gain power preamplifier behaves linearly to such small input signals. The device behaves nonlinear
when the device is excited by an RF multi-tone signal with a power level of
−10 dBm. The best linear approximation differs significantly from the normal

small-signal measurement (Fig. 5.10). The input matching shifts as can be
seen in S11 and S21 reveals the compression due to the large input, in-band RF
signal.
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Figure 5.10: The scattering parameters of the variable-gain power preamplifier
are measured with the measurement setup of Fig. 5.9. The normal small-signal
measurements ( ) correspond with the best linear approximation if the power
level of the applied multi-tone signal is very small (−40 dBm – –). The best
linear approximation differs significantly when the power level of the applied
multi-tone signal is increased to −10 dBm ( ).
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The stochastic nonlinear contributions
The measurement setup for the stochastic nonlinear contributions consist of
(Fig. 5.11):
• a multi-tone source,
• a spectrum analyzer,
• two directional couplers, and
• two 50 Ω loads.
Cal.
1
AWG 1
I
Q

SA
2

VSG

DUT

AWG 2
Multi-tone signal
Figure 5.11: The Spectrum Analyzer (SA) measures the reflected waves at
both ports of the Device Under Test (DUT) and is also used to calibrate the
multi-sine source. The switch determines the input of the spectrum analyzer,
while it connects unused inputs to a 50 Ω load.
To measure the stochastic nonlinear contributions correctly, the device is
excited with a multi-tone signal which resembles the actual input signal of its
final application. This multi-tone source is the same as the one that is used
during the measurement of the best linear approximation. It is corrected such
that the power wave incident to the device under test only contains energy at
the requested excition frequencies. This correction is performed with a correction method described in [Rabi 06], Chapter 2. For this method, the switch
in Fig. 5.11 is put in the position ‘Cal.’. The other connections are terminated in 50 Ω loads. The signals in the two arbitrary waveform generators are
modified iteratively such that the signal measured with the spectrum analyzer
corresponds to the expected input signal.
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The stochastic nonlinear contributions are measured after the correction of
the multi-tone source with the spectrum analyzer. Therefore, the switch in
Fig. 5.11 connects the respective port to the spectrum analyzer and terminates
the ‘Cal.’ connection and the other ports in a 50 Ω load.
Multiple spectrum analyzer measurements might be required since a broadband measurement is needed using a small enough frequency grid and a spectrum analyzer typically measures 601 or 1001 frequency points. The broad
spectrum is measured in different consecutive steps which are then combined
into one large spectrum. The stochastic nonlinear contributions are found at
the non-excited lines.
As a spectrum analyzer is used, only the amplitude of the stochastic nonlinear contributions is measured. Therefore, a correction for contributions in the
incident power waves becomes impossible. As the multi-tone source is corrected
for unwanted contributions , this correction is not absolutely needed. In cases
where the correction of the input signals would be impossible, or where one
is interested in the phase of the nonlinear contributions, another measurement
setup should be used. The best solution there is to use a Vectorial Network
Analyzer for Nonlinear Systems (VNANS).

5.1.3

Differences

The simulation procedure differs significantly from the measurement method,
especially for the extraction of the best linear approximation itself. The difference can be found in the excitation signal used: the numerous out-of-band
excitation signals in simulations are replaced with a single out-of-band tone
which steps through the circuit. This difference results in a different best linear approximation. It can be neglected though, since the odd-order nonlinear
contributions causing this difference can be neglected.

5.2

Parameterization

The measured or simulated best linear approximation transfer matrices and
stochastic nonlinear contributions are not useful to directly use as a high-level
model in a simulator. The unparameterized model consists of a large amount
of data which are also very noisy. These problems are solved by parameterizing
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the models. This parameterization limits the size of the model to a number of
model parameters instead of a number proportional to the number of frequency
points. As the parameterization is based on an estimation method, it takes the
variance of the unparameterized data into account. Therefore, it will model
the data and not the noise.
In this section, a robust identification algorithm is proposed to extract a
parameterized model for a MIMO best linear approximation and the stochastic nonlinear contributions starting from their tabular frequency-dependent
data. The MIMO linear model of the best linear approximation determines
the pole/zero locations starting from a common-denominator transfer-matrix
model. The stochastic nonlinear contributions are separately modeled by their
pole/zero locations. Such models can easily be used in SPICE-like simulators
such as SpectreRF R since the resulting models describe ordinary differential
equations.

5.2.1

The best linear approximation

The MIMO best linear approximation of nonlinear systems can be presented
using a common-denominator transfer-matrix representation. This representation means that the exact inputs a0j (s) with j ∈ [1 . . . na ] and the best linear
approximated outputs b0i (s) with i ∈ [1 . . . nb ] are related to each other using
b0i (s)

=

na
X
Nij (s)
j=1

d(s)

a0j (s)

(5.5)

where s represents the Laplace variable, d(s) the common-denominator polynomial and Nij (s) the numerator polynomials. All the polynomials have realvalued coefficients. The poles of the system are the zeros of the common denominator d(s). If some poles are not observable in certain transfer functions,
then the influence of these poles is compensated by zeros that are (almost) coincident to the poles. This compensation does not lead to numerical conditioning
problems if the appropriate orthogonal polynomials are used [Rola 95].
An errors-in-variables framework is used to derive the estimators [Pint 01].
It implies that both the inputs and outputs are perturbed with zero-mean
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additive noise ∆ai (s) and ∆bj (s)
ai = a0i + ∆ai
bj = b0j + ∆bj

(5.6)

with the noise variances equal to
i
h
σa2i aj (s) = E ∆ai (s)∆aj (s)
h
i
σa2i bj (s) = E ∆ai (s)∆bj (s)
i
h
σb2i bj (s) = E ∆bi (s)∆bj (s) .

(5.7)

Some of these (co-)variances can be equal to zero depending on the data source
and the type of approximation that is performed. Therefore, all identification
steps are made robust to such degenerated cases.
In our framework, the different best linear approximated scattering parameters are used as the outputs bi (s). The inputs aj (s) are chosen equal to one
and noiseless. The noise variances of the outputs are the total variances of the
nonparametric best linear approximated scattering parameters.
Identification framework
The framework chosen to identify the MIMO best linear approximated system
is a Maximum-Likelihood (ML) estimator under the assumption that
• both the inputs and the outputs can be perturbed with additive, circularcomplex and Gaussian noise (5.6);
• the uncertainties on inputs and outputs can be correlated and frequency
dependent (5.7).
The advantage of using a maximum-likelihood description of the estimation
problem lies in the desirable properties of the maximum-likelihood estimator.
It can be shown that the estimates are then consistent and asymptotically
efficient [Pint 01].
The maximum-likelihood estimate can be derived under the assumptions
that the noise is independent over the K frequencies and that it is normally
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distributed with given covariance matrix [Pint 01]. These assumptions lead to
the minimization of the maximum-likelihood cost,
LML (θ) =

K
X

−1
eH (θ, ωk )Ce(θ,ω
e(θ, ωk )
k)

k=1

=

K
X

(5.8)
H

r (θ, ωk )r(θ, ωk ),

k=1

with respect to the real-valued parameter vector
h
T
θ T = θN
11

T
θN
na n

···

b

i
θdT .

(5.9)

Vector e(θ, ωk ) represent the error vector
e(θ, ωk ) = vec(eij (θ, ωk ))
eij (θ, ωk ) = Nij (θNij , ωk )aj (ωk ) − d(θd , ωk )bi (ωk )

(5.10)

with Nij (θNij , ωk ) = PNij (jωk )θNij and d(θd , ωk ) = Pd (jωk )θd where P represents the polynomial basis used. The matrix Ce(θ,ωk ) is the covariance matrix
associated with e(θ, ωk ).
The maximum-likelihood cost can be minimized using standard GaussNewton-like minimization algorithms [Flet 87, Guil 96] with the residual vector
rk given by
−1/2

r(θ, ωk ) = Ce(θ,ωk ) e(θ, ωk ).

(5.11)

Gauss-Newton-like optimization methods demand the computation of the
first derivative of the complex-valued rk with respect to the real-valued θ. The
matrix obtained by stacking these derivatives at all frequencies is called the
Jacobian matrix J:
Jk =

h

∂r(θ,ωk )
∂θ1

···

∂r(θ,ωk )
∂θnθ

i

(5.12)

with nθ the total number of parameters. Generally, the analytic computation
of the Jacobian is extremely unpractical since it demands the derivative of
−1/2
Ce(θ,ωk ) . Analytical expressions are only convenient if Ce(θ,ωk ) is reduced to a
scalar or to a diagonal form. However, it is possible to use a pseudo-Jacobian
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which approximates the Jacobian such that their Gauss-Newton minimizers are
identical [Guil 96]. This pseudo-Jacobian is computed as
h
J+ k = j+ k,1

···

i
j+ k,θ ,

(5.13)

with
−1/2

j+ k,i = Ce(θ,ωk )

∂e(θ, ωk ) 1 −1/2 ∂Ce(θ,ωk ) −1
− Ce(θ,ωk )
Ce(θ,ωk ) e(θ, ωk ).
∂θi
2
∂θi

(5.14)

Numerical optimization
Solving the starting value problem. This section describes two algorithms — a Weighted Linear Least-Squares (WLLS) and a Weighted Generalized Total-Least-Squares (WGTLS) — that can be used to generate starting
values for the parameters θ. These values depend both on the polynomial bases,
P. (jωk ) and on the weighting, W . The polynomial bases used are described
in the next paragraph. The weighting is first determined empirically and is
afterwards improved by restarting the estimation a few times.
−1/2

A first starting value is obtained by linearization of (5.11), by taking Ce(θ,ωk )
−1/2

constant: this results in a WLLS estimator. Since Ce(θ,ωk ) depends on the
(unknown) parameters θ, it is necessary to determine the initial weighting empirically. This empirical weighting can only use the measured transfer matrices
and the asymptotic behavior of the polynomials, given the orders of the polynomials. Such weighting has been proposed for the SISO case [Rola 99]. In
our MIMO case, we use the empirical weighting of [Rola 99] for each transfer
function separately and sum the contributions together for each output.
An alternative to the WLLS is the use of a WGTLS estimator [Pint 01,
Van 97]. Observing that the error vector (5.10) is linear in the parameters θ
makes it possible to write e = Aθ with

PN11 a1
 .
 .
 .

A=
 0
 .
 ..

0

···
..
.

0
..
.

···
..
.
···

PNij ai
..
.
0

···
···
···
..
.

0
..
.
0
..
.

···

PNna nb ana


−Pd b1
.. 

. 

−Pd bj 

.. 
. 

−Pd bnb
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The solution of the WGTLS is given by the Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) of the matrix W AC −1 were W and C are weighting matrices that
are mandatory to obtain consistent and nearly ML-efficient estimates [Pint 01,
Golu 96]. The matrix W weights the importance of each equation and therefore
−1/2
determines the efficiency of the estimator. Optimally, W equals Ce
. The


H
H
weighting matrix C makes the estimates consistent if C C = E (W A) (W A)
[Van 97]. The matrix C becomes singular when some of the inputs or outputs
are known exactly. We therefore advise to compute the WGTLS solution us-

ing a Generalized SVD (GSVD) [Van 97]. This avoids the inversion of the —
possibly singular — matrix C.
The WLLS and the WGTLS can also be used iteratively by plugging previous estimates of θ into the next weighting. Such WGTLS iterative estimators —
known as the Bootstrapped Total Least-Squares (BTLS) estimator — generate
strongly consistent estimates at each iteration [Van 97].
Restarting the estimation with an improved weighting is required in three
situations:
1. If no nonlinear optimizer is available, then the parameters can be estimated by the iterative use of the WLLS or the BTLS.
2. If the maximum-likelihood nonlinear optimizer gets stuck into a local
minimum, then we advice to use the BTLS estimator to generate an alternative starting point. The BTLS estimator is more appropriate than the
WLLS since the latter is a linearized version of the maximum-likelihood
cost. Hence, the probability that the WLLS estimate gets stuck in the
neighborhood of the nonlinear optimizer is higher.
3. If the conditioning severely decreases during the optimization of the
maximum-likelihood cost, then a re-orthogonalization is required by restarting with the WLLS or the BTLS estimator using a weighting evaluated in the previous maximum-likelihood estimates.
Forsythe orthogonal polynomials enable high-order models. Several
strategies are proposed in the literature to improve the numerical conditioning
of weighted [Bult 01, Fors 57, Rola 95] and unweighted least-squares problems
[Coel 99].
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Optimal conditioning for rational models can be obtained using vector orthogonal polynomials [Bult 01]. These polynomials mix all basis functions of
the denominator and all numerators. This makes the use of vector orthogonal
polynomials significantly more complex and computationally slower.
A practical alternative for the complete orthogonalization [Bult 01] uses
the Forsythe orthogonal polynomials to represent the individual polynomials
[Fors 57]. They are constructed using a 3-term recurrence algorithms for both
real-valued polynomials evaluated over the real axis [Fors 57] and for complexvalued polynomials evaluated over the imaginary axis [Rola 95]. These Forsythe
orthogonal polynomials make J H J equal to the identity matrix for the WLLS
and the WGTLS. Under the condition that the nominator and denominator polynomials are separately represented, the rational approximations using
Forsythe orthogonal polynomials lead to the best-conditioned representation
and are demonstrated up to order 120 [Rola 95].

Model selection problem for MIMO. A model selection algorithm is
required to determine the orders of the numerators Nij (s) and the denominator
d(s). The model selection algorithm is based on the SISO model selection
algorithm of [Rola 97]. This algorithm is a two-step order selection method
with a coarse and a fine selection.
The coarse selection starts with an over-estimated order. It uses the singular
values of a whitened Jacobian matrix to determine a (slight) over-estimate of
the order [Rola 97]. Whitening the Jacobian is necessary to set the threshold
for the selection procedure.
The fine selection is performed through elimination of poles/zeros without
significant contribution to the model in the frequency band of interest. The fine
selection for SISO models [Rola 97] is adapted when considering the distance
between poles and zeros. A pole/zero pair cancels in the SISO case if their
distance equals zero. This is generalized to MIMO by considering the distance
between a pole and the zeros of each individual transfer function. A pole/zeros
cancels if the distance of a pole to a zero in all transfer functions Nij (s) equals
zero.
Although the system is stable, the model can have poles in the right-half
plane. Especially, poles outside the band of interest can decrease the cost func-
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tion if placed in the right-half plane, while not having a significant influence on
in the in-band behavior of the system. In this case, the stabilization technique
of [Dhae 06] can be used.
Example: The nonparametric model of the best linear approximated scattering matrix of the power amplifier used in Section 4.3 is parameterized (Fig. 5.7).
As the nonparametric model is extracted from simulations, the frequency axes
is warped according to (4.13) to suppress the error of the trapezium integration
rule of the simulator.
The parametric model is estimated for the nonparametric ŜR . It has a
22nd-order common denominator, also the nominator polynomials are 22nd
order. This model closely follows the significant points of the nonparametric
ŜR . This correspondence is shown by the complex difference between the resulting parametric and nonparametric model (Fig. 5.12). The difference is of
the same level as the standard deviation of ŜR , which indicates an excellent
agreement without over modeling.
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Figure 5.12: The parametric model of the best linear approximation ( ) follows
the nonparametric model ( ) but is less noisy. The difference between the
parametric and nonparametric model (· · · ) equals almost everywhere the total
variance (–·–) on the nonparametric model.
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The stochastic nonlinear contributions

The stochastic nonlinear contributions are modeled as filtered Gaussian white
noise. The amplitude response of the filter is given by the level of the stochastic
nonlinear contributions (Fig. 5.8). The obtained filters are described by their
pole and zero locations.
Due to their nature, the modeling of the stochastic nonlinear contributions needs a noise model. We use an off-the-shelf Box-Jenkins identification
technique [Pint 06b, Pint 06a]. The proposed frequency-domain maximumlikelihood solution handles continuous time models under the assumption that
both the input white noise and the system are band-limited [Pint 06b]. It is
successfully applied earlier to model the filter characteristic of the stochastic nonlinear contributions of single-input single-output systems [Pint 06a]. In
our case, the different stochastic nonlinear contributions of every output of
the multiple-input multiple-output system are modeled separately. Since the
data are already in the frequency domain, applying this modeling technique is
straightforward.
Example: The stochastic nonlinear contributions of the power amplifier used
before are modeled. The model has 23 zeros and 25 poles. The parametric filter
characteristic is plotted together with the stochastic nonlinear contributions of
the output reflected wave (Fig. 5.13). The model fits the stochastic nonlinear
contributions nicely.

5.3

Scaling with an external parameter

The unparameterized transfer matrices can depend on external parameters.
The most common external parameter in this work is the input power. The
input power is an important parameter determining the nonlinear behavior of a
device under test. Therefore, it also determines its best linear approximation.
External parameters can also appear in linear systems. Take for example a
variable gain amplifier, whose gain setting is treated as an external parameter.
The parameterized models should scale smoothly as a function of an external parameter, whether this parameter changes only the linear behavior of
the system or also the nonlinear behavior. This scaling can only be achieved
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Figure 5.13: The filter characteristics ( ) fits the stochastic nonlinear contributions (×). · · · : noise level.
when the models describe physically relevant model properties. This is another
advantage of using the pole/zero trajectories instead of the coefficients of a rational form. The dependency of these trajectories on the external parameter(s)
is physically relevant.
The pole/zero trajectories are found in four steps:
1. identify the external parameters,
2. simulate or measure the system for different values of the external parameters,
3. extract the poles and zeros for the different values of the external parameters, and
4. verify whether or not the pole/zero trajectories scale smoothly with the
external parameter.
Identify the external parameters
The external parameters need to be identified first. These are all the parameters
which can change during the operation of the device and are desired to be used
as an external parameter in the model. For the power amplifier in our example,
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this parameter is the power of the RF input signal. Note that the power of the
out-of-band excitations does not change. A more elaborate model could also
take the load impedance as an external parameter in order to take the influence
of a varying antenna impedance into account.
Simulate or measure the system for different values of the external
parameter
Simulations or measurements need to be performed for different values of the
external parameters. The experiments are repeated for at least three values for
every external parameter: the minimal and maximal expected value and one in
between those two extremes. The middle simulation is used in the verification
step to check whether or not more experiments with other values of the external
parameter are needed.
Extract the poles and zeros for different values of the external parameter
The parameterizations are performed for the different values of the external
parameters. The first step in the calculation of the pole and zero locations
of the transfer functions of the best linear approximated scattering matrix,
is the estimation of starting values for those pole and zero positions using the
bootstrapped total least-squares method described in the previous section. This
step of calculating starting values for the pole and zero locations only have to be
performed for the transfer functions corresponding to one value of the external
parameter. For the transfer functions corresponding to the other values of the
external parameter, the pole and zero locations from the previous value of the
external parameter are used as starting values. These poles and zeros form
good starting values, since they have a physical meaning and therefore will not
change drastically.
To retrieve good starting values for the pole and zero locations for the first
experiment, one choses the best linear approximation corresponding to the
value of the external parameter which results in the least stochastic nonlinear
distortion. After all, the smaller the stochastic nonlinear contributions on the
excited lines, the less noisier the best linear approximation will be, and the
better the estimation of the starting values of the poles and zeros will be. In
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our case, the smallest nonlinear distortions correspond to smallest power of the
RF input signal.
Verify if the pole/zero trajectories scale smoothly with the external
parameter
The location of every pole and zero is described as a function of the external
parameters. The location of the poles and zeros of the selected value for the
external parameter is calculated by interpolation of the values of the poles and
zeros for the modeled external parameters.
The interpolation of the positions of the poles and the zeros allows to check
whether or not enough values for the external parameters are used in the modeling step. Therefore, the poles and zeros for the extreme values of the external
parameter are interpolated to the third value of the external parameter. If the
interpolated poles and zeros differ significantly from their estimated positions,
more values of the external parameters have to be used.
To decide which difference is significant, one can obtain the 95 % confidence
elipses by the covariances on the roots for the test system [Vuer 01]. If all the
interpollated poles and zeros fall in these confidence elipses, the difference is
not significant. The problem is that these confidence elipses are not accurate
confidence regions for the estimated poles and zeros [Vuer 01].
To overcome the accuracy of the confidence bounds, a different approach to
evaluate the quality is proposed. The transfer functions with the interpolated
roots and with the estimated roots are evaluated over frequency. The magnitude of the complex difference of those two systems is calculated and compared
with the model error which was calculated as the complex difference between
the estimated system and the nonparametric best linear approximation that
was used to estimate the poles and zeros of the system (· · · in Fig. 5.12). If the

complex difference is smaller or equal to the model error, the error made by the
interpolation of the poles and the zeros of the system can safely be neglected.

Example: The power amplifier used before is simulated for five different
power levels, with a factor two between the smallest and largest input power.
Only the power of the in-band RF input signal is scaled, not the power of the
out-of-band excitations.
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The poles and zeros for the five different power levels scale smoothly as a
function of the input power as can be noticed for the poles of the best linear
approximation in Fig. 5.14. The poles at four different power levels are used
as a reference to determine the pole positions at a fifth power level. These
poles are retrieved by cubic interpolation, and ideally should coincide with the
estimated pole locations as found by the modeling.
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Figure 5.14: The poles of the best linear approximation move smoothly when
the input power is increased. ×: poles used for interpolation, ◦: interpolated
pole, ∗: reference pole to verify interpolation.
To evaluate whether or not the difference between the estimated and interpolated pole and zero locations is significant, the evaluated transfer functions
for both sets of pole and zero locations are calculated and their complex difference is analyzed. The difference is compared to the modeling error of the
estimated poles. The results for the scattering parameter S11 ( ) are shown in
Fig. 5.15. The complex difference ( ) is lower than to the modeling error (· · · )
for frequencies up to 10 GHZ. For higher frequencies, the interpolation error
saturates at approximately −65 dBc, which is still a very good model error.
Also the filter characteristics of the stochastic nonlinear contributions scale
smoothly (Fig. 5.16). The poles and zeros move only slightly when increasing
the input power.
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Figure 5.15: The complex difference ( ) between the system evaluated for the
interpolated poles ( ) and the estimated poles is up to approximately 10 GHz
lower than the modeling error (· · · ). For higher frequencies, the interpolation
error saturates at −65 dBc.

5.4

Model implementation in Verilog-A

The resulting model is described in Verilog-A to enable its use in commercial
circuit simulators. This language can be used to describe behavioral models of analog systems and can be used in many different simulators such as
SpectreRF R or ADS R .

5.4.1

The description

The description of the model in Verilog-A can be split in the calculation of:
1. the correct pole/zero locations,
2. the incident waves a,
3. the reflected waves b,
4. the stochastic nonlinear contributions, and
5. the ports’ voltages and currents.

5.4 Model implementation in Verilog-A
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Figure 5.16: The stochastic nonlinear contributions scale as expected when
increasing the input power.

Calculate the correct pole/zero locations
The pole/zero locations of every transfer function are know for a discrete set of
external parameters. The necessary values of the external parameters can be
different from the ones used during the extraction of the model. The correct
pole/zero locations are found by interpolation of the known pole/zero locations.
Therefore, the values of the external parameters to use are given by the user
when the Verilog-A code is called.

Calculate the incident waves a
The incident waves a are calculated for every port ni using:
ani (f) =

vni (f) + Zni ini (f)
p
.
2 Zni

(5.15)

The formulae are given in the frequency domain, but since the reference impedance Zni does not depend on the frequency, they are also valid in the time
domain.
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Calculate the reflected waves b
The reflected waves b are calculated from the incident waves a using the best
linear approximated scattering matrix. The transfer functions in the scattering
matrix are given by their pole and zero locations. The calculation can therefore
be performed using the function ‘laplace zp’ [Veri 96]. This function filters a
signal in the time domain using the poles and zeros of a transfer function. It
demands that the number of zeros is larger than the number of poles. If this
constraint is not automatically met, extra poles are added at frequencies far
beyond the estimated band. As these extra poles are located for outside the
frequency band of interest, their influence on the behavior at the estimated
frequencies can be neglected. If the influence is not negligible, they need to be
moved to even higher frequencies. The influence can be quantified by calculating the complex difference between the transfer functions with and without
these extra poles. This complex difference can than be compared to the total
variance of the nonparametric best linear approximation. If the difference is
smaller than the total variance, the influence of the extra poles can be safely
neglected.

Calculate the stochastic nonlinear contributions
The stochastic nonlinear contributions are calculated as filtered Gaussian white
noise. The Gaussian white noise is created with the function ‘dist normal’
[Veri 96]. It is filtered also with the function ‘laplace zp’. These filtered signals
are added to the reflected waves.

Calculate the ports’ voltages and currents
From the variables a and b, the corrected voltage and current signals are calculated
p
vni = (ani + bni ) Zni
ini =

ani − bni
p
Zni

(5.16)

5.4 Model implementation in Verilog-A
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Possible problems

When interpolating the poles and zeros to the value of the external parameter,
two different problems can occur (Fig. 5.17). First, pole/zero locations are only
perceived for a certain range of the external parameter(Fig. 5.17(a)). Second,
two real poles/zeros become a complex pole pair(Fig. 5.17(b)).

New
pole/zero
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Frequency (GHz)
(a) Extra poles/zeros

(b) Real to imaginary poles

Figure 5.17: Two different problems with describing the pole/zero trajectories
can be found.

If poles or zeros are only perceived for certain values of the external parameters, one should take care that the pole/zero locations are only calculated by
interpolation and not by extrapolation. Therefore, a simple check on the value
of the external parameter verifies whether or not a pole/zero should be used.
If real poles/zeros convert to a complex pole/zero pair, one should take care
that the two complex poles/zeros are conjugate to each other. This constraint
implies that the transfer function has real-valued coefficients. It is enforced by
combining the two poles into one quadratic transfer function:
(1 + sT1 )(1 + sT2 ) = as2 + bs + 1

(5.17)

with − T11 and − T12 being the respective poles or zeros and s the Laplace vari-

able. The coefficients a and b are interpolated for the external parameter by
cubic interpolation. The roots of this quadratic form give the correct values
for the interpolated poles or zeros.
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Results

The model of the simulated power amplifier is implemented in Verilog-A. This
implementation allows to evaluate the quality of the model. A multi-tone signal
is used in two simulation. First, the transistor-level circuit is excited. Second,
the high-level model is used instead of the circuit itself.
The transistor-level and high-level simulations are compared (Fig. 5.18).
The model accurately describes the perceived linear behavior of the device.
The stochastic nonlinear contributions are modeled as filtered Gaussian white
noise. Therefore, neither the phase nor the amplitude of the response at a
specific frequency will be exact. On the other hand, the overall level of the
stochastic nonlinear contributions is correct.

Pout (dBm)

0

−30

−60

4.5

5.5

6.5

Frequency (GHz)
Figure 5.18: The output of the high-level model ( ) closely follows the output
of the transistor-level simulation (×).

5.6

Conclusions

This chapter describes a method to extract the wide-band best linear approximation for nonlinear multiple-input multiple-output systems excited by
Gaussian-noise like band-limited signals from simulations or measurements. It
also describes the extraction of pole/zero trajectories depending on an external
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parameter such as the input power.
The proposed algorithms show excellent results on the simulation of a twostage power amplifier for 5 GHz wireless-LAN applications and on measurements of a variable-gain power preamplifier for the same application. The
pole/zero trajectories were found to be smooth functions of the input power.
The resulting high-level model can be easily implemented in Verilog-A — a
describing language understood by most circuit simulators. Once implemented,
the complete model evaluates in a couple of minutes, whereas the transistorlevel simulation of the same circuit can take a couple of hours.
The high-level model accurately describes the perceived linear behavior of
the device. It also describes the level of the stochastic nonlinear contributions
well. Therefore, the model is very well suited to be used as a high-level model.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and further
research
The goal of this work is to arm designers with the necessary insight in the
nonlinear behavior of their designs such that they can take the different specifications that are put on the nonlinear behavior correctly into account at every
level of their design. The contributions of this work make it possible to achieve
this goal. Of course, the proposed techniques can be further employed and
expanded, which leads to great ideas for further research.

6.1

Contributions of this work

This work contributes to the understanding of the nonlinear behavior at the
different levels in a design process. It covers the design at transistor level, the
analysis of complete circuits and the high-level modeling of devices to be used
in system-level simulations.

6.1.1

Design at transistor level

Nonlinear behavior does not only depend on the system, but also on the excitation signal. Therefore, in order to take the nonlinear behavior of the circuit
correctly into account, the excitation signal used should resemble the actual
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communication signal as closely as possible.
Working with real communication signals is not practical during the design
process. As an alternative, multi-tone signals are introduced in the design loop.
Multi-tone signals are frequently used in the frequency domain identification,
but by means of several examples, we also show that they are very useful in
the design loop.
One such example is the load-pull experiment. During the load-pull procedure in the design of a power amplifier, the multi-tone excitation signals lead to
a different optimum value for the load impedance than the one obtained with
a standard single-tone load-pull procedure.
The single-input single-output best linear approximation shows its usefulness during the transistor level design procedure. With a feedback low-noise
amplifier, it was possible to identify the transistor contributing most to the
overall nonlinear behavior. The best linear approximation could be integrated
in an optimization process, thereby drastically improving the circuit’s linearity.
The multi-tone signals and the single-input single-output best linear approximation can be easily integrated in many designs. They improve the designer’s
insight in the circuit’s behavior, thereby speeding up the design of complex
circuits.

6.1.2

Analysis of complex circuits

By means of simulations on a 741 operational amplifier, we show how the best
linear approximation can be used to characterize the linear and the nonlinear
behavior using only a few simulations. The characteristics can directly be
compared with the design specifications.
Power amplifiers can also be analyzed using the best linear approximation.
Introducing the multiple-input, multiple-output best linear approximation allows to identify the nonlinear contributions of the different stages in a two-stage
amplifier. This classification could be performed while the different stages were
kept connected, therefore not removing their mutual influence.
The analysis using the best linear approximation is a huge gain for designers.
First, they can verify whether or not the design complies with the specifications. Second, if the design does not comply, they have a technique to identify
where it goes wrong. This work illustrates that the best linear approximation
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successfully tackles those challenges.

6.1.3

High-level models

System-level designers are in need for high-level models. Mostly, they have
contradicting demands: on the one hand, the model has to describe the systems
performance well, but on the other hand, it has to evaluate fast.
The amount of research in the field of high-level models for power amplifiers
shows their importance. Plenty of those high-level models do have huge drawbacks. Plenty of them do not take the communication signal correctly into
account. Others are only valid for a specific type of power amplifier, for example
a class-AB amplifier in a bipolar technology.
The high-level models based on a parameterized version of the best linear
approximations overcome the limitations. The result is a very fast evaluating
model with a very close description of the linear as well as the nonlinear behavior of the device. Since it is not depending on any circuit structure, it can
be easily employed to model other circuits as well.
The high-level model is also a simple model to understand. Therefore, the
user does not have to study complex theories to understand the limitations of
this high-level model.

6.2

Further research

Of course, not every possible aspect of incorporating the best linear approximation into the design process is already tried out. The examples and theories
provided in this work are only a start. They hold the promise that the best
linear approximation can get a large impact in nowadays circuit design for
communication systems.
I would really like to share my personal thoughts about the future research
in the fields of the design, the analysis and the high-level modeling of electronic
circuits.
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Design at transistor level

During the design process, we used simulations.

Power amplifiers are of-

ten designed using load-pull measurements using one-tone excitation signals.
Nowadays, vectorial network analyzers for measuring nonlinear systems exist
[VNANS]. Those setups can be used in the advantage of the designer to perform
load-pull measurements using multi-tone excitation signals, leading to better
designed amplifiers.
The design algorithms proposed in this work can be further expanded towards other interesting design steps. One possible candidate is the analysis of
the biasing network. Due to even-order distortions, energy is created at low
frequencies. This energy can partially pass through the biasing network of the
device, strongly affecting the linearity of the complete circuit. These so called
memory effects can be analyzed easily using the best linear approximation,
thereby helping the designer to make correct trade-offs.

6.2.2

Analysis of complex circuits

During the analysis of complex circuits, we did not handle compensating nonlinearities. This is simply impossible, since we use a linear approximation. One
only has information about the amplitude of the nonlinear contributions.
Many circuits make use of compensating nonlinearities. Take for an example a push-pull structure, which is used to cancel the second order nonlinear
distortion. To correctly evaluate the nonlinear behavior of such a structure,
also the phase information of the dominant nonlinear behavior has to be known.
Identification algorithms are being developed to estimate a Wiener-Hammerstein structure with a dynamic nonlinearity. The Wiener-Hammerstein
structure represents the system by a cascade of a linear system, a static nonlinearity and again a linear system. Ones this technique is mature, application
to circuit analysis could make the evaluation of compensating nonlinearities
possible.

6.2.3

High-level models

It would be nice to be able to model every circuit in a front-end of a communication system with the best linear approximation. In order to achieve this,
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some extension are necessary.
Differential circuits can already be modeled by the MIMO best linear approximation. The problem with achieving these models is the selection of a
correct input signal. In reality, the input will not be perfectly differential, neither will it be complete common-mode. The input signal to extract the best
linear behavior should be chosen such that it covers the mixed differentialcommon mode correctly to closely describe the circuit’s behavior.
Other problematic components to model are the periodic time-varying systems. One example of such a system is a mixer. The best linear approximation
is currently being expanded to the best mixer approximation [Vand 06]. The
best mixer approximation models the conversion gain and the leakage paths
correctly. To enable this, specifically designed multi-tone input signals have to
be used.
The list of possible further research topics is not complete, but the realization of the mentioned topics is challenging. The contributions of this work
clearly illustrate the possibilities and form a good starting point.
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